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ABSTRACT 
Transformation methods are perhaps the most powerful analytic tool currently 
available in the study of nonlinear partial differential equations. Transformations may 
be classified into two categories: category I includes transformations of the dependent 
and independent variables of a given partial differential equation and category II addi- 
tionally includes transformations of the derivatives of the dependent variables. 
In part I of this thesis our principal attention is focused on transformations of 
the category I, namely point transformations. We mainly deal with groups of transfor- 
mations. These groups enable us to derive similarity transformations which reduce the 
number of independent variables of a certain partial differential equation. Firstly, we 
introduce the concept of transformation groups and in the analysis which follows three 
methods for determining transformation groups are presented and consequently the 
corresponding similarity transformations are derived. We also present a direct method 
for determining similarity transformations. Finally, we classify all point transforma- 
tions for a particular class of equations, namely the generalised Burgers equation. 
Bäcklund transformations belong to category II and they are investigated in part 
II. The first chapter is an introduction to the theory of Bäcklund transformations. Here 
two different classes of Bäcklund transformations are defined and appropriate example 
are given. These two classes are considered in the proceeding analysis, where we 
search for Bäcklund transformations for specific classes of partial differential equa- 
tions. 
-5- 
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CHAPTER ONE 
INTRODUCTION AND GENERAL OUTLINE 
The study of nonlinear partial differential equations has had a sporadic history 
up to the present time. Such equations arise in many branches of applied mathematics, 
for example, continuum mechanics and mathematical physics. In spite of the fact that 
physical phenomena are crying out for the solution of the underlying nonlinear model 
equations, this solution (general or particular) is difficult, if not impossible, to find. 
Few methods of solution have been devised, but they only provide particular solu- 
tions. Nevertheless, in the words of de Tocqueville, "God does not need general 
theories. He knows all the special cases! " 
While there is no existing general theory for nonlinear partial differential equa- 
tions, many special cases have yielded to appropriate changes of variable. In fact, 
transformations are perhaps the most powerful tool currently available in this area. In 
general these transformations may be classified into two categories: category I 
includes transformations of the dependent and independent variables, namely point 
transformations and category II additionally includes transformations of the deriva- 
tives of the dependent variables, namely contact transformations. Part I of this thesis 
deals with point transformations and mainly with continuous groups of transforma- 
tions, which are also known as Lie groups after the name of a Norwegian mathemati- 
cian, while in part II our principal attention is focused on Bäcklund transformations 
which arose as a generalisation of contact transformations. 
Transformation group methods are powerful tools because they are not based on 
linear operators, superposition or any other aspects of linear solution techniques and 
therefore, these methods are applicable to nonlinear partial differential equations. 
These groups enable us to derive a type of transformations, namely similarity transfor- 
mations, which have the property of reducing the number of independent variables of 
a system of partial differential equations. For example, consider the potential Burgers 
equation 
2 
uý=uxx +uz, (1.1) 
2 
au a where u,, = ax , ut au and uxx _ 
axe 
,a notation which will be used throughout this 
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thesis. A similarity transformation of the form 
x 
u =F(77); 77 = (1.2) 
would transform equation (1.1) to an ordinary differential equation of the form 
d2F 2 
17 2+(d ) +277 = 0.  (1.3) di7 
Transformation groups which have the property of mapping a solution into a solution, 
can also be employed to generate a new solution from a known one. 
These transformation groups could be generalised by allowing the transforma- 
tions to depend upon the derivatives of the dependent variable as well as the indepen- 
dent and dependent variables. The associated transformations are called Lie-Bäcklund 
transformations. The Lie Bäcklund transformation approach [3,4,73,94] is not covered 
in this thesis. 
An example of a Bäcklund transformation is a pair of partial differential rela- 
tions involving two dependent variables, two independent variables and their deriva- 
tives which together imply that each one of the dependent variables satisfies 
separately a partial differential equation. Thus, for example, the transformation 
uX = `ý'(x, Y, u, u', uX, uy), uy = O(x, Y, u, u" uX, uy) (1.4) 
would imply that u(x, y) and u'(x, y) satisfy partial differential equations of the opera- 
tional form 
P(u)=0, Q(u')=0. (1.5) 
Liouville's equation, u,, y = e", provides a simple example of an equation for which the 
general solution may be obtained quite easily by means of a Bäcklund transformation. 
This equation is related to the linear equation uý = 0, by the Bäcklund transformation 
uX = uX-aexp[, (u+u')], (1.6a) 
.f2 uy=-uy- 
-exp[- (u-u')], a= tonst. (1.6b) 
a 
When the general solution of uý = 0, namely u' = A(x)+B(y), is inserted into equa- 
tions (1.6), the solutions of the resulting first order system readily yield the general 
solution of the Liouville's equation, 
u= In 
2A'B' {(A+B)2j' 
-8- 
where A' and B' are the derived functions of A and B, respectively. 
The transformation 
u= F(u', us, uy) (1.7) 
is a special Bäcklund transformation which relates equations of the form (1.5). Such a 
case is the Hopf-Cole transformation [29,45], u= uX /u', which relates the Burgers 
equation, uy = u,,, r+2uuX and the heat equation, uy = u., ý. Needless to say, the 
Bäcklund transformations (1.4) and (1.7) may depend on higher derivatives, when 
equations (1.5) must be appropriate higher order equations. 
Recently there has been considerable mathematical interest in applying a method 
which is known as inverse scattering. It is connected with the theory of solitons 
[33,34,37]. The inverse scattering method was originally introduced by Gardner, 
Greene, Kruskal and Miura [40]. In effect, this method reduces the solution of a non- 
linear partial differential equation to that of a linear integral equation, and the partial 
differential equation is usually then said to be completely integrable. Another method 
which appears in today's research in nonlinear partial differential equations is the 
Painleve analysis. This method was developed by Weiss, Tabor and Carnevale [101]. 
Weiss wrote a number of papers on this method [102]. These two methods are 
beyond our scope and therefore we will not examine them in the subsequent analysis. 
The concept of continuous transformation groups is presented in chapter two. 
This chapter contains the theoretical background needed for the subsequent chapters in 
part I, and forms a basis for these chapters. We define a finite one-parameter group of 
transformations and we show how the corresponding infinitesimal transformations are 
obtained. We introduce the concept of invariance of differential equations under 
groups of transformations which lead to similarity transformations and to the genera- 
tion of new solutions from known ones. We define the extended group of transforma- 
tions and we show how it can be obtained. Finally the definition of a strong and weak 
symmetry group is given. 
Given a partial differential equation, how does one construct groups of transfor- 
mations which leave this equation invariant? Chapter three introduces the first method 
for determining such groups. Firstly, we show how the similarity transformations are 
obtained and then our main objective is to discover how one-parameter finite groups 
may be found such that a particular equation is invariant under these groups. 
-9- 
The application of infinitesimal transformation groups to the solution of partial 
differential equations is more widespread than the application of finite transformation 
groups in today's research. The classical method for determining infinitesimal 
transformations for a given equation, which was first introduced by Lie [63], is dis- 
cussed in chapter four. This method derives transformations from which we are able 
to derive similarity transformations and also generate new solutions from known ones. 
Here we show how the latter can be achieved, through appropriate examples. In the 
same chapter we refer to computer algebra systems which are available today. The 
computer algebra system REDUCE [42] has greatly facilitated all computations 
involved in this research. 
Bluman and Cole [13] introduced a generalisation of Lie's classical method for 
determining infinitesimal transformations, which was named the nonclassical method. 
The transformation groups obtained by this method do not map a solution into a solu- 
tion and therefore can only be employed to derive similarity transformations. A com- 
mon characteristic of the methods stated so far, for determining similarity transforma- 
tions for a given partial differential equation, is the use of transformation groups. 
Clarkson and Kruskal [26] proposed a direct method for determining similarity 
transformations which involves no group theoretical techniques. Chapter five contains 
a detailed discussion of the Bluman-Cole and Clarkson-Kruskal methods through 
appropriate examples. 
In the final chapter of part I, chapter six, we classify all finite point transforma- 
tions between generalised Burgers equations of the form 
u, +uux+a(x, t)u, 
 
= 
0. (1.8) 
These transformations necessarily include all invariant infinitesimal transformations 
and in addition they include a reciprocal point transformation as well as transforma- 
tions relating equations with different function a(x, t) [52]. 
In part II, our discussion relates to a transformation that had its origin in some 
investigations by Bäcklund [5,6]. The importance of Bäcklund transformations and 
their generalisations is basically twofold. Thus, one the one hand, invariance under a 
Bäcklund transformation (auto-Bäcklund transformation) may be used to generate an 
infinite sequence of solutions of certain nonlinear partial differential equations by 
purely algebraic superposition principles. On the other hind, Bäcklund transforma- 
tions may also be used to link certain nonlinear partial differential equations to canon- 
ical forms whose properties are well known. Both kinds are presented with detailed 
-10- 
examples in chapter seven. In the same chapter we introduce the special Bäcklund 
transformation (1.7) and appropriate examples are also given. 
It is quite common to search for Bäcklund transformations for a class of partial 
differential equations instead for a single equation. In chapters eight and nine, our 
objective is to derive Bäcklund transformations of the form (1.4) and (1.7), respec- 
tively, for a given class of nonlinear partial differential equations. In chapter eight the 
Bäcklund transformations of the form 
zX = `Y(z, z, z. " z7, zx, zx, zy, zy), (1.9a) 
zy = (P(z, z, z', z', Z' 
, 
Z' 
, 
zy 
, 
zy) (1.9b) 
are consider for equations of the form 
izy+z. +f(z, Z-) = 0. (1.10) 
Then nonlinear forms of (1.10) that admit such transformations are completely 
classified [51]. 
In chapter nine we consider transformations of the form (1.7) that link equations 
of the form 
uxy = f(u, U, ). (1.11) 
We classify all cases, where at least one of the equations of the form (1.11) is non- 
linear [92]. A second example is also presented, where the transformation also 
depends upon second derivatives [93]. 
PART 
POINT TRANSFORMATIONS 
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CHAPTER TWO 
TRANSFORMATION GROUPS 
1. Introduction 
In the latter part of the 19th century, Sophus Lie [61,62] introduced and 
developed quite extensively the theory of continuous groups of transformations in 
connection with the study of differential equations. In the last few decades, there has 
been a revival of interest in applying the techniques of transformation groups to the 
theory of nonlinear differential equations [1,2,14,15,35,43,73,83,89]. Group methods 
are fundamental to the development of systematic procedures that lead to invariant 
transformations. These transformations may be utilised to generate new solutions from 
known ones. Group invariants are used in reduction of the original system. Exact solu- 
tions to these reduced systems may, on occasion, be derived. 
In the present chapter a brief discussion of continuous transformation groups is 
presented. Detailed discussion of the transformation group theory may be found in 
references [21,28,36,78]. This chapter contains the theoretical background needed for 
the three subsequent chapters. 
In the following analysis we shall generally limit ourselves to transformations of 
three independent variables in establishing the fundamental propositions. These propo- 
sitions may also be extended to transformations of n variables. 
Consider the system of equations 
x'=P(x, y, z), y'=Q(x, y, z), z'=R(x, y, z), (2. i) 
where P, Q and R are independent functions of the independent variables x, y and z. 
Equations (2.1) represent a point transformation. This means a point in space with 
coordinates (x, y, z) is transformed to another point in space with coordinates 
(x', y', z'). We suppose here that the coordinate axes remain unchanged. If, now, (2.1) 
can be solved in the form 
x=P'(x', y', z'), y=Q(x', y, z), z=R'(x', y, z') (2.2) 
a transformation is obtained which will carry the point (x', y', z') back to the original 
- 
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position (x, y, z). The transformation (2.2) is thus called the inverse transformation of 
(2.1). The successive application of the transformations (2.2) and (2.1) will give a 
transformation of the form 
x'=x, y'=y, z'=z. 
The last is called the identity transformation. This transformation leaves the position 
of the point (x, y, z) unchanged. 
In the context of transformation groups we have to consider point transforma- 
Lions that depend on (at least) one arbitrary parameter. In chapter 6 we classify finite 
point transformations of the form (2.1) between generalised Burgers equations, while 
in chapters 3,4 and 5 groups of transformations will be used. 
2. Finite Groups of Transformations 
Let P(x, y, z, A. ), Q(x, y, z, A. ) and R(x, y, z, a. ) be a set of functions continuous in 
the variables x, y, z and the parameter ý. We also assume the continuity of deriva- 
tives. Now consider the family of transformations 
x'=P(x, y, z, ' ), y'=Q(x, y, z,,. ), z'=R(x, y, z, A. ). (2.3) 
Let 
,, 
z''=P(x 
, 
Yt 
, 
z, V) 
be a second transformation of the family (2.3). Then the transformation which results 
from performing these two successively evidently has the form 
x"=P[P(x, y, z, A), Q(x, y, z,. t), R(x, y, z,; L), A'I, (2.4a) 
y"=Q [P(x, y, z, %), Q(x, y, z, A), R(x, y, z, A), A'], (2.4b) 
z"=R [P (x, y, z, %), Q (x, y, z, 
. 
), R(x, y, z, o. ), 1%']. (2.4 c) 
The family of transformations of (2.3) are said to form a finite continuous group 
if the following conditions are satisfied: 
(Cl) Transformation (2.4) can be written in the form: 
x"=P[x, y, z, µ(, I, A')], y=Q[x, y, z, µ(ý, A')], z =R[X y, z,, U(2, A')], 
-14- 
where 
,g is a parameter depending only on % and U. Expressed in words, this condi- 
tion evidently is that the result of performing successively any two transformations of 
the family (2.3) upon the points in space must be equivalent to the result of perform- 
ing a third transformation of that family upon those points. 
(C2) There exists a certain value of A (ZO say) such that the transformation (2.3) con- 
tains the identical transformation. That is, for A. = A. 0 
x'=x, y'=y, z'=z. 
(C3) For every transformation with the parameter % of the family (2.3), there exists a 
transformation with the parameter u of the same family such that the latter transfor- 
mation is the inverse of the former, p being a function of A only. 
(C4) If T; L, Tx, and TA.. represent the transformations from the point (x, y, z) to 
(x', y', z'), from the point (x', y', z') to (x", y", z ") and from the point (x", y", z ") 
to (x"', y"', z"') respectively, using (2.3), then 
(TýTý")TA« 
= 
TA(T. Tý""). 
This establishes the associative property of the transformation group. 
Since the family of transformations (2.3) contains one parameter, we call it, under the 
above conditions, a group of one parameter. 
3. Infinitesimal Groups of Transformations 
We now proceed to introduce the concept of an infinitesimal transformation. 
Since P, Q and R are continuous functions the transformation (2.3) can be written as 
x'=P(x, y, z, +e), y'=Q(x, y, z,; Lo+e), z'=R(x, y, z, Z +e), (2.5) 
where AO is the value of the parameter for which (2.3) gives the identical transforma- 
tion, so that 
x'=P(x, y, z, Ao)=x, y'=Q(x, y, _, ' o)=y, z'=R(x, y, z, ). o)=z (2.6) 
and e is an infinitesimal quantity which changes x, y and z by an infinitesimal amount. 
Expanding in Taylor series equation (2.5) becomes 
- 
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2 
x'=P(x, y, Z, A0)+e1 
)+ 2+2ä2 
+.. alý . Ao A0 
z 2Q 
y'=Q(x, y, Z, 1o)+-r 
L 
alý + 2! a,. 2 +... ; Lo Ap 
2 
z'=R(x, y, z, ý. o)+e(a4 + 
2i2a2R 
+... 
ýo aZ2 xa 
Since e is an infinitesimal quantity the above equations become 
x'=x+EX(x, y, z)+o(e2), 
y'=y+EY(x, y z)+ o(e2), 
Z'= z +EZ(x, y, z) + o(e 2). 
where 
X=() 
, 
Y-\, 
la' 
Z=('). 
00 
(2.7a) 
(2.7b) 
(2.7c) 
and the relation for the identical transformation, equations (2.6), has been used. Equa- 
tions (2.7) represent an infinitesimal group of transformations, where X, Y, Z are 
called the infinitesimals of the transformation. 
4. Relation Between Finite and Infinitesimal Groups of Transformations 
It can be shown [4,15] that every finite transformation group of one parameter 
contains only one infinitesimal transformation. That is, given a finite transformation 
we can generate an infinitesimal transformation. Also every infinitesimal transforma- 
tion belongs to a finite one. 
It is clear that a practical method for obtaining the infinitesimal transformation 
of a given finite transformation, firstly, is to assign to the parameter, in the equations 
of the finite transformation, a value differing only by an infinitesimal quantity from 
the value which gives the identical transformation. Then using Taylor's theorem the 
desired infinitesimal transformation is obtained. 
We now show how one can obtain a finite transformation from a given 
infinitesimal transformation. We regard the parameter 
.% as the time that a point 
-16- 
(x, y, z) takes to arrive at a new point (x', y', z'), where x', y', z' are functions of 
x, y, z and A. If R increases by dA, then x', y' and z' will, by (2.7), receive the incre- 
ments 
dx'=X(x', y', z')dý, dy'=Y(x', y', z')dA., dz'=Z(x', y', z')dU. 
The finite transformations is then found by solving the simultaneous system of equa- 
tions 
dxl 
=X (x', y', z'), 
Ly' 
= 
Y(x', y', z'), 
-= 
Z(X', Y,, z, ), 
under the initial conditions, x'=x, y'=y and z'=z when 1=0. 
5. The Concept of Invariance 
A function f(x, y, z) is said to be conformal invariant under the infinitesimal 
transformation (2.7) [or the finite transformation (2.3)] if 
Ax, y, Z) =g (x, Y, x, A) f (X' 
, 
Y' Z, ) 
for some function g of the x, y, z and k. If g is a function of A. only, then f is called 
constant conformal invariant and if g is identically equal to one, that is 
f(x, y, z)= f(x', y', z'), then f is said to be an absolute invariant of the transformation 
group. 
A given function f(x, y, z) is changed to f (x', y', z') if it is subjected to the 
infinitesimal transformation (2.7). Expanding in Taylor's series, f(x', y', z') becomes 
z 
f(x', y', z')=f(x+EX, y+EY, z+eZ)=f(x, y, z)+eTf+ 2ýI'2f+... (2.8) 
where the operator F is defined by 
rf=xaz+Yay+zaZ 
and If represents repeating the operator Fn times. Equation (2.8) shows that f is 
invariant if Ff 
= 
TZf 
= 
Pf 
=... =O. However, since T2f = 1-(r-f), r, 3f it 
follows that the condition 
rf=xäX+Yäy+Zä- =0 (2.9) 
- 
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is both necessary and sufficient requirement for invariance of f(x, y, z). 
Equation (2.9) is a first order linear partial differential equation which can be 
solved by the method of characteristics [90]. That is, 
dx dy dz 
xyz 
(2.10) 
Equation (2.10) has two independent solutions. These two independent solutions form 
the required invariant functions corresponding to the infinitesimal transformation 
(2.7). Therefore a one parameter group of transformations in three variables has only 
two independent absolute invariants. It can be shown that a one parameter group in n 
variables has (n-1) independent invariants [36]. 
Hence, for a given group of infinitesimal transformations of the form (2.7), the 
group invariants are found by solving (2.10). For one parameter finite transformations 
of the form (2.3) the following two methods for finding the group invariants are sug- 
gested. Without loss of generality let the identical transformation given when 
.%=0. 
If one of the three equations, P(x, y, z, A. ) = const., Q(x, y, z, 
. 
)=const., 
R(x, y, z,, )=const., has a unique solution for ý, then assuming that P=const. is the 
equation which gives this unique solution for A, the functions Q(x, y, z, F(x, y, z)) and 
R(x, y, z, F(x, y, z)) form the two independent absolute invariants of (2.3), where 
.%=F 
is the unique solution of P=const. If a unique solution does not exist for any of these 
three equations, then elimination of the parameter 
.% from (2.3) will still give the 
required invariants. For proofs of these results see, for example, reference [91]. 
6. Invariance of Differential Equations under Groups of Transformations I: 
Similarity Transformations 
Consider the following one parameter group of transformations 
x; = P; (xl,..., xm, A), i=1,..., m, (2. lla) 
y; = Q; (yl,..., Yn, A), j=1,..., n. (2.1lb) 
We now give the following theorem due to Morgan [69). 
- 
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Theorem 2.1: Consider the system of partial differential equations of order k 
akyn 
J=1,..., n, (2.12) of 
(xi, 
.. 
X,,,; yi,..., yn' 
aaXkkyl 
'..., aXk = 
0, 
1m 
where yj(j=1,..., n) are regarded as the dependent variables and x, (i=1,..., m) as 
independent variables. If each of the forms Oj is conformally invariant under the 
group (2.11), then the invariant solutions of (2.12) can be expressed in terms of the 
new system of partial differential equations 
Vfj 171,..., 7l, n-1; F1,..., Fn; 
akkFl 
"»»' 
akkF" 
= 
0, (2.13) 
a7%1 a, %m-1 
where 77i(i =1,..., m-1) are the independent variables and Fj(j =1,..., n) are the depen- 
dent variables. The 77; are the m-1 independent absolute invariants of the subgroup 
(2.11 a) and Fj are given by 
Fj(TI1,..., 17m-1) = ýj(xl,..., xm; y1,..., Yn), (2.14) 
where ýj are the remaining n independent absolute invariants of the group (2.11). 
We note that the new system (2.13) has only (m-1) independent variables. 
Hence, the number of independent variables has been reduced by one. These transfor- 
mations, equation (2.14) which reduce the number of independent variables are called 
similarity transformations. 
7. Invariance of Differential Equations under Groups of Transformations II: 
Generating Solutions by Finite Transformations 
By definition, an invariant transformation maps a solution into a solution. So if 
we already know a (particular) solution of a partial differential equation, we can apply 
a finite transformation to obtain a (possibly) new solution. To carry out this idea, con- 
sider the one-parameter finite transformation 
X; =P; (z1,..., Xm, Yi,..., Ynl ), i=1,..., m, (2.15a) 
X (2.15b) 
where its inverse transformation is given by 
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Xi (2.16a) 
yj =Qj, (x; ,..., ým, yi ,..., yn, ý), (2.16b) 
where yj are regarded as dependent variables and x; as independent variables of some 
system of partial differential equations. 
Let yj = fj(xl,..., x, ) be a solution of this system, then 
yj = fj(x1,..., xm) t: * Fj(x1,..., xm, y1,..., y'n. ) = 0. (2.17) 
Using (2.16), equation (2.17) becomes 
Fj(Pi RA))=0. (2.18) 
Equation (2.18) can be solved for yj to give 
y; =f (xl 
,..., 
Xm /ý), 
which is hopefully a new solution for the given system of partial differential equa- 
tions. 
8. Extended Group of Transformations 
Since we examine transformations of differential equations, we need to know 
how derivatives are transformed under a given group of transformations. It can be 
shown that the transformed derivatives also form a one-parameter group of transfor- 
mations [46,78], which are called extended group of transformations. 
In what follows in this section and in the next four chapters we consider u to be 
the dependent variable and x and t the independent variables for some partial differen- 
tial equation and similarly for u', x' and t'. Therefore the transformations (2.1), (2.3) 
and (2.7) become 
x'=P(x, t, u), t'=Q(x, t, u), u'=R(x, t, u). (2.19) 
x' =P(x, t, u, A), t' =Q(x, t, u, A. ), u' =R(x, t, u, A. ). (2.20) 
x'=x+cX(x, t, u)+o(e2), t'=t+ET(x, t, u)+o(e2), u'=u+eU(x, t, u)+o(c2). (2.21) 
Before we proceed it is pointed out that we assume that the transformations are non- 
degenerate. This means that the Jacobian 
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J= 
a(P, Q, R) 
:#0 (2.22) a(x, t, u) 
and also that 
a(P(x, t, u(x, t)), Q(x, t, u(x, t))) 0, (2.23) 
a(x, t) 
where in the case of infinitesimal transformations P- x+eX, Q- t+cT and R 
u+eU. In (2.23) P and Q are regarded as functions of x and t, using the fact that 
u=u(x, t), whereas in (2.22) P, Q and R are regarded as functions of three independent 
variables x, t and u. 
For a function W(x, t, u, uX, u, ), 
d9'= (Y'x VY, ý)(dt (2.24) 
where 
"x 
= 
T. + T. U. + T.. U. + T., U. 1, (2.25) 
V'T 
= 
W, + IF. u1+ Vf.. U., + VY,., urr, (2.26) 
are the total derivatives of ? with respect to x and t respectively. Note that the func- 
tion V' might depend on derivatives to any required order (see [73]). 
In particular, using I' = P(x, t, u) and then Y' = Q(x, t, u), it follows that 
(dxdt )= (Pz 
' Qx Qz 
ýI 
a 
so that 
d'P 
= 
1(t'' 9z) QT Prd, (2.27) 
xx 
giving the partial derivatives 
WaXand Tät, 
'tý}. Setting Y'= u', the partial 
derivatives u' and u1- may be determined in terms of x, t, u, u,, and ut from the rela- 
tion 
f ). 
du' 
= 
(Rx R? ) Qpz (d 
, 
(2.28) 
45 -xx 
If ?= u', in (2.27) then u',,,, and u',,, can be calculated in terms of 
x, t, u, us, ut, u., 
, 
uX, and uj1. Again for the infinitesimal transformations one needs to 
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set P= x+eX, Q=t+eT and R=u+eU in the above identities. 
To complete this introductory chapter we give the following definition: 
Definition: Let d be a system of partial differential equations. A strong symmetry 
group of d is a group of transformations G of independent and dependent variables 
which has the following properties: 
(a) The elements of G transform solutions of the system to other solutions of the 
system. 
(b) The G-invariant solutions of the system are from a reduced system of differential 
equations involving a fewer number of independent variables than the original 
system A. 
A weak symmetry group of the system d is a group of transformations which satisfies 
the reduction property (b), but no longer transforms solutions to solutions. 
Clearly, for a strong symmetry group both sections 6 and 7 are applicable, but 
for a weak symmetry group only section 6 can be used. 
Once we have established the concept of transformation groups, we turn our 
attention to the applications of these transformations to the study of nonlinear partial 
differential equations. The following two chapters deal with strong symmetry groups. 
In chapter 3 it is shown how Morgan's result is applied and also how to determine 
finite groups of transformations of the form (2.20) which leave a given equation 
invariant. In chapter 4 we demonstrate how to determine infinitesimal transformations 
of the form (2.21) for a given partial differential equation. This method, namely clas- 
sical method, is more favourable and practical than the method introduced in the pre- 
vious chapter. This method was originally introduced by Lie [63]. 
In [13], Bluman and Cole proposed a generalisation of Lie's method for finding 
infinitesimal transformations, which they named nonclassical method. This method 
and the methods in chapters 3 and 4 also appear in [2]. The nonclassical method is 
presented in chapter 5. The transformations obtained by these methods are weak sym- 
metry groups. In this chapter we also present a direct method introduced recently by 
Clarkson and Kruskal [26], which involves no group theoretical techniques, for deter- 
mining similarity transformations. 
In the final chapter of Part I we classify all finite point transformations of the 
form (2.19) between given generalised equations. These transformations include all 
invariant transformations and in addition they include a reciprocal transformation 
which can not be obtained by the group methods. 
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CHAPTER THREE 
APPLICATIONS OF FINITE GROUPS OF TRANSFORMATIONS 
1. Introduction 
In this chapter, section 4, we present the first method for determining strong 
symmetry groups for partial differential equations. The goal of this method is to 
obtain one-parameter finite groups of the form (2.20) that leave the equation under 
consideration invariant. The next step is to derive the corresponding similarity 
transformations and generate new special solutions starting from a trivial one using 
the finite transformations, if it is possible. 
A similarity transformation of partial differential equations reduces the number 
of independent variables in the partial differential equations. In general, when reduc- 
ing the number of independent variables using group of transformations, the invariants 
of the group become the new variables. For a partial differential equation with 
independent variables x and t and dependent variable u typically one of the invariant 
will be of the form q(x, t) and the other can be expressed as an arbitrary function of 
77, F(q) (see chapter 2, section 6). The functional form of the similarity solution will 
be 
u =W(x, t, 77, F(17 (x, t))), (3.1) 
r) is called the similarity variable and F(ry) becomes the new dependent variable. The 
function W is known explicitly and by substituting (3.1) into the given partial dif- 
ferential equation we obtain an ordinary differential equation for F(ii). 
The general theory of Morgan [69], Michal [65] and Birkhoff [11] for develop- 
ing similarity solutions of partial differential equations is also discussed in detail in 
[1]. In the next section we discuss the application of Morgan's theorem, introduced 
earlier. This application will form the foundation for the subsequent methods for 
determining symmetry groups (strong or weak) for a given partial differential equa- 
tion. In section 3 we present two theorems due to Kingston [53] which will be very 
beneficial throughout part I of this thesis. In the last and main section, our principal 
attention will be focused on determining one-parameter continuous finite groups of 
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transformations for the Hopf-equation ut+uu, = [e"ux)x. 
2. Morgan's Method 
Consider the one-parameter group 
x' = 
Jx, (3.2a) 
t' = eat, (3.2b) 
u' =u (3.2c) 
and the nonlinear diffusion equation 
u! = [f(u)ux]x, (3.3) 
which first was examined by Ovjannikov [76] and later by Bluman [12]. We proceed 
by showing that the equation (3.3) is invariant under the transformations (3.2). Firstly, 
one needs to calculate the extended groups up to the second order. Let 9'=u', P=eAx 
and Q =e2A t in (2.27) to give 
(uu- u1-) = 
ö(ux 
ut) 0u 
where 3= e3A, from (2.23). It follows that 
(3.4a) 
u1, = e-2a, ut 
. 
(3.4b) 
Similarly, setting 'Y = u,, and then Y' = u'- in (2.27) we find that 
uX-X- =e uu 
, 
(3.5a) 
uz, t, = e-3auX:, (3.5b) 
u, I = e-4auti. (3.5c) 
Using (3.4a), (3.4b) and (3.5a), it is straightforward to show that equation (3.3) is 
invariant under the one-parameter group (3.2). By Morgan's theorem (chapter 2, sec- 
tion 6) the partial differential equation (3.3) can be reduced to ordinary differential 
equation, with the invariant 77 of the subgroup (3.2a, b) being the independent variable 
and F(ry) _ the dependent variable, where ý is the second independent absolute 
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invariant of the group (3.2). 
Clearly, ý=u and eliminating the parameter A. from (3.2a) and (3.2b) we obtain 
x't' -I= xt - 1. Hence, 77 = xt - 
1. Therefore using the similarity transformation 
u =F(BI); 71 = 1, (3.6) 
the nonlinear diffusion equation (3.3) becomes 
dF] 
ßd77 +Z 
di [f(F)]d 
= 
o. 
An advantage of the finite group of transformations is that it is very easy to find 
the group invariants of the extended groups up to any required order, using either of 
the methods described in chapter 2, section 5. Then any function of these invariants 
forms a partial differential equation which is invariant under the given transformation 
group of one-parameter. 
For the extended group [(3.2), (3.4), (3.5)] a set of independent absolute invari- 
ants is: 7] 
_, 
ý=u, ý1 
=X 2= 
u'"`, ý3 
= 
ux" 
a3 ands = 
u`2, 
where 
t ur ut U 1, uX ur 
these invariants are found by eliminating the parameter A from (3.2), (3.4) and (3.5). 
For example, from (3.4a) and (3.4b) u"= ux 
, 
hence, ý1 
= 
u" Having calculated üüü 
rrr 
the group invariants, any second order partial differential equation of the form 
X2(77+t+t1+ý2+t3+t4 
+t5) = constant 
is invariant under the one-parameter group (3.2). For example, letting 4p2 =1 ý2 =1 
gives the potential Burgers equation 
ut = U. +U 2. (3.7) 
Note that if we differentiate equation (3.7) with respect to x and substitute v =uX, we 
derive the more usual form 
Uý=v +2vv 
of Burgers equation which represent the simplest wave equation combining both dissi- 
pative and nonlinear effects, and therefore appears in a wide variety of physical appli- 
cations [19]. Using the similarity transformation (3.6), equation (3.7) becomes 
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d 
+(d )2+nd =o. 
For more similarity solutions of (3.7) one can refer to [73] and [83]. 
Another equation which is invariant under the group (3.2) is the Boussinesq-type 
equation [25] 
92 
utt = 3uru +2uX u 
-3u 
. 
This equation is obtained by choosing 
2 
04 
=3 
L2 
+91 
ýlý2 
- 
3ý10 
= 
1, 
where 04 is any function of the group invariants of the fourth order extended groups, 
andFlo u, 
. Ulf 
Therefore once the group of transformations are obtained using any of the 
methods described here, we firstly find the group invariants and then apply the 
Morgan's theorem to obtain the desired similarity transformations which reduce the 
number of independent variables of the equation under consideration. Hopefully, for 
the strong symmetry groups, the finite group of transformations will enable us to con- 
struct a sequence of particular solutions starting from a trivial one. Clearly, this is 
not the case for the one-parameter group (3.2). 
3. On Point Transformations of Evolution Equations 
In this section, we state two theorems due to Kingston [53] which will be very 
helpful in the next section and chapters 4,5 and 6. 
Theorem 3.1: Consider the two evolution equations 
i=1,2, (3.8) 
where H; depends on the independent variables x and t, the dependent variable u(x, t) 
and its derivatives with respect to x up to order n( , 2). Suppose that the equations 
(3.8), with one of them (i= 1) expressed in terms of x', t', u' instead of x, t, u, are 
related by the non-degenerate point transformation (2.19). Then for the point transfor- 
mation (2.19) relating the two evolution equations (3.8), 
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rý=Q(t) (3.9a) 
This theorem is a generalisation of Tu result [96] who proved it for infinitesimal 
transformations. 
Theorem 3.2: For the point transformation (2.19) relating the two equations (3.8) in 
which H; are polynomials in the derivatives of u, 
x'=P(x, t). (3.9b) 
4. Determination of Groups of One-Parameter by Finite Transformations 
The goal of this method is to discover how one-parameter groups of the form 
(2.20) may be found such that a particular partial differential equation is invariant 
under these groups. This method seems to be "out of date" in today's research. 
Nevertheless it is a method for obtaining the proper groups for a system of partial 
differential equations, which was first introduced by v. Krzywoblocki and Roth 
[97,98,99]. The same results can also be obtained by using the classical method for 
determining infinitesimal transformations, described in the next chapter. 
Consider the Hopf equation 
ul+uu, r =[ f(u)ux]X, (3.10) 
which appears in the study of hydrodynamics of perfect fluid [47]. We shall sketch 
this method using the above equation, and in particular when f(u)=e". If f(u)= 1, then 
equation (3.10) becomes the well-known Burgers equation. Ames [2], uses Burgers 
equation as an example to present this method, which also appears in detail in [104]. 
Now, setting f(u) = e", in equation (3.10) it results to 
ut+uux = euux +e"u 
. 
(3.11) 
If we require that (3.11) is invariant under the finite group of transformations 
t'=Q(t,. Z), u'=R(x, t, u,, I), (3.12) 
where Theorems 3.1 and 3.2 have been used, then 
uý. +u'u', 
-e"Iu'? -e"'uz. s- = 0. 
(3.13) 
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For non-degenerate transformations, since 8= P1Qt and J=PxQ, R,, from (2.23) and 
(2.22) respectively, we must take Q, # 0, Pz #0 and R # 0. If we let 'Y = u' in 
(2.27) then 
(u" 
ut-) = 8(RX+Ruux Rg+Ruut) 
öt F` 
X 
Hence, 
u, = 
Rx+R"ux 
(3.14) 
xP 
x 
u, 
- 
PXRt+PXRuut-PRX-P, Ruu,, 
PzQt 
(3.15) 
Finally, setting `' = u', in (2.27) we find that 
U. - 
PXR +2PXRXUuX+PXRuux +PXRuu, 
-P, RX-P, r, ýRuux (3.16) XIX, - Pz3 
Substituting (3.14) 
- 
(3.16) into equation (3.13) and eliminating u, using equation 
(3.11), the resulting equation will depend only on the variables x, t, u, u,, and u,, 
which we treat as independent. The coefficients of u,,,,, uX 
, 
uX and the term indepen- 
dent of derivatives of u in equation (3.13) give the following identities: 
e"Px R" 
-e 
? Px QtR" 
= 
0, (3.17) 
e"PXRu-eRPxQ: Rü-eRPXQtR. u = 0, (3.18) 
-uPx R - PX PR +Px Q1RRu - 
2eRPxQ, RzRu-2eRPXQlRxu+eRPxx Q, R. = 0, (3.19) 
PJR1-P, 2PIRX+P, QrRR 
-eRP=QrR. - 
eRPxQtRxx+e? P QgRx = 0. (3.20) 
These four identities will enable us to find the functional forms of P, Q and R. From 
(3.17), since R,, #0 and PX # 0, we have 
P2 
R=u+ln x Qr (3.21) 
Identity (3.18) is also satisfied by (3.21). Upon substitution of (3.21) into (3.19) and 
equating coefficients of powers of u, we obtain 
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PX=Qt, 
Pt 
= 
Q, ln Qr. 
From these last two equations, it follows that 
P=x'=h(.. )x+h(. %)1n [h())]t+k(Z), (3.22a) 
Q=t'=h(A)t+l(A), 
and from (3.21) 
(3.22b) 
R=u'=u+ln [h(%)], (3.22c) 
where h, k and 1 are arbitrary functions of the parameter ... Identity (3.20) is also 
satisfied by equations (3.22). 
Next we require that the set of transformations given by equations (3.22) form a 
one-parameter group. That is, the conditions C1-C4 (chapter 2, section 2) must all be 
satisfied. These requirements place restrictions on the parameter functions h(2. ), k(A. ) 
and 1(i). Let the point (xl, tl, ul) be transformed to a point (x2, t2, u2), using (3.22), 
through a parameter 
'ii. Then, construct a second transformation from (x2, t2, u2) to a 
new point (x3, t3, u3) through a 12, using the same transformation (3.22). 
Hence, 
x3 = h(., 2)x2+h( )1n [h(2)1 t2+k(A, 2), 
t3 = h(. ýi)t2+1(ßi), 
u3 = u2+ln [h(22)]. 
Using the transformation equations of x2, t2 and u2 in terms of ul, tl and ul, the 
above equations become 
X3 = h(X1)h(A2)xi+h(; Li)h(A2)in [h(; Li)h(Ai)]ti+h())k(; Li)+ 
l(, i)h(, i)ln [h(1i)] +k(ýi), (3.23a) 
t3 = h(A. i)h())ti+l(. ti)h())+1(. 2), (3.23b) 
u3 = ul+ln [h(. 1)h(AZ)]. (3.23c) 
Let us now perform a third transformation from the point (xl, tl, ul) to the point 
(X3, t3 
, 
u3) through a parameter l%3 to obtain 
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X3 = h(A3)Xi+h(23)ln [h(. ý3)]ri+k(A3), (3.24a) 
t3 = h(L3)tl+l(A3), (3.24b) 
U3 = ul+ln [h013)]. (3.24c) 
In order to satisfy condition Cl we require the system of equations (3.23) to be identi- 
cal to (3.24). It follows that 
h(ý3) 
= 
h(ýi)h(ýi), (3.25) 
k(os) 
= 
h(1ý2)k( i)+l(A1)h(. i)in [h() )] +k(, 2), (3.26) 
l('ý3) 
= 
h(ý-i)1(11i)+l(1z). (3.27) 
From equation (3.25) we observe that interchange of ýj and 12 leaves equation (3.25) 
unaltered. Consequently, in order to satisfy condition Cl, equations (3.26) and (3.27) 
must also be unaltered under the same interchange. Thus 
h(, 2)k(A1)+l(A1)h(, 12)ln [h(X2)] +k(A-i) = 
h(Ai)k(1-i)+l(. 
-2)h(; Li)ln [h(ei)] +k(A1), (3.28) 
h(2)1(ßi)+1(, 2)=h(. i)l(2)+1(A. 1). (3.29) 
Equation (3.29) upon rearrangement become 
l(2i)[h(, ý2)-1l 
= 
1(; i)[h(Ai)-il 
a result implying that 
I(A) 
= 
h(A)-1. (3.30) 
Using (3.30) and rearranging (3.28) becomes 
[k(A1)-h(%1)ln (h(A1))] [h(e2)-1]= 
[k( )-h(A)ln (h() ))] [h(hi)-1], 
which implies that 
k(A) 
= 
h(. %) [1n h(A) +1] 
-1. (3.31) 
If we substitute (3.30) and (3.31) into equations (3.22) we can see by applying the 
transformations x 
-3 x-1, x' -> x'-1, t -> t-1 and t' -+ t'- 1 that we can take 
without loss of generality k=1=0. Hence, the system (3.22) become 
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x'=h(,, )x+h(ý)ln [h(2)]t, (3.32a) 
t' = h(A) t, (3.32b) 
u'=u+ln [h(A)]. (3.32c) 
It is immediately evident that the establishment of condition C1 has produced a 
system for which the other three conditions are easily established. Thus we need one 
and only one AO such that h(,, o)=1. This establishes the unique identity transformation 
(condition C2). Since the system (3.32) is linear, a unique inverse for each element 
follows immediately (condition C3) as does the associative law (condition C4). Such 
functions that satisfy all four conditions are, for example, h(A) = ez and h(, %)=. %. 
Therefore the finite transformations which leaves equation (3.11) invariant is 
given by the system (3.32). The group invariants of (3.32) are 77l = to-'/' and 
ý= u-x/t. Setting i= In 77, = 
-x/t+ln t, then the similarity transformation 
u=x/t+F(77) reduces (3.11) to the ordinary differential equations 
--F- 
+F = e-'ºeF 
d2F+ (dF)2 
-2dF+1 di dry drl2 dry dry 
Similarly as it was done for the one-parameter group (3.2), we can derive the absolute 
invariants of the extended groups of (3.32) up to any required order. Then we can 
easily form an infinite number of equations which are invariant under the strong sym- 
metry group (3.32). It is obvious that the finite group (3.32) cannot be employed to 
generate new solutions from known ones. 
- 
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CHAPTER FOUR 
CLASSICAL DETERMINATION OF INFINITESIMAL TRANSFORMATIONS 
1. Introduction 
We have seen in the previous chapter (section 4) how to obtain finite transfor- 
mation groups of one-parameter which leave a certain partial differential equation 
invariant. In the present chapter, in a similar way, we search for infinitesimal transfor- 
mations of the form 
x'=x+EX(x, t, u)+o(e2), (4.1a) 
t'= t+ET(x, t, u) + O(E), (4.1 b) 
u'=u+EU(z, t, u)+o(e2), (4.1c) 
which leave a given partial differential equation invariant. This procedure for obtain- 
ing infinitesimal transformations, namely the classical method, was first introduced by 
Lie [63]. For recent descriptions of this method see, for example, 
[ 14,15,73,77,83,1031. 
We assume that x, t are the independent variables and u(x, t) the dependent vari- 
able of the partial differential equation. If u(x, t) is a solution of the equation du = 0, 
for invariance we require that u'(x', t') is also a solution of d'u'=0, where A' desig- 
nates A with the primed variables replacing the unprimed variables. Using equations 
(4.1) we deduce that 
u'(x+eX, t+ET)=u(x, t)+EU(x, t, u)+o(E2). (4.2) 
Upon expanding the left hand side of (4.2) in Taylor's series and equating coefficients 
of e we obtain 
Xux+Tu! =U, (4.3) 
which is the equation of an invariant surface for u. Equation (4.3) is a first order 
linear partial differential equation which can be solved by the method of characteris- 
tics (Lagrange) [90]. Hence, 
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dx 
_ 
dt 
_ 
du 
XTU 
(4.4) 
Therefore for a given equation du = 0, we search for those infinitesimals X, T 
and U for which the fact that u(x, t) is a solution of Au =0 implies that u'(x', t') is also 
a solution of d'u'=0. This requirement ensures that the solution is invariant. We shall 
present two methods for finding these infinitesimals. In this section we describe the 
classical method and in the next chapter we examine the nonclassical method. The 
first method produces strong symmetry groups, while the second gives weak symmetry 
groups. 
The classical method only makes use of the given equation du=O and thus 
involves setting d'u' proportional to du. This provides a set of conditions on X, T, U 
without the use of the invariant surface equation (4.3). In the next section as a vehicle 
to explain the classical method we use the N-dimensional radially symmetric non- 
linear diffusion equation of the form 
1! ý = r1-N[rN-If(U) Urlr- 
In section 3 we show how to generate solutions for the above equation. In section 4 
we refer to the computer algebraic packages which perform a variety of analytical 
procedures automatically and therefore can be very handing in finding symmetry 
groups for a given partial differential equation. In fact, the computer algebra system 
REDUCE [42] has greatly facilitated the computations involved throughout this thesis. 
2. Similarity Transformations for a Radially Symmetric Nonlinear Diffusion 
Equation 
We consider the N-dimensional radially symmetric nonlinear diffusion equation, 
where for consistency with the notation we have used so far, we replace r by x. 
Hence, 
Ut = X1-N[XN-1 f(U)Ux]X. (4.5) 
We also assume that N#1, because otherwise equation (4.5) becomes the nonlinear 
diffusion equation ut 
-[f (u) uX ]x = 0, which has been well examined [2,12,76] . 
Since equation (4.5) is of the form (3.8) and the right hand side of (4.5) is a 
polynomial in the derivatives of u, Theorems 3.1 and 3.2 imply that t'=t'(t) and 
- 
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x'=x'(x, t). Hence, the system (4.1) becomes 
x'=x+eX(x, t)+o(e2), (4.6a) 
t'=t ET(t) +o(e2), (4.6b) 
u'=u+EU(x, t, u)+o(e). (4.6c) 
Setting P=x+EX, Q=t+eT and `F' = u+eU in (2.23) and (2.27) we obtain 
j5= (l+EXX)(l+ET) = l+E(Xx+T1)+o(e2), (4.7) 
(uX, u1' )= 
1ux+E(Ux+Uuu) 
u1+E(U, +Uuu1)) 
1+ETt 
-EX, (4.8) 3( 0 1+EXx 
respectively. Using (4.7), identity (4.8) gives 
_ 
uX+E(T1u, r+UX+U, ux)+o(e2) uX 1+e(Xx+T! )+o(e2) 
Hence, 
uX- = uX+E[Ux+(U-Xx)uX]+o(e2). (4.9) 
Similarly, 
ut- = ut+E[U, +(U. -Tt)u1-Xruz]+o(e2). (4.10) 
Also setting P= ux- in (2.27), straightforward calculations lead to 
uX, X, - u+E[U+(2Uxu-X )uz+UuuX +(U-2XX)u]+O(E2). (4.11) 
For invariance of equation (4.5) we demand that 
u, 
_x'1-N[xPN-1 f(u')uý ], =0. (4.12) t x' x 
From Taylor's theorem, 
f(u')=f(u+eU)=f(u)+EUdf(u)+o(E2), (4.13) 
df(u') 
= 
df(u) d2f(u) 2 + EU 2+ o(E ). (4.14) du' du du 
Substitution of (4.9), (4.10), (4.11), (4.13) and (4.14) intd equation (4.12) and also 
eliminating u, from (4.5) we obtain 
E(x, t, u, ux, u. ) = 0, (4.15) 
- 
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where E is a determined polynomial in uX and ums. The classical method consists of 
imposing the condition that (4.15) is an identity in the five variables x, t, u, uz, uxx 
regarded as independent. Hence setting, successively, the coefficients of ums, uX 
, 
ux 
and the term independent of uX and u in (4.15) equal to zero, we are led to the 
relations 
Uf 
- 
2Xz f+T, f=0, (4.16) 
UfuL+U. J+Uf,. 
-Uj. +Tfu = 0, (4.17) 
(2. fU,,,, +2Uxf+X1-X f)z2+ 
(N-1)(xUf, 
-xXX f +xT1 f-Xf) = 0, (4.18) 
xU1-xU, f-(N-1)Uxf = 0. (4.19) 
These four relations enable the infinitesimal transformations to be derived and ulti- 
mately impose restrictions on the functional forms of f, X, T and U. 
Upon differentiating equation (4.16) with respect to u and then subtracting the 
resulting equation from (4.17) we deduce that 
U=A(x, t) u+ B(x, t), (4.20) 
where A and B are functions to be determined. Using (4.20), equations (4.16), (4.18) 
and (4.19) become 
(Au+B)f+(Tr-2Xx)f = 0, (4.21) 
[2fAx+2(Axu+B)f+X, 
-Xxf]x2+(N-1)(xXx-X)f = 0, (4.22) 
x(A, u+B, )-x(A. u+B1)f-(N-1)(AXu+BX)f = 0. (4.23) 
Equation (4.21) implies that there exists a nontrivial relationship connecting uf., f,, 
and f, unless A=B =TT - 2X, r = 0. This relationship is given by 
(A1U+2)fu+Iý3f 
- 
0, 
where Al, and A3 are constants. Redefining the constants A j, from the above dif- 
ferential equation we deduce that f must take one of the following forms 
f=die 
f=ß. 
1(U+#%3ýý'. 
In the following analysis we let #% = . 'i2 = It 1.3 =0 and #%4 = n. We can therefore 
- 
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split this analysis into three cases: 
1. A=B=T, 
-2X, r = 0, f arbitrary; 
2. f=u"; 
3. f=e". 
Case 1. X= jxT, +k(t), U=O, f arbitrary 
Equation (4.23) vanishes and equating coefficients of powers of x in (4.22) we 
obtain T1, = 0, kr =0 and (N-1)kf=0. Hence, 
X=jclx, T=clt+c2, U=O, (4.24) 
where cl and c2 are constants. We note that equations (4.21) 
- 
(4.23) are all satisfied 
by the system (4.24) without imposing any restrictions on the functional form of f. 
Using (4.24), equation (4.4) reads 
dz 
_ 
dt 
_ 
du (4.25) 2clx clt+c2 0 
Assuming that cl * 0, then solving the first equation in (4.25) we obtain the similarity 
variable 
X 
_ 1 (1+ C3)2 
where c3 = c2/cl. Clearly, the second invariant is 4=u. Hence the similarity transfor- 
mation is 
u= F(i) 
which reduces the partial differential equation (4.5) to the ordinary differential equa- 
tion 
1-N d N- dF ] 
, f17äß+17 77 lf(F) =0. d17 
[ 
d77 
Case 2. f= u", n #0 
Equation (4.5) reads 
Ut = X1-N[XN-lunux]z. (4.26) 
Equations of the form (4.26) have a large number of applications, for both n>O 
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("slow" diffusion) and n<O ("fast" diffusion). See, for example, [44] and [79]. 
Equating coefficients of powers of u in equations (4.21) 
- 
(4.23) we obtain the 
following results 
nA=2Xz 
-T (4.27a) 
B=O, (4.27b) 
Xr 
= 
0, (4.27c) 
4x2X+3x2X+(N-1)(xXx-X) 
= 
0, (4.27d) 
Tit 
= 
0, (4.27 e) 
xX +(N-1)X, ß = 0. (4.27f) 
Since X=X(x) from (4.27c), equation (4.27f) becomes an ordinary differential equa- 
tion. Solving this equation, X must take one of the following forms: 
X=cix3-N+C2X+C3, N*2,3, (4.28) 
X= clxlnx+c2x+c3, (N=2) (4.29) 
X= cllnx+c2x+c3, (N=3) (4.30) 
where cl, c2 and c3 are constants. 
If we substitute (4.28) into (4.27d), then the coefficient of x3-N and the constant 
term give 
c3 = 0, (4.31a) 
c1[(4+3)(3-N)+(N-1)] = 0. (4.31b) n 
2(N 
Therefore from (4.31b) we must either have (a) c1=0 or (b) cl #0 and n=-3) (4-N) 
Thus, using (4.27a, b, e), (4.28) and (4.31) we conclude that the infinitesimals X, T, U 
are given by one of the following two systems: 
X 
=clx3-N+C2x, T= C41+CS9 
12N 2(N-3) 4.32 u=n [2c1(3-N)x +2c2-c41 u, cl * 0, n= (4-N) '() 
X=c2x, T=c4t+c5, U= 
1(2c2-c4)u, 
n arbitrary (4.33) 
n 
- 
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Substitution of (4.29) into (4.27d) we deduce that 
C3 = 0, Cl( 
4 
+3+1) = 0. 
n 
From above we either have (a) c1=0 or (b) c1*0 and n =-1. Therefore when 
cl = 0, the infinitesimals are given by (4.33) and when cl * 0, are given by 
X=clxlnx+c2x, T=c4t+c5, U=(c4-2cllnx-2c1-2c2)u, Cl * 0, (4.34) 
Finally, using equations (4.30) and (4.27d) we obtain cl = c3 = 0. Hence, X, T, U are 
given by the system (4.33). 
Summarising this case we have: 
(i) For n arbitrary, N arbitrary and X, T, U are given by (4.33), 
2N 
,N#2,3,4 and X, T, U are given by (4.32) (ii) For n= 4--N 
6 
(iii) For n=-1, N=2 and the infinitesimals are given by the system (4.34). 
We now continue the analysis, by examining each case separately. 
(i) Using (4.33), equations (4.4) read 
dx dt 
_n 
du 
c2x c4t+c5 (2c2-c4)u 
(4.35) 
Equations (4.35) can be solved to give three different solutions, depending which con- 
stants vanish. In all cases, equations (4.35) can be solved very easily. Therefore we 
list the results, giving the similarity variable n, the similarity transformation and the 
ordinary differential equation to which the partial differential equation (4.26) is 
transformed by the similarity transformation. 
(a) c4=c5=0, c2#0,77 =to 
u =x 
"F(%7), (4.36a) 
(2nN+4)F"l-n2ä = 0. (4.36b) 
(b) C4 = 0, c2 * 0, c5 * 0, rJ = xe-`3tl`$ , 
ZL1i 
u=e "`' F(ry), (4.37a) 
can 
d 
77F"dE +csn(N-2)F"dF +C2n172dF 
-2c217F = 0. (4.37b) di7 di7 di7 do 
- 
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(c) X 
C4 
C4* O, 11 = (C4 t +C5)c' 9 
(2ý=-1)/n 
u=(c4t+c5) `' F(t]), (4.38a) 
äný d [iiF'ý +C4n(N-2)17F"± C+ dry do 
] 
d77 
c2c4nh777 2/`4 +(c4-2c2)7721c4F = 0. (4.38b) 7l 
(ii) Using (4.32), equations (4.4) now read 
dz 
_ 
dt ndu 4.39 
CiX3-N+C2X C4t+C5 [2C1(3-N)x2-N+ 2C2-C4]u 
() 
We list five different similarity solutions which can be obtained from equations (4.39). 
(a) C4 = c5 = 0,71 = t, 
U=(C2X+c1X3-N)"F(r7), (4.40a) 
(N-2 (_)ý2 FFn- 
= 
0. (4.40b) (N-3)2 di7 
N_2 
c' (2-N)r 
(b) c2=c4=0, c5* 0, n=ex e`' 1 
u =xN-4F(I7), (4.41a) 
(N-2) a i7F" + L1 
dF 
= 
0. (4.41b) 
dil[ dr] c5di7 
£'-'(2 
-N): C (c) c4 = 0, c2 * 0, c5 ý 0, i= (c2ýr^'-2+ Cl )e ', 
2 
U: 
-- 
(C2X +C1X 3-N) "F(77), (4.42a) 
Fd +n 
ä2 F'+2c2c5(Nn+2)F"F2+ n2csc2(N-2)2172 
1( 
[n2(N-2)+n2c2c5(2N2-4N)F"+nc2c5(4N-8)F"]77Fd = 0. (4.42b) 
- 
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Q, (, Z-N) 
N-2 (d) c2=0, c4 * 0,17 
_ 
(c4t+c5)c" ex 
, 
u=xN-4erwx" 'F(i), Ný= C4 (4.43a) 
cl(2-N)n 
222d2 ýýN 2) dF (N-2) cl n 77 d[17F'l aý+(N-2)clnr7 1717 
-2c4(n+l)F d J 
(n+ 1)C24 FF" 
= 
0. (4.43b) 
(e) C2 * 0, c4 * 0, il 
_ 
(c2XN-2 + cl )c4 
(C41 + C5)c'(N-2)' 
6-2N 2c2(N-2)-c. 
u=x" (C4 t+ C5) "-, ` F(i), (4.44a) 
d[ dF1 dF 
c2 C4 n(N-2)2rß ý nF" dý J- c2 c4 n(N-2)2jJF"d + 
c2c4n(N-2)17172/c "ä +[c4-2c2(N-2)]z12IcAF = 0. (4.44b) 
(iii) Finally, using (4.34) equations (4.4) become 
dx 
_ 
di 
_ 
du (4.45) 
clxlnx+c2x c4t+c5 [c4-2cllnx-2c1-2c2]u' 
from which we obtain the following results: 
(a) c4 = c5 = 0,77 = t, 
u= (cl xln x+ c2x)-2F(17), (4.46a) 
dF 
- 
2c i=0. (4.46b) 
do 
(b) ca = 0, c5 ý 0,17 = (cllnx+c2)e-`, `/`°, 
u =(clxln x+ c2x)-2F(17), (4.47a) 
fl2 F 
d2F 
- 
(dF)2] 
+n 
dF F2 
= 
0. (4.47b) 
do dr7 cl cs d17 
(cilnx+c2)`"h'`l (C) ýa ý 0, i=, (cat+c5) 
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C' 
-2 
U_ 
(cllnx+c2)`' 
F(r1), 
z 
C4 nd 17F-1 
dF] 
+C417(i1F-cl)F-1d+2c1 
-clc4 = 0. di7 di] di 
Case 3. f= e" 
Equation (4.5) becomes 
U, = xl-N XN-le«u 
(4.48a) 
(4.48b) 
(4.49) 
Equating coefficients of e" and powers of u in equations (4.21) 
- 
(4.23) we obtain 
A=O, (4.50a) 
B 
=2Xx-Tt, (4.50b) 
Xt 
= 
0, (4.50c) 
3x2X, 
u+(N-1)(xXx-X) = 0, (4.50d) 
i, = 0, (4.50e) 
xX,. +(N-1)Xu = 0. (4.50f) 
From equation (4.50f) it follows that X must take one of the forms (4.28) 
- 
(4.30). 
Upon substitution of these forms, each separately, in equation (4.50d) we find that in 
order to satisfy this equation, the forms (4.29) and (4.30) must be restricted to X=c2x, 
while the first form, equation (4.28), is restricted to either (a) X= c2x or (b) 
X= 1+ c2x (N=4). Therefore from equations (4.50), we deduce that the infinitesimals 
z 
X, T, U are given by one of the following two systems: 
(i) X=c2x, T=c4t+c5, U=2c2-c4, N arbitrary (4.51) 
(ii) X= - +c2x, T=c4t+c5, U=-2X +2c2-c4, cl * 0, N=4. (4.52) 
Similarly as in case 2, we state all the possible similarity transformations resulting 
from (4.51) and (4.52). We also give the corresponding ordinary differential equation 
to which equation (4.49) is transformed. 
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dx dt 
_ 
du (i) ) 4.53 C2X C4t+C5 2C2-C4 
(a) ca = c5 = 0, c2 * 0,77 = t, 
u= 2lnx+F(i7), (4.54a) 
2NeF_ d 
d. F 
= 
0" (4.54b) 
Ca 
(b) c4=0, c5* 0, c2*0,17 =xe 
u =2 2 t+F(iJ), (4.55a) C5 
cs 
A 117 eF 
dJ+ 
cs(N-2)eF d+ 0217 2- 20217 = 0. (4.55b) di7 Li 
x `" (c) c4* 0,1I= (C4t+cs)`2' 
u=(2E2-1)In(c4t+c5)+F(i ), (4.56a) C4 
cä 2 r7- ie +c4(N-2)i7c + 
c2c4 172/`d+ (c4 
- 
2c2) 72I`' = 0. (4.56b) 
o 
dx dt du (ii) (4.57) 
ci/x+c2x c4 t+c5 
-2c1/x2+2c2-c4 
(a) c4 = c5 = 0,17 =19 
u =21n (EI + c2x)+F(i), (4.58a) 
x 
8c2 eF- = 0. (4.58b) 2 il 
(b) c2 = c4 = 0, c5 # 0,17 = c5 x2 + 2c 1 t, 
u=21n 
L1 
+F(i7), (4.59a) 
x 
22 
2 2c5 cl eF +-=0. (4.59b) dry dry dr7 
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-2C=1 (c) c4 = 0, c2 * 0, c5 * 0, rJ = (c2z2 +c , )e `' , 
u=21n (X +c2x)+F(i ), (4.60a) 
17 
d 
ii eF 
dF 
+ 677 eF 
dF 
+ 
17 dF 
+4e F=0. (4.60b) dry di7 di c2c5 do 
C4 it 
2 (d) c2 =0, c4 * 0,77 
_ 
(c4 t+ c5 )e `' 
u= 21n 
x- 
CC 
x2+F(rý), (4.61a) 
i 
C477 
d 177eFäl +2C477eFä 
-cl 
ä 
+c4eF = 0. (4.61b) J 
(e) C2 : 9ý 09 C4 * 09 77 = 
(c2'Y2+ c, )c /2C2 
(C41 + C5) 
(c2x2+ c1)2 
u=ln 2 +F(>)), (4.62a) 
x (cot+c5) 
+8c2 eF+c4 = 0. (4.62b) di7 
[lieFd ] 
+6c2c477eFa +c477 di7 C2 4 i7 
d 
We note that if we write v=e" then equation (4.49) becomes 
Vt = Ux 
l-N[XN- IVX IXI 
Also, if we set v=u" in equation (4.26), then it becomes 
Vt = UX1 -NxN-lpzz+ 
1 
Uz 
. 
n 
Therefore equation (4.49) is related to (4.26) in the limit n 
--i oo. 
A large number of exact similarity solutions to equations (4.26) can be found in 
[44], [105], [48] and [49]. In [48] exact similarity solutions to (4.49) are also 
1 
appeared. For example, setting c4=1 and c2 =+2 in (4.38b) and then multiply 
through by 77 n N-2 gives 
a 
77 N-'Fn-' +1 
[NN_1F+, 
7N = 0. (4.63) ( di] nN+2 di7 
Integrating (4.63) gives 
- 
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77N-'Fnä + 
nN 
1 
i7NF+a = 0, (4.64) 
where a is an arbitrary constant. Taking n=-1, equation (4.64) becomes a Bernoulli 
equation and if we write F=1 /g it reads 
d7 
-ar11-Ng =7 
77 
-, N * 2. (4.65) 
When a#0, the solution of (4.65) is given by 
_1 
aý 2-N 77 
2-NeXP 2-N 
)770 
aý z-N 11exp 2-N )dll. 
where rho is an arbitrary constant. Using (4.38a) we can obtain a similarity solution 
for equation (4.26) when n=-1. 
3. Generating Solutions Using Strong Symmetry Groups 
A completely different idea for using strong symmetry transformations groups is 
treated in this section. By definition, a strong symmetry transformation group maps a 
solution into a solution. So if we already know a special solution of a partial differen- 
tial equation, we can apply a finite transformation group to obtain a (possibly) new 
solution. This new solution will depend on at most as many parameters as there are in 
the transformation we have used. 
To discuss this concept, the N-dimensional radially symmetric nonlinear diffu- 
sion equation (4.5) will be used. In the previous section we have explored all the pos- 
sible infinitesimals transformations for this partial differential equation, using the clas- 
sical method. But to carry out this idea, we need to obtain the corresponding finite 
transformations of these infinitesimal transformations. In chapter 2, section 4, we 
demonstrated how this can be achieved. 
It is not difficult to note that cases 1,2(i) and 3(i), whose infinitesimals are 
given (4.24), (4.33) and (4.51) respectively, do not lead to finite transformations that 
can be used to generate new solutions from known ones. For example in case 2(i) the 
corresponding finite group of transformation is: 
x'=xe`3A, t'=(t+c5/c4)e`"ý-c5/c4, u'=ue"ý, 
where A=(2c2-c4)ln and c2 and c4 are chosen to be nonzero. Clearly, this 
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transformation cannot generate a new special solution from a known one. 
Unfortunately, in all the remaining cases u'=u'(x, u), which means that starting 
with the trivial solution u=constant we generate a solution which is a function of x 
only. But this solution can be also easily obtained by setting ut =0 in the partial dif- 
ferential equation which then becomes an ordinary differential equation which can be 
solved. For example, setting u, =0 and N=4 in equation (4.49) becomes an ordinary 
differential equation. Solving this equation gives 
u =In Ax-2+B, 
where A and B are constants. This solution can also be generated using the trivial 
solution u=constant and the finite transformation corresponding to the infinitesimal of 
the case 3(ii). Nevertheless the examples which are used in the following analysis 
show clearly how this concept is applied. 
Now consider the infinitesimal transformation whose infinitesimals are given by 
the system (4.32) [case 2(ii)]. Setting c5 =0 and c2 = c4 =1, the corresponding finite 
transformation can be found solving the system of ordinary differential equations. 
&' 
= Clx'3-N+xr, 
dt' du' 
=I [2c1(3-N)x'2-N+1]u' (4.66) dg dpi, -t' cu n 
where cl * 0, n= 
2(N N) 
and A is the parameter of the finite transformation group, 
under the initial conditions x'=x, t'=t, u'=u when 
. 
%=O. It is straightforward to solve 
the system (4.66) to give 
x'=[(xN-2+C1)p-Cl ]11N-2, 
ý. 
_µ 1 
/N-2t. 
N 
-4 
U (XN-2+ Cl 
- 
Cl /JL)N-2µ I IN(N-2)X4-Nu. 
where µ= e(N-2)1. The inverse of (4.67) is 
X=[ (XN-2+C1) /p-C1 )1IN-2, 
i_µ1/2-Ntjr, 
N-4 
U=(XýN-2 + C1 
- 
C1µ)N-2µ 1/n(2-N)X. 4-NU, 
(4.67a) 
(4.67b) 
(4.67c) 
(4.68a) 
(4.68b) 
(4.68 c) 
simply obtained by exchanging (x, t, u) and (x', t', u') and replacing p by 1 /p. 
- 
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Now we can apply the finite transformation (4.67) to any solution of the equa- 
2(N-3) 
Lion (4.26), where n= 4-N , for example, to the trivial solution uo=A=constant. We 
immediately obtain from this and (4.68c) that 
N-4 
k1=(xPN-2+C1-C1ý, )N_2MIfº+(2-N)XP4-NA 
where we have set u= ul and u' = u0. Using (4.67a) the above equation becomes 
4-N 
ug=[(clx2-N+1)p_C1x2-N}N-2ZA, (4.69) 
where r is a determined function of p. If the above solution was a function of x and 1, 
we could think ul as uo and replace x by x', t by i' in (4.69) and then similarly 
generate a second particular solution. A sequence um of solutions could then be gen- 
erated by continued repetition of this process. 
As a second and last example we employ the infinitesimal transformation whose 
infinitesimals are given by the system (4.35) [case 2(iii)]. Setting Cl = c4=1 and 
c2 = cs = 0, the corresponding finite group of transformations is given by 
x =x 
, 
Al, 
x2(1-A) 
u' _ u, 
with its inverse 
X=X, 1/; L 
r' 
6 =A, 
u =,. X'2(x-1) /2u', 
simply obtained by exchanging (x, t, u) and (x', t' u') and replacing % by 1 /A. 
(4.70a) 
(4.70b) 
(4.70c) 
(4.7la) 
(4.71 b) 
(4.71 c) 
Using the trivial solution uo=A=constant of the equation (4.26), where n=-1 
and N=2, the finite transformation (4.70) and its inverse (4.71) we obtain the particu- 
lar solution 
ui = tX2(; k-')A (4.72) 
of the same equation. Employment of the solution (4.72), the transformation (4.70) 
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can generate a second particular solution. Continuing this process we obtain the 
sequence of solutions 
Um = m=1,2,3... (4.73) 
As we stated earlier, the trivial solution u=const. was only used here to demon- 
strate the idea. For more interesting results, one should start with an initial solution uo 
of the equation (4.5) which is a function of t and then follow the above process. 
4. The Use of Computer Algebra Systems 
There is one major obstacle to the applications of group theoretical methods for 
obtaining analytic solutions of partial differential equations. This is the tremendous 
amount of algebraic computations which is usually involved in obtaining the transfor- 
mation groups of the equation under consideration. In fact this the case for many 
problems in today's research in Applied Mathematics. For example, determining 
Bäcklund Transformations for a given partial differential equation requires a large 
amount of computations (see Part II). The introduction of computer algebra systems 
during the last two decades has greatly facilitated this problem. These systems now 
available on many machines make it feasible to perform a variety of analytical pro- 
cedures automatically. 
Therefore the availability of these computer algebra systems has a particularly 
strong influence on those areas of Applied Mathematics where large analytic manipu- 
lations are necessary for obtaining a certain result. Applying a computer algebra sys- 
tem means becoming accustomed to a completely new working style. Pencil and paper 
work is almost completely eliminated. Instead of working out a problem in the old- 
fasioned way over and over again with varying input, a solution strategy by applying 
computer algebra methods is developed. A problem which arises using such systems is 
that we cannot directly check the results. However, this problem can be overcome if 
two (or more) users work separately on the same project and at the end they verify 
their results. 
Most of the calculations involved in this thesis have been greatly facilitated by 
the computer algebra system REDUCE [42]. The other most important general pur- 
pose systems currently available are MACSYMA (Math Lab Group MIT) [81], 
MAPLE (B. Char, University of Waterloo, Canada), Mu Math (D. R. Stoutemyer, The 
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Software-house, Honolulu, Hawaii), SMP (S. Wolfrom) and SCRATCHPAD I and II 
(R. D. Jenks and D. Yun, IBM Watson Laboratories). 
Typically a computer algebra system provides modules for performing basic 
operations such as simplifications, differentiation, integration, factorisation, etc. These 
algorithms are the building blocks for packages which may be developed for special 
applications. For example, a package has been developed to perform almost all alge- 
braic manipulations necessary to determine the strong symmetry groups of a given 
partial differential equation. Details of this package, namely SPDE, are given by 
Schwarz [86,87,88]. 
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CHAPTER FIVE 
NONCLASSICAL DETERMINATION OF SIMILARITY TRANSFORMATIONS 
1. Introduction 
In this chapter we turn our attention to weak symmetry groups of partial dif- 
ferential equations. Since these groups do not transform solutions to solutions, they 
can only be used to derive the corresponding similarity transformations. The method 
which is presented here to determine these transformation groups is called the nonc- 
lassical method. Bluman and Cole [13] proposed this method as a generalisation of 
the classical method which was presented in the previous chapter. The nonclassical 
method has been generalised by Olver and Rosenau [74,75]. 
A common characteristic of the classical and nonclassical methods for finding 
the transformation groups and then the associated similarity transformations of a given 
partial differential equation is the use of the group theory. In this chapter (section 3) 
we also present a direct method, due to Clarkson and Kruskal [26], for determining 
similarity transformations that makes no use of group theory. Originally this method 
seemed to produce results which could not be obtained by any other method, but later 
it appeared [60] that the same results can be obtained using the nonclassical method 
of Bluman and Cole. It has not been shown yet if the two methods are exactly the 
same. Both methods are illustrated with the use of the same example, the modified 
Boussinesq equation [16,17]. 
One of the annoying features of these methods is that all the similarity transfor- 
mations obtained can sometimes be obtained more easily using the classical method. 
Here we use an example which this is not the case. 
2. Nonclassical Method for Determining Infinitesimal Transformations 
The nonclassical method, introduced by Bluman and Cole [13], makes use bf 
both the given equation du=0 and the invariant surface condition, equation (4.3). Now 
equation (4.3) really possesses only two independent infinitesimals since it can be 
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divided through by X, T or U. Assuming T*0, we set T=1. Equation (4.3) now 
reads 
uý = U-Xux. (5.1) 
The method is discussed using the modified Boussinesq equation 
Utr-UtU, x-fUX U. +U. =0 (5.2) 
and we consider the infinitesimal transformations 
x'=x+eX(x, t) + o(e2), (5.3a) 
t'=t+, o(, - (5.3b) 
u'=u+EU(z, t, u)+0(e2). (5.3c) 
Note that equation (5.1) has implications for other derivatives, for example, if we dif- 
ferentiate (5.1) with respect to x and r respectively, we obtain 
uxý = Ux+Uux-X, u. 
-XuX, (5.4) 
u,, = Uf+Uu, 
-Xtux-Xu=,. (5.5) 
Using equations (5.1) and (5.4), equation (5.5) becomes 
ut, = U, +UUu-XUx+(XXX-2XU-X, )uz+X2uu. (5.6) 
For invariance we demand that 
U 11 
, 
"- 
ull, U. " 
-2X, Ux"X" -ý f[x"x"X"X" =0 (5.7) 
The identities (2.23) and (2.27) enable us to determine the u'-derivatives in terms of 
u-derivatives. We have already calculated ui", u, " and ux",, " [equations (4.9) - (4.11)]. 
It is now straightforward to work out u; ", " and u, ý"x"x"=" from the identities (2.23) and 
(2.27), using the fact that T= I and X. =0: 
UlIt' = ktt+P[U1, +2Uruu, 
-Xnux+U.. l[? +U,, u,, -2X, u I +o(E2), (5.8) 
1[xýz"ýýxý =u 
. 
+i[U +(4t%M-X ß)u +61%ýullx +4t%zL. ullx + 
U. yyuuZ 42 + (6U.. 
-4X, ß)u +6U,,,,,, uXu +6U,,, ius uy+3U. 
u,, + 
(4U,, 
-6X. )u +4U.. u.,, u. +(U. --4Xz)u, ]+o(e2). (5.9) 
Upon substitution of (4.9), (4.10), (4.11), (5.8) and (5.9) into equation (5.7) and then 
elimination of ur 
, 
u, u,, and u, using equations (5.1), (5.4), (5.6) and (5.2) 
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respectively, equation (5.7) takes the form 
E(x, t, u, ux, um, ums) = 0, (5.10) 
where E is a determined polynomial function of x, t, u, u, u,,,, u. and derivatives of 
X and U. As in the classical method the infinitesimals X and U are determined by 
insisting that (5.10) is an identity in the variables x, t, u, u, u., u regarded as 
independent. 
Considering the coefficient of uü in (5.10) shows that 
U=A(x, t)u+B(x, t). (5.11) 
Coefficients of u,, and u, 3 give respectively 
2Ax 
- 
3X 
= 
0, 
2A, ß-X. =0. 
Therefore from the above equations we have A=A(t) and 
X= k(t)x+l(t). (5.12) 
Now using the coefficient of uz we obtain A=O and B =g(t)x+h(t). Therefore equation 
(5.11) becomes 
U=g(t)x+h(t). (5.13) 
Substituting (5.12) and (5.13) back into (5.10), coefficients of 
zu, uz, x2u,,., xuX, ux, uXu., xu,,, x, u and the term independent of u-derivatives 
and x lead to the following nine identities: 
k, +2k2 = 0, (5.14a) 
2kkt+4k3 = 0, (5.14b) 
k1t+2kk, 
-4k3 = 0, (5.14c) 
l,, +2k1, 
-4k21 = 0, (5.14d) 
l, 
-1-2k1--g = 0, (5.14e) 
-g, +2k, 1+2k11-2gk+8k21 = 0, (5.14f) 
g1, +4g, k-2gk, 
-4gk2 = 0, (5.14g) 
h, +2kh-211, 
-4k12 = 0, (5.14h) 
--. 
d 
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ht, + 4kh, 
-2gl, - 4gkl = 0. (5.14i) 
From equation (5.14a), 
1 
2t+ci, (5.15) 
where cl is a constant, unless k=0. We therefore split the analysis into two cases: (1) 
k=0 and (2) k= 1 2t+ cl 
Case 1: Equations (5.14a, b, c) vanish and from equations (4.14d, e, h) we obtain 
1=clt+c2, 
g=C1, 
h=ci t2+2clc2t+c3, 
respectively, where cl, c2 and c3 are constants. Equations (5.14f, g, i) are also satisfied 
by these forms of k, 1, g and h. Equations (5.12) and (5.13) become 
X=c1t+c2, (5.16a) 
U=clx+ci t2+2clc2t+c3. (5.16b) 
Using (5.16a), (5.16b) and that T=1, equations (4.4) become 
dx 
_dt_ 
du 
-22 
Clt+C2 1 clx+C1 t +2C1C2t+C3 
and therefore the similarity transformation is given by 
u=clxt+ jc1c2t2+c3t+F(77), (5.17a) 
where the similarity variable is given by 
17= z-clt2-c2t. (5.17b) 
The transformation (5.17a) reduces the partial differential equation (5.2) to the ordi- 
nary differential equation 
d4F dF )2 d2F dF d2F d2F dF 
dý4-7 
(d77 
ä +c2dý d -(clrý-c2 +c3)d- -cldn +c1 c2=0 (5.17c) 
which upon integration becomes 
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d l 2+(c2 
-c3-ci77ýä +clc277+c4 = 0, (5.17d) di7 
33F 
-ä(d 
)3+2c2r_di7 
where c4 is a constant of integration. 
Case 2: Using (5.15), equations (5.14d, e) can be solved to give 
c2t2+clc2t+c3 (5.18) 2t+c1 
g= C2, (5.19) 
respectively. Finally, from equation (5.14f), 
h= [8C2 t4+ I2C1C2 t3+6Ci CZ t2+24C2C3t2+ 
24c1c2c3t-6c4t+6c, c2C3-3c1c4]/[6(2t+c1)2]. (5.20) 
All nine equations (5.14) are satisfied by (5.15), (5.18), (5.19) and (5.20). Hence, 
equations (5.12) and (5.13) become 
X_ 
X+C2t2+CiC2t+C3 
21+C1 
(5.21a) 
U: 
-- c2x+h, (5.21b) 
where h is given by (5.20). Using (5.21a) and (5.21b) we have 
(2t+c1)dx 
_ 
dt 
__ 
du 
x+c2t 2 +cic2t+c3 1 c2x+h' 
which gives the desired similarity transformation 
is = ; c2x(2t+ci)+, (4c2c3-ci c2 )(2t+c1)+ 
(c1 c2 
-3c4)ln (2t+c1)- 36 c1 c? +F(r7), (5.22a) 
where the similarity variable is given by 
77 = x(2t+c1)-j- 12c2(2t+c1)'+=(4c3-ci c2)(2t+c1)-}. (5.22b) 
The transformation (5.22a) reduces the modified Boussinesq equation to 
d4F d2F d2F dF 2d 2F, 32 d2F 
dn4 7 
(dqdF)2 
an +ýdn an +ý do (C, C2 -3C4) dý + 
dF 
3n an - +(C1 c2 - 3c4) = o. (5.22c) 
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As we stated earlier, we have chosen here a partial differential equation for 
which the nonclassical method gives different infinitesimal transformations to the ones 
obtained by the classical method. In fact, using the latter method, the infinitesimals of 
(5.2) are found to be 
X=dlx+d2, T=2dlt+d3, U=d4, (5.23) 
where dl, d2, d3 and d4 are all constants. Clearly, the infinitesimals in the two above 
cases differ to the ones given by (5.23). 
The associated finite group of transformations of one parameter of the 
infinitesimal transformation whose infinitesimals are given by (5.16) and T=1 (case 
1), can be derived by solving the system 
dx' dt' du' 
c1x 9- =1, = c1x +(clt +c2)2, (N dA 
where, we have set c3 = C2 2. Thus, 
X'=X+(C11 +C2)ß. + ICS /%2, 
c'=r+A, 
(5.24a) 
(5.24b) 
u'=u+ [clz+(clt+c2)2]A+2c1(clt+c2))2+2ci 
. 
3. (5.24c) 
The one parameter group (5.24) maps the modified Boussinesq equation (5.2) into 
equation 
Up Ii -2 Ui.. 
- t" Uz"x" -2 Ux" Ux"x" + Ux"x"X"x" + 
2c12. [u', +(clt'+c2)u ' '-cl) = 0. (5.25) 
Therefore, unless c1=0, the group (5.24) does not map solutions of the modified Bous- 
sinesq equation into itself, which was expected since (5.24) is a weak symmetry 
group. A similar result can be derived for case 2. 
3. A Direct Method for Determining Similarity Transformations 
In this section we present a direct method of deriving similarity transformations 
of nonlinear partial differential equations, which was first introduced by Clarkson and 
Kruskal [26). The unusual characteristic about this method in comparison to the others 
we have used so far, is that involves no use of transformation group theory. The basic 
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idea is to seek a solution of a given partial differential equation in the form (3.1), 
which is the most general form for a similarity transformation. Then we require that 
substitution of (3.1) into the partial differential equation yields an ordinary differential 
equation with dependent variable F and independent variable 77. For most equations it 
turns out that the similarity transformation takes the form 
u=A(x, t)+B(x, t)F(i7(x, t)), (5.26) 
where A, B and 77 are to be determined. 
The modified Boussinesq equation 
Utz-U, U, X--, Ux U. +U. = 0, (5.27) 
is used once more to demonstrate this method. It can be shown [27] that it is sufficient 
to seek similarity transformations of (5.27) in the form (5.26). 
Before we proceed, remarks of Clarkson and Kruskal are restated here with the 
purpose of making the analysis simpler. 
Remark 1. Substitute (5.26) into (5.27) and then demand that the resulting equation is 
an ordinary differential equation for F(77). Hence, it is necessary that the ratios of 
different derivatives and powers of F are functions of n only. This gives an overdeter- 
mined system of equations for A, B and n, whose solutions give the desired similarity 
transformations. 
Remark 2. The coefficient of F""(Bras) is used, provided that 77,, * 0, as the nor- 
malising coefficient and it is required that the other coefficients are of the form 
Brix I(ts), where F is a function to be determined. 
Remark 3. Whenever an upper case Greek letter is used to denote a function (e. g. 
, 
Ri»)), then this is a function to be determined upon which any mathematical function 
can be performed (e. g. differentiation, exponentiate, etc) and then also call the result- 
ing function IYn) without loss of generality. 
Remark 4. There are three freedoms in the determination of A, B, 77 which can be 
exploited, without loss of generality (these are valuable in keeping the method 
manageable): 
(a). If A(x, t) is of the form A=Ao(x, t) +B(x, 1)IJ77), then it is assumed that T=0 (make 
the transformation F 
--ý F-1l. 
(b). If B(x, t) is of the form B =Bo(x, t)11 7) then it can be assumed that F=1 (make 
the transformation F 
--* 
F/I). 
(c). If n(x, t) is defined by an equation of the form 1-177) = 170(x, t), where F is any 
invertible function, then it can be assumed that F= rj (make the transformation 
- 
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77 
- 
T-'(7l )). 
Substituting (5.26) into equation (5.27) yields 
Br], °F""+[6Brjx 277 +4B, ýrj ]F"'+[B(3rxx+4 + 17zT%zzxý 
12BX77sr7,, +6B, 7 
-1AXB17 -A1Brýx +B772]F"+ 
[BrJ. +4BX? 7 
___+6B, ý, ýi +4B, =7_-'Az(2B; r7 +Bý )- 
AxAuB17 
-Ar(2Bx7]x+Bt7,,, r)-AuB77r+B, 17, +B17rr1 F'+ 
.,, 
B, 
u--A, Bxx-AxxB, +B1, ]F- [B -AxA, aBx- IA2 
[Brix F"+(2Bxý, ý+B77, Q)F'+B F+As] [B277 F'2+2BBx17 FF'+Bx F2]+ 
[B71 F"+(2Bx77 +Br7, )F' +B,, F] [B, F+B171F'] + 
A,, 
-AIA - jAxAxx+Arrrr = 0, (5.28) 
2F 
where F' 
_, 
F" 
= and so on. dry dr) 
Using Remark 1, coefficient of F"" and F"F'2 give the constraint 
BT7. T(ý) = B3i7x 
. 
(5.29) 
Hence, using Remark 4(b), equation (5.29) implies that 
B =1. (5.30) 
The coefficient of F"' yields the constraint 
B 77., 1(r7) = 4B, ß r7x + bB res 77 , 
which becomes 
17. Iý17) + -- = 0, (5.31) 
using (5.30) and rescaling F. Integrating (5.31) with respect to x gives 
l(td) + In t), = 9(t), (5.32) 
where 9 is a function of integration. Using Remark 3, equation (5.32) now reads 
T7 1117) = e(t), 
which upon integration with respect to x becomes 
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F(77) = xe(r) + (P(r), 
where 0 is another function of integration. Using Remark 4(c), we have 
ii = xk(t)+l(t), 
where k and I are functions to be determined. 
The coefficient of F'F" gives 
B77, T i7) = B21X (r7, +AZ17 ). 
Using (5.30) and (5.34), equation (5.35) becomes 
kr(i7) =k (x ä+ äý) +As, 
which upon integration with respect to x becomes 
A=r(77)- 1(x2 
d+ 
2x äl) + h(r), 
(5.33) 
(5.34) 
(5.35) 
where h(t) is a function of integration to be determined. Using Remark 4(a), we have 
A_ f(x- dl) ^ 2k x dt +L+ 
h(t). (5.36) 
Using equations (5.30), (5.34) and (5.36), equation (5.28) simplifies to 
2 
k4F, """+ý z2kd +W d2 +(d)2 
-2k2dt F""+ 
2 2d k 
cltddl 
1 F, 
_'k4F, 2F" +käF, 2+ 
A«-A1A. 
-2'A2Au = 0. (5.37) 
Demanding that (5.37) is an ordinary differential equation for F(i), we must have 
k3r1(n) =ä, (5.38a) 
d2k d21 (5.38b) k4ri(I1)=x + 
2 
k°r 3 (T7)=x2k d +2xk d22+ (dl) 
2 
-2k2 
di 
' 
(5.380 
k4r4(rj) =A -A, A, ý, ý-'A2Ax, (5.38d) 
- 
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where F1, F2, T3 and F4 are functions to be determined. From (5.38a), 
1 dk 
r' 
-P är " 
Since the right hand side is a function of t, so must be the left hand side. But 77 is a 
function of x and t and therefore Tl = cl, where cl is a constant. Hence, equation 
(5.38a) becomes 
d 
dt = clk3. 
(5.39) 
If now we use (5.39), equation (5.38b) becomes 
T2 
= 
3xci k+ k2 d 
22l. (5.40) 
Differentiating (5.40) with respect to x and then integrate with respect to t] we obtain 
r2 
= 
3ci i+c2, (5.41) 
where c2 is a constant of integration. Using (5.40) and (5.41) we deduce that 
d2 
_ 
(3c11+c2)k4. (5.42) 
Similarly from (5.38c) we obtain 
T3 
= 
3c1 r72+2c2n+c3 (5.43) 
and 
()2_2k2 dý k4(3ci 12+2c21+c3), (5.44) 
where c3 is another constant of integration. Finally. using (5.37) and (5.38d) we 
obtain 
A= 
- 7'clx2k2- 
k dl 
+h, (5.45) 
r4 = -lcý n2-3c, c2n-7clc3, (5.46) 
respectively. 
Hence, the similarity transformation (5.26) becomes 
2 2xdl u=- 2c, x k--k dt +h+F(77), (5.47) 
- 
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where the similarity variable 77, is given by (5.34) and the functions k, 1 and h are 
given by (5.39), (5.42) and (5.44) respectively. Also the ordinary differential equa- 
tion (5.37) now reads 
G"'-'G 2G'+2'c1G2+ (3ci ii+c2)G+'(3ci 277 +c3)G'- 
(, ici 172+3clc2i7+23 Cl C3) = 0, (5.48) 
where G=F'. 
We consider two cases: (1) cl =0 and (2) cl * 0. 
Case 1: From (5.39), k is a constant and without loss of generality 
k= 1. (5.49) 
Using (5.49), equations (5.42) and (5.44) give respectively, 
1=7c2t2+c4t+c5, (5.50) 
h='(c 
-2c1C5-C3)t+C6, (5.51) 
where c4, cs and c6 are constants of integration. Using (5.49) 
- 
(5.51), the similarity 
variable and the similarity transformation (5.47) become 
n= X+'C2t2+C4t+C5, 
u=-z(c2t+c4)+ 2(c2 4 -2c2c5-c3)t+c6+F(i ) 
and the ordinary differential equation (5.48) now reads 
G"'-. 2G2G'+c2G+c2riG'+2c3G' =0 
which upon integration becomes 
G"-äG3+c2r7G+c3G 
= c7, 
where c7 is another constant of integration. 
(5.52a) 
(5.52b) 
(5.52c) 
(5.52d) 
Case 2: Without loss of generality we set cl =- and c2 = 0. Solving equations 
(5.39), (5.42) and (5.44) we obtain 
k=(t+c4)-}, 
1=c5(t+c4)1+ c6(t+c4)- }, 
(5.53) 
(5.54) 
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h=äc5(1+c4)3+äc6(1+c4)-1- j 1n (t+c4), (5.55) 
respectively. Using (5.53) 
- 
(5.55), the similarity variable and the similarity transfor- 
mation (5.47) now read 
17 = x(t+c4)-I+c5(t+c4)I+c6(t+c4)-'k, (5.56a) 
u= 1x2(t+c4)-1-fc5x(t+c4)+2c6x(t+c4)-'+ 
äc5 (t+c4)3+äc6(1+c4)-1- 2 In (t+c4)+F(ii) (5.56b) 
and the equation (5.48) becomes 
G"'-2'G2G'-aG2+3i7G+2l(ä112+c3)G'+iä17 2 +äc3 = 0. (5.56c) 
If we make the transformation 77 
-*T 771 and F- är7 i+ Ic41n 2 +Fl to the 
similarity transformation (5.22) and redefine the constants, it is straightforward to 
show that the similarity transformations (5.22) and (5.56) are identical. Similarly, if 
the constants in (5.17) are redefined, it can be shown that the similarity transforma- 
tions (5.17) and (5.52) are the same. This confirms the earlier statement that the 
method described in this section and the nonclassical method presented in the previ- 
ous section, give the same results. 
For exact solutions of the ordinary differential equations (5.52d) and (5.56c) one 
can refer to [27], where more references are also given. 
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CHAPTER SIX 
ON POINT TRANSFORMATIONS OF A GENERALISED BURGERS 
EQUATION 
1. Introduction 
Existence of groups has natural advantage in the study of nonlinear partial dif- 
ferential equations. However all invariant transformations are important. In this 
chapter we consider the problem of classifying all point transformations of the form 
(2.19) which relate two equations belonging to a given class of equations. Such 
transformations would necessarily include all the invariant transformations and in 
addition they might include transformations that cannot be found using transformation 
groups. A survey of methods for determining transformation groups has already been 
examined in the previous chapters. 
Here we will carry out this classification when the two equations to be related 
are both of the class known as the generalised Burgers equation 
u, +uu= + a(x, t) u, R = 0. (6.1) 
When a is a function of t only, equation (6.1) is well established [30] as a model 
nonlinear equation for the study of acoustics and shock waves. It also arises as an 
alternative form for the ordinary Burgers equation [19] in the cases of cylindrical and 
spherical symmetry in which the function a is respectively proportional to t and e` 
[59,85]. Cates [22] discovered a point transformation which led to new exact solutions 
of equation (6.1). More recently Doyle and Englefield [32] explored the range of func- 
tions a(t) for which infinitesimal invariant transformations of (6.1) exist. 
This chapter is based on research work carried out by Kingston and Sophocleous 
[52]. In section 2, we derive all finite point transformations relating any two general- 
ised Burgers equations. In section 3 the one-parameter transformation groups, which 
are included in the finite point transformations are given. We also state the 
corresponding infinitesimal transformations. In addition to the finite point transforma- 
tion of Cates, a reciprocal point transformation is found which is presented in section 
4. 
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2. Classification of Point Transformations of a Generalised Burgers Equation 
We consider the point transformation (2.19) which relates the equation (6.1) to 
the equation 
u; 
-+u'u, +b(x', t')uz-Y" = 0, (6.2) 
where we assume that a(x, t) and b(x', t') are nonzero. In view of the Theorems 3.1 
and 3.2 transformation (2.19) now reads 
x'=P(x, t), (6.3a) 
1'=Q(t), (6.3b) 
u'=R(x, t, u). (6.3c) 
For non-degenerate transformations, J*0 [see equation (2.22)] and S*0 [see 
equation (2.23)]. To achieve this we must take Q, * 0, Px #0 and R. * 0. Let us now 
work out the partial derivatives u; 
-, u', and u',.,,, in terms of the u-derivatives using 
the transformations (6.3). From (2.23), 
s= PQ,. 
Using identity (2.28) we find that 
z"= 
Hence, using (6.4), (2.25) and (2.26) 
u,, 
_ 
R, ý+Rus 
"P 
Similarly, using (2.27) 
(6.4) 
(6.5) 
, 
PER, +PxRur-P, Rx-P, R 
u 
uz ) 
r- P. Qt 
6.6 
Finally, setting '' = u, " in (2.27), it is straightforward to work out that 
x +PxRu,, -PxRx-P,.,, Ru= (6.7) PxRxx+2PxRX,, uz+P,, R,, uu2 us, s. -P3 x 
Upon substitution of (6.5) - (6.7) into equation (6.2) and eliminating u, from equa- 
tion (6.1), we obtain 
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E(x, t, u, uZ, ur) = 0, (6.8) 
for some function E which may be explicitly determined in terms of R and the deriva- 
tives of P, Q, R and u. We now insist that equation (6.8) depends only on x, t, u, ux 
and u1, with these five variables treated as being independent. 
Multiplying through by aQfPX 
, 
then the coefficient of uX 
, 
u1, u,, and the term 
independent of u-derivatives give the following four identities: 
abPPQrR.. = 0, (6.9) 
aPx Ru 
- 
buPX Q, RU 
= 
0, (6.10) 
-UPx PRu+aP; Q1RR. +2abPXQ, Rz4-abP QtRu-buP=QIRL = 0, (6.11) 
a(P"R, 
-Pz PRx+Px Q, RR=+bPXQ, Rý-bPJ,, Q, Rx) = 0. (6.12) 
These four identities enable us to derive the functional forms of P, Q and R and con- 
sequently, the desired point transformations are obtained. 
Since a#0, b#0, Px #0 and Qt * 0, from equation (6.9) we deduce that 
R 
=A(x, t) u +B(x, t), (6.13) 
where A#0 for non-degenerate point transformations. Now equation (6.10) yields 
L2 
b=a 
Qt
. 
(6.14) 
Using (6.15) and (6.14), coefficient of u2 in identity (6.12) is AA, Px Qt. Hence, 
A=A(t). (6.15) 
Coefficient of is in (6.11) is aAP,, 2(AQ, - Pz). Thus, 
P 
=xAQ1 + k(t), (6.16) 
where k is a function of t. Coefficient of u in (6.12) is BxAPX Qj+PX A,. Therefore 
using (6.16) we have 
B=-xA1+1(t), (6.17) 
where 1 is also a function of t. Using (6.16) and (6.17) identity (6.11) becomes 
2A, Q, x+AQ,, x+ki-1Q, = 0. 
Equating coefficients of powers of x, it follows that 
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1=k 9 (6.18) Q, 
Cl 
A=1, (6.19) 
where cl is a nonzero constant. Using (6.16) and (6.17) the term independent of x in 
equation (6.12) becomes AQ, 1,. Hence, 1=c2 where c2 is a constant. Now it follows 
from (6.18) that 
k 
=c2 Q+ c3, (6.20) 
where c3 is another constant. Using equations (6.16) 
- 
(6.20) identity (6.12) [or equa- 
tion (6.8)] now reads 
IXci Qr 2(2Q,, tQ, -3Q1) = 0. 
Therefore the above equation is satisfied if the terms in the brackets vanish. That is, if 
Q(t) satisfies the ordinary differential equation 
2QurQr-3Q1 
= 
0. (6.21) 
Now, using (6.13) 
- 
(6.20) the forms of P and R are given respectively by 
P=c1xQ, 4 + c2Q+ c3, (6.22) 
R=c1Q, -}u+, 2c1xQQt- +c2, (6.23) 
where Q satisfies equation (6.21). 
We consider two cases: (1) Q, t =0 and (2) Q, 1 # 0. 
Case 1: Q=c4 t+cs, where c4 and c5 are constants and the square of c4 is used to 
avoid square roots in the forms of P and R. Therefore using this form of Q, equation 
(6.22) and equation (6.23), the desired point transformation is given by 
X" = C1C4X+C2C2 4 t+ C39 
(6.24a) 
tp = Cq t+C5, 
U' 
Ll 
U+C2, 
C4 
where in (6.24a), c2 c5 has been absorbed in c3 
. 
Case 2: Solving the ordinary differential equation (6.21) gives 
(6.24b) 
(6.24c) 
Q=c4+ 11 
CS-C61 
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Hence, the point transformation is given by 
x, 
- 
clc6x-c2 
+c 
c6 3, 
(6.25a) 
I- C5 
t' = C4- 
2 (6.25b) C61-C5 
U' = c1 c6(ut 
-x) - 
c- c5 
u+ c2. (6.25 c) C6 
In fact transformation (6.25) includes transformation (6.24), the latter being obtained 
from (6.25) by setting 
c2 = (a2b3 + b2bä) lß, 
22 c3 =- b2 ba la 
, 
c1c6 = 
-alb1b4/ß, 
c5 =a 2/ß, 
z2 ca=-b4/a, 
C6 = a4/ß, 
where ß= a2b5 + bä 
. 
Letting a-0 then leads to (6.24) with b; replacing c; 
. 
Thus 
(6.24) contains no additional transformations to those already in (6.25), although its 
form is more convenient for that specific five-parameter class of transformations. 
Note that in both cases, from equation (6.14) 
b(x', l')=Ci a(X, l). (6.26) 
Hence, for invariance of equation (6.1) it is necessary for the function a to satisfy the 
functional equation 
a(x', t')=c2 a(x, t). 
3. Transformation Groups 
(6.27) 
The five-parameter class of point transformation (6.24) contains five one- 
parameter groups of finite transformations which are associated with five independent 
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infinitesimal transformations. Setting cl = c4 =1 and c2 = c4 = 0, transformation 
(6.24) becomes 
(i) x'=x+c3, t'=t, u'=u. (6.28a) 
Let c1 = c4 =1 and c2 = c3 =0 in (6.24) to give 
(ii) x'=x, t'=t+c5= u' = u. (6.28b) 
Similarly the following three one-parameter groups can be obtained: 
(111) X'=X+C2t, t'=t, u'=u+C2, (6.28c) 
u (6.28d) 
C4 
(v) x'=clx, t'=t, u'=c1 u. (6.28e) 
From (6.26), in (6.28a) 
- 
(6.28d) b=a and in (6.28e) b= c1 a. A sixth one-parameter 
group of finite transformations corresponding to a sixth independent infinitesimal 
transformation may be obtained from (6.25) by choosing c2 c3 = 0, cl = 1, c5 = 
_C61 c4 =1 /c6. Then (6.25) gives 
x (vi) x' =1+ 
c' 
t'1+t 
c' 
u'=u+c6(ut-x). (6.28f) 
6t 6t 
Here b=a. The transformation (6.25), of course, also includes (6.28a) 
- 
(6.28e) 
We now proceed to construct the infinitesimal transformations corresponding to 
the finite transformations (6.28). Setting c4 =1 +e in (6.28d) we have 
x'=x+ex, t'=t+2Et+0(E2), u'=u-eu+O(e2) 
which is the infinitesimal transformation generated by the one-parameter finite group 
(6.28d). Let c6 = -e in (6.28f) to give 
x' = x+ext+o(e2), t'=t+et2+o(e2), u'=u+E(x-ut)+o(e2) 
Similarly, we can generate the infinitesimal transformations for the other four one- 
parameter groups (6.28a, b, c, e). Therefore the six linearly independent infinitesimal 
transformations which generate the six groups (6.28) have generators with components 
X=1, T=O, U=O, (6.29a) 
X=O, T=1, U=O, (6.29b) 
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X=t, T=O, U=1, (6.29c) 
X 
=x, T=2t, U=-u, (6.29d) 
X=x, T=O, U=u, (6.29e) 
X=xt, T=t2, U=x-ut, (6.29f) 
respectively. Any infinitesimal transformation must have a generator which is a linear 
combination of these six. 
In fact using the classical method for determining infinitesimal transformations 
described in chapter 4, it can be shown that the equation (6.1) is invariant under the 
infinitesimal transformation 
x'=x+e(d6xt + dix+ däx+ d2t + d3)+0(1- 2), (6.30a) 
t'=t+E(d6t2+dä+d5)+o(E2), (6.30b) 
u' = u+e(d6(x-ut)+diu+d2)+o(E), (6.30c) 
where di, d2, d3, dä, d5 and d6 are constants and the function a(x, t) satisfies the first 
order linear partial differential equation 
Xaz+Tat 
= 
(2di+d4)a, (6.31) 
where X and T are the infinitesimals of (6.30a) and (6.30b) respectively. Let dä = 2da 
and di =dl- d4 
, 
so that (6.30) and (6.31) now read 
x'=x+c(d6xt+dlx+d4t+d2t+d3)+0(e2), 
z'=t+E(d6t2+2d4t+d5)+o(e2), 
u'=u+E[d6(x-ut)+dl u- d4 u+ d2] + o(e2) 
and 
Xa. +Ta, = 2d1a, 
(6.32a) 
(6.32b) 
(6.32c) 
(6.33) 
respectively. Clearly, multiplying each component in (6.29) by a different constant 
and then adding them all up, gives the infinitesimals in (6.32). 
For (6.28a) 
- 
(6.28f) to leave (6.1) invariant the functional form of a(x, t) must 
be restricted as in (6.27). For example, (i) is an invariant transformation if and only if 
a(x+c3, t)=a(x, t), for all x, t, c3. Hence, a must be a function of t only, f(t) say. For 
(ii), a(x, t+cs)=a(x, t). Therefore a=f(x). Similarly, cases (iii) - (vi) leave equation 
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(6.1) invariant if and only if a=f(t), f(t/x2), x2f(t) and f(x/t) respectively. 
Alternatively, another way of finding these functional forms of a(x, t) is to use 
the corresponding infinitesimals for each group (i) 
- 
(vi) [equations (6.29)] and the 
equation (6.33). For example, for (iv) X=x, T=2t, dl 
= 
0. Hence, solving equation 
(6.33) with the method of characteristics we have 
dx_dt_da 
x 2t 0 
from which it follows that a=f(t/x2). For (v), X=x, T=O, di = 1. From equation 
(6.33) 
dxdt_da 
x0 2a' 
which gives the solution a=x2f(t). For (vi) 
dx dt da 
xt t7 -0 
which gives a= f(xlr). Similarly for cases (i)-(iii) the forms that obtained earlier can 
be verified using (6.29) and (6.33). 
Other one-parameter groups may be constructed from the basis of the 
infinitesimal transformations (6.29). Doyle and Englefield [32] analysed those for 
which a(x, t) was a function of t only. 
The point transformation of Cates [22] lies on the orbit through (x, t, u) defined 
by (vi), which is the path of the point (x', t', u') in R3 as c6 varies in R. Cates 
transformation corresponds to c6=1. The reciprocal point transformation from (x, t, u) 
to (x', t', u') which is described in the next section differs in that no one parameter 
group of transformations exists whose orbit passes through both (x, t, u) and 
(x' t' u'). 
4. Reciprocal Point Transformation 
Making the choice cl = c6 = i, c2 = c3 = c4 = c5 =0 in (6.25) gives the real 
reciprocal transformation: 
Xf = 
X, tf u'=-(ut-X). (6.34) !f 
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From (6.26), b=-a so that, in particular, when a=a(t), b(t)=-a(1/t). 
This transformation is reciprocal in the sense that a double application of (6.34) 
is the identity transformation. All finite transformations may in fact be obtained by 
combining this reciprocal transformation with the five-parameter family (6.24). 
To show that this transformation does not lie on the orbit of one-parameter 
group of transformations consider the infinitesimal transformations (6.32). From 
chapter 2, section 4, we know that in order to find the corresponding finite transforma- 
tion group one needs to solve the system 
d, 
d= 
d6x't'+dlx'+d4x'+d2t'+d3, 
.ý 
dt' 
= 
d6t'2+ 2d4 t'+d5, dA 
du' 
= 
d6(z'-u't')+dlu'-d4u'+d2. 
under the initial conditions x'(x, t, u, A) =x, t'(x, t, u, A. )=t and u'(x, t, u, A)=u when 
%=O, where A is the parameter of the transformation group. Whatever the values of 
dl, d2, d3, d4, d5 and d6 it is found impossible to choose % in such a way that you 
obtain the reciprocal transformation (6.34). 
However it is possible to construct a one-parameter family (not a group) of 
transformations whose orbit connects (x, t, u) and (x', t', u'). Indeed a continuous 
transformation exists connecting (x, t, u) to any (x', t', u') given by the transformation 
(6.25). To see this consider the members of (6.25) corresponding to choosing 
c, = bi, i =1,..., 6, which transform (x, t, u) to (xl, t 1, u l) say. Now consider the one- 
parameter (a) family of transformations given by (6.25) when c, = c; (a), where 
c2 = 01 2b2, C3=a%, clc6 = a(a-1+ablb6), 
b5), C2 6= a2(1-a+abb ), c5 = a(1-a2+2 
C4 = (a2-1+a2b4)la. 
It is straightforward to check that, as a varies continuously between 0 and 1, 
(x', t', u') varies continuously between (x, t, u) and (xl, tl, ul ). 
For equation (6.1) to be invariant under the reciprocal transformation (6.34), 
from (6.27) the function a(x, t) must be such that 
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a(x/t, l/t)=-a(x, t). (6.35) 
Making the transformations x 
-4 ex and t -* e` equation (6.35) becomes 
-a(e", e`)=a(e"-t, e-). (6.36) 
Also making the transformations x 
-- 
x+ t/2 and t 
-+ t we obtain 
-a(e=+t/2, er)=a(ex-1/2, e-`). 
Hence, a(e"+`'2, e`) is an odd function for t, with general form 
a(e: +: i2, e) =f(x, t)-f(x, 
-t), (6.37) 
where f is arbitrary. Using (6.36) and (6.35), (6.37) now reads 
a(x, t)=f(x/', t)-f(x/', 
-t). (6.38) 
Therefore (6.1) is invariant under (6.34) if a(x, t) is given by (6.38). For cases of 
current practical interest, where a=a(t), this invariance condition becomes 
a(x, t)=f(t)-f(11t). 
Another feature of the reciprocal transformation (6.34) is that if an expression 
involving u', u, '", u,,, u, '": " (no explicit x' and t' transforms to L(u, u, u u, u), then L 
must be a function of (u, +uu,, )/u,, and in fact, (u! "+u'ux")/uX.,, " = -(ut+uus)/u, ',,. 
Thus, for example, the equation u, + uu,, + a(x, t, u) u, =0 retains its form under the 
transformation (6.34). The corresponding result when third order spatial derivatives 
are included is that L=f((u, +uu,, )/uu, u, ý, ý/ums) so that, for example, u, +uu, _ 
a(x, t, u)(u )314 retains its form under (6.34). 
PART II 
BACKLUND TRANSFORMATIONS 
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CHAPTER SEVEN 
INTRODUCTION TO BACKLUND TRANSFORMATIONS 
1. Introduction 
In the following three chapters our discussion relates to a transformation that had its 
origin in some investigations by Bäcklund [5,6] concerning simultaneous equations of 
the first order arising in differential geometry. Bäcklund transformation (BT) provides 
a method of constructing various classes of "equivalent" equations, thereby leading to 
the integrals of the original equation. 
The modern interest in BTs lies in that they may be used in one of two impor- 
tant ways in connection with integral surfaces of certain nonlinear partial differential 
equations. Thus, invariance under BTs may be used under appropriate circumstances, 
to generate an infinite sequence of solutions of such equations by a purely algebraic 
superposition principle. On the other hand, BTs may sometimes be used to link non- 
linear equations to canonical forms whose properties are well established. Both kinds 
of BTs have important applications in mathematical physics and continuum mechanics 
[68,82] and, accordingly, examples for each will be given in this chapter. 
In what follows, we shall denote by x, y, is, p=u,., q=uy an element of any sur- 
face, and by x', y', u', p', q' an element of any other surface. To connect the two 
surface elements completely, though not uniquely, it is necessary to have five distinct 
equations relating the two sets of variables. However, since each set of five variables 
defines a surface element, they are related by the total differentials 
du=pdx+qdy, du'=p'dx'+q'dy'. (7.1) 
Thus if due regard is paid to equations (7.1), only four independent equations 
Fn(x, y, u, p, q, x', y', u', p', 4') = 0, n=1,2,3,4, (7.2) 
are required to connect the surface elements. When these correspondences are used, 
there are certain cases when the variable u (or u') is an integral of an equation of 
Monge-Ampere form, 
Rv,, +SvXY+Tv, Y+U(v, uvyy-v, 
2) 
= 
V, (7.3) 
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where R, S, T, U and V are functions of x, y, v, v,, and v y. When the variables is and 
u' separately satisfy equations of the second order, these equations can be regarded as 
transformable into one another by the four relations, equations (7.2), usually called a 
Bäcklund Transformation. As the transformations change, it is important to ascertain 
the limitations or restrictions upon the allowable equations, other than (7.3). First one 
must ask whether a given Monge-Ampere equation admits a BT, and second how does 
one construct such a transformation. These are lengthy questions for the general case 
and are beyond the scope of this work. Nevertheless, the general treatment is available 
in the work of Forsyth [ref 38, vol 6, pp 432-454]. For recent descriptions of BTs 
see, for example, [82]. Herein we shall demonstrate a development of the transforma- 
tion equations, due to Clairin [23,24]. 
Probably the simplest Bäcklund case arises when there are two simultaneous 
equations involving two dependent variables u and u'. We may take the equations in 
the form 
f (x, y, u, u', p, p', q, q')=0, g (x, y, u, u', p, p', q, q')=0. 
When these two equations can be solved algebraically for (say), p and q, under the 
condition that the Jacobian, 
'(f' g) 
, 
does not vanish identically, we find a(p, q) 
p=V(x, y, u, u', P', 4'), Q=O (X, Y, u, u', P', 4')" (7.4) 
The integrability condition 
dp 
= 
dq 
generates the relationship 
y 
Dv+ aw+ 
, 
Dv 
+S' a! L ' Dvi _ ay 0uq au' äp +r p aq7 
ao 
+ yro +p, 
ao 
+r' 
ao 
+s' 
ao 
, 
(7.5) 
äx au ýu ap aq 
where, with the usual notation, r'=ums, s' = u; , and t' = u: ý. Equation (7.5) is linear 
in r', s' and t' and in general depends upon x, y, u, u', p' and q'. 
Suppose our initial concern is with two simultaneous equations (7.4). When is 
occurs in (7.5), we can think of that equation as solved so as to express u in terms of 
x, y, u', p', q', r', s' and t'. When the value of u so obtained is substituted into the 
first order equations (7.4), they become two equations of the third order for the deter- 
mination of u'. From general theory it is known that unless the original equations 
cannot be solved with respect p and p', or with respect to q and q', they possess 
common integrals. Consequently, the two third order equations which are satisfied by 
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u' must be compatible. They must therefore lead to values of u' that involve arbitrary 
functions. If the original equations are second order, then the equations for u' will be 
of the fourth order in the proceeding argument. 
If the integrability condition (7.5) is free of u, then it becomes a single second 
order equation for u'. Upon solving this, the u' so obtained is substituted into (7.4), 
and a quadrature of those equations leads to a value of u containing an arbitrary con- 
stant. An exceptional case arises when (7.5) does not contain r', s' and t'. This hap- 
pens when 
aW 
= o, 
0= av 
- 
a0 
a4, ap, o, ap, aQ, . 
Here if u is involved, then u' satisfies two equations of the second order. If u is not 
present, then u' satisfies a single equation of the first order. 
The exceptional case in which i=0 and 0=0 cannot be solved for p and q 
because the Jacobian is zero is discussed by Forsyth [ref 38, vol 6, p. 452]. 
In the two succeeding sections the theory of BTs is illustrated with a number of 
examples. In section 2 we concentrate on BTs which leave a certain partial differential 
equation invariant, while in section 3 we derive BTs which relate different equations. 
In the final section a special class of BTs is defined and corresponding examples are 
given. 
2. Examples of Bäcklund Invariance Transformations 
We proceed now to give the detailed construction of Bäcklund invariance 
transformations, known as auto-BTs (or self BTs). The approach which will be used 
here differs to the one given by Ames [2] (or Anderson and Ibragimov [3]). Ames 
makes use of the partial differential equation in u' and the integrability condition. In 
his analysis, many arbitrary functions appear, and educated choices of them simplify 
the analysis while still leading to the desired results. In our analysis we also use the 
partial differential equation in u. This enables us to obtain the desired results without 
making many assumptions. The transformations which we shall derive are not unique. 
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The sine-Gordon equation. The problem of ultrashort optical pulses, discussed 
by Lamb [55,56] has the equation 
u,, y = sinu. (7.6) 
Also a detailed discussion of equation (7.6) and more applications is given in Barone 
et al [7]. We shall use the sine-Gordon equation as a vehicle for demonstrating a clas- 
sical method due to Bäcklund [5,6] and Clairin [23,24] for generating a BT which 
leaves a given differential equation invariant. 
Consider the explicit special case of (7.4) 
P= Vý (u, u', p', q'), q =0 (u, u', p', q'), 
where u is a solution of (7.6) and u' also satisfies the same equation. It is easy to see 
from the integrability condition (7.5) that the coefficients of (t') and (r') give y'q" =0 
and c, " = 0, respectively. Hence, 
P=Vý(u, u', p'), 9=0 (u, u', g'). (7.7) 
Since u satisfies (7.6) then we must have 
E1 
= 
äp 
- 
sinn =0 and (7.8) Y 
E2= äX-sinn=0. 
(7.9) 
Note that the integrability condition, E=0 (say), is given by E= EI 
- 
E2. Therefore if 
(7.8) and (7.9) are satisfied then E=0 is also satisfied. Using (7.7), equations (7.8) and 
(7.9) become 
EI =OV. +9'W. "+sinu'wp"-sinn = 0, (7.10) 
E2 
= W$. +F'O'+sinu'O,. -sims = 0. (7.11) 
Calculation of derivatives of E1 and E2 to the point where u and u' are no longer 
explicitly present, yields the following equations: 
Eiq" 
= 
0q" Vf« + y,,, = 0, (7.12) 
E2p' 
= Yfp'Ou Ou" = 0. (7.13) 
Equations (7.12) and (7.13) are free of explicit dependence upon u and u', although, 
of course, solutions of those equations will depend parametrically upon u and u'. 
Upon integration of equations (7.12) and (7.13), arbitrary functions will appear which 
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are determined by the requirement that equations (7.10) and (7.11) must also satisfied. 
It is possible to separate the p' and q' dependence of (7.12) and (7.13) and write them 
as 
O4, 
__u=k (u, u'), (7.14) 
V/p, =-. 
u=m 
(u, u"), (7.15) 
where we have chosen Vt. #0 and 0, # 0, and we shall only present this case. 
From the usual separation argument it follows that the two left hand sides terms 
of equations (7.14) and (7.15) do not depend on p' and q'. Hence, the introduction of 
k (u, u') and m (u, u') respectively. Recalling (7.7), integration of (7.14) and (7.15) 
give respectively 
ty =m (u, u')p' +n (u, u'), 
=k (u, u') q' + 1(u, u'). 
Now using (7.16) and the two right hand side terms of (7.14) we obtain 
m- = 
-km.. n- =- kn 
. 
Similarly (7.17) and the two right hand side terms of (7.15) give 
k,,. 
= -mku, l j. = -ml,,. 
(7.16) 
(7.17) 
(7.18a, b) 
(7.19a, b) 
Using (7.16) 
- 
(7.19) and equating coefficients of powers of p' in (7.10) and powers 
of q' in (7.11) lead to the following results 
im. = 0, nkM = 0, (7.20a, b) 
In + msinu' 
-sinn = 0, nl+ksinu' - sinu = 0. (7.21a, b) 
Assuming that 1*0 and n*0 then from (7.20) m = ku = 0, and furthermore (7.18a) 
and (7.19a) imply that m= constant = 11 (say) and k= constant = ,, respectively. 
Now equations (7.18) and (7.19) have the simple solutions 
n=n (5), 1=1 (n), (7.22) 
where =u-A u' and n=u -Alu', and we have assumed that A1# . 'L2. 
Subtract (7.21b) from (7.21a) to give 
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ln4-nl, 7+(Xi-? )sinu' = 0. (7.23) 
Upon differentiation with respect to u equation (7.23) is expressible as 
M=fk=_µ2, 
1 n 
where p is a constant. The classical solutions to this system are 
1= alcosu17 +ßlsinp77, (7.24) 
n= a2cosu +ß2sinµý. (7.25) 
In order to be able to satisfy equations (7.21) and (7.23) we need to take Al =1 and 
=-1. When (7.24) and (7.25) are substituted into equation (7.23) and evaluated at , 12 
u=0 and odd and even functions are equated, one finds 
/2= j, a1ß2-a2ß1 =0, aia2+ß1Q2=4. 
Furthermore equation (7.21a) [or (7.22b)] gives al = a2 = 0. Taking ßl/2 = 
2/ß2 
= a, equations (7.16) and (7.17) give the desired BTs 
p= p'+2asin2l(u+u'), (7.26a) 
q= 
-q'+? sin2(u-u'), (7.26b) 
a 
where both u and u' satisfy the sine-Gordon equation. Hence, the transformation 
(7.26) is an auto-BT for (7.6). 
Let us write (7.26) as 
uju, = uo. +2aIsin I(uI+uo), (7.27a) 
my = -uoy+ 
2 
sinI (ul-uo), (7.27b) 
al 
where uo and ul are particular solutions of (7.6). Equations (7.27) provide a vehicle 
for relating pairs of solutions of the sine-Gordon equation. Thus if uo is a known solu- 
tion of the sine-Gordon, another solution ul is obtained by solving the pair of first 
order differential equations (7.27). 
By inspection, we see that uo =0 is a particular solution of (7.6). Using equa- 
tions (7.27) it is straightforward to show that 
ul = 4tan -' [exp(aly+x/al )), (7.28) 
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is another particular solution. We can think of equation (7.28) as uo in equations 
(7.27) and generate an additional particular solution by integration. A sequence un of 
solutions is generated by continued repetition of the process. 
In Bianchi [9,10] it is shown that a theorem of permutability (today called a 
nonlinear superposition) exists for the sine-Gordon equation. As we have seen, begin- 
ning with solution uo of (7.6), we can generate solutions ul and u2 through al and a2 
from (7.27), respectively. Then there is a solution u3 which is generated from ul 
through a2 and also from u2 through al. Using the analytic expressions of these solu- 
tions, it can be shown that they are related by 
tan( u34u° 
)= ai+a2tant u14u2J 
` 
(7.29) 
which is the classical theorem of permutability. The knowledge of three solutions 
enables one to recursively generate an infinite sequence of particular solutions to the 
sine-Gordon equation. 
Perhaps the nonlinear superposition (7.29) should be expected, since each of the 
equations (7.26) is transformable into a Riccati equation 
Z +A(x)y+B(X)y2 = C(X), 
(7.30) 
which is known to have a nonlinear superposition [31]. If Y19 Y2, y3 and y4 are partic- 
ular solutions of (7.30), then these solutions are related by the expression 
(YI-Y3)(Y2 Y4) 
_ 
(7.31) (Y 1-Y4)(Y2 -Y3 ) 
where A is a constant. Letting v= tan'(u+u') into equation (7.26a) results in 
v,, +av-ipv2 = ip, 
a Riccati equation. 
The Korteweg-de Vries (KdV) equation. As a second example, but not in 
detail, an auto-BT of the KdV equation will be given here. A detailed discussion of 
the KdV equation, 
vy +6vvx+v,. = 0, (7.32) 
is given in references [34] and [67]. Upon setting 
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X 
u (X, Y)= fv (r, y)dt, 
equation (7.32) becomes 
uy +3 uX + u.. 
, 
= 
0, 
after integration and the discard of an arbitrary function of integration. 
(7.33) 
Without presenting the detailed computations, Lamb [57] used the following 
form of BTs 
P= f(u, u', p'), 4=0 (u, u', p', 4', r'), 
to derive the auto-BT for the KdV equation, 
=-p 
-ý p (u -u ")2 +A, q=-q +(u-u )(r-r")-2(p2 +u P-+Pý2), (7.34a, b) 
where #% is an arbitrary constant. 
Wahlquist and Estabrook [100] observed that there exists a theorem of permuta- 
bility (nonlinear superposition) which permits the iterative construction of in infinite 
sequence of particular solutions for the KdV equation, provided one knows three solu- 
tions. More details about this can also be found in reference [3]. Note that setting 
v=u-u' in (7.34a) results to 
12= 
vx-2u 2p 
_. 
I, 
which is a Riccati equation. 
3. Examples of Bäcklund Transformations Relating Different Differential 
Equations 
The BTs of the previous section are of a special type, which are called auto (or 
self) BTs because they transform a given equation into itself. A more general use of 
the theory involves transformations between equations of different form. Some of 
these relate solutions of a nonlinear equation to those of a linear equation. Transfor- 
mations of the Liouville equation u,, y = e" and the Burgers equation uy+uu= = uu are 
of this nonlinear-linear type. Others relate two nonlinear equations wherein the solu- 
tions of the second are more easily obtained. Both processes are very useful. In what 
follows we shall present examples of both kind. I 
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Liouville equation. The Liouville equation 
UAY=e"l (7.35) 
provides an excellent simple example of an equation for which BT exists relating u' 
satisfying (7.35) to u satisfying the linear equation 
uxy = 0. (7.36) 
As in the sine-Gordon equation, we consider the special case 
p=, V(u, u', p'), 4=0(u, u', 4')" 
Since u satisfies (7.36) we require that 
ap 
= 
0, E2 
= 
a9 
E1 
==_ 0. (7.37) ay ax 
Therefore if E1 
=0 and E2 =0 are satisfied, then the integrability condition is also 
satisfied. Recalling the form of the BT, equations (7.37) give 
E1 
= ýV%, +4'Y%«"+e" Vfp, = 0, (7.38) 
E2 
= V'o"+P'0"'+e"oq' = 0. (7.39) 
We note that these equations are the same as those for the sine-Gordon equation 
[(7.10) and (7.11)], except that sin u' is replaced by e"' and sin u by 0. For this reason 
the same analysis will apply. 
Let us pick up the analysis from equation (7.23) with the same terminology and 
the understanding that sin u' is replaced by e" " and sin u by 0 in all previous equa- 
Lions. Upon differentiation with respect to is equation (7.23) is expressible as 
17717 
== 1n 
(7.40) 
where real exponential are anticipated by the choice of sign in (7.40) and jC is a real 
constant. The classical solutions of (7.40) are 
1=a, eµ'7+fiie-'"', (7.41) 
=a2eA4 +, 82e -P4, (7.42) 
Upon substituting these solutions in (7.21) and (7.23) and requiring that these equa- 
Lions are identically satisfied, we find that 
, 
Z1=1,4=-1, k 
=, j, ßl = a2 = 0, a1ß2 =-2. 
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Choosing al =a and #2 = 
-2/a, then from (7.16) and (7.17) we obtain the desired 
BT 
p=p'+ae (7.43a) 
(7.43b) 
where u' satisfy equation (7.35) and u satisfy equation (7.36). When the general solu- 
tion of u,., = 0, namely u=F (x) +G (y), F and G arbitrary, is inserted into (7.43), the 
solutions of the resulting simple first order equations readily yield the general solution 
of the Liouville equation (see chapter 1). 
KdV and modified KdV equations. We have seen that the KdV equation 
uy+6u'u,, +u; rr =0 (7.44) 
admit an auto-BT. In this section a BT is stated which relates equation (7.44) and the 
modified KdV equation 
uy-6u2u, r+u, ux = 0. (7.45) 
The detailed computations of how to find this relation between these equations is 
given by Lamb [57). He uses BTs of the form 
P=yi(u, uf), 
4=ý (u, u', p', r') 
to derive the desired BT 
p=±(u'+u2), (7.46a) 
q= r'-2(up'+u'P)" (7.46b) 
We note that (7.46a) is a BT by itself of the class u=F (u', p'). This class is examined 
in the next section where detailed examples are also given. BT (7.46a) is known as 
Miura transformation [66]. 
Burgers equation. The Burgers equation 
=0 uy + u' ux , +U, xx 
(7.47) 
arises in turbulence and wave propagation. The BT 
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1 
p=2 uu(7.48a) 
q=- 
I (up' + u'P) (7.48b) 
relates (7.47) to the linear diffusion equation 
uy+u=0. (7.49) 
Equation (7.48a) is another BT of the class u=F (u', p') which is known as Hopf-Cole 
transformation [29,45]. 
4. A Special Class of Bäcklund Transformations 
In this section our attention will be on a class of BTs which are a special case to 
the standard BTs given by (7.4). These BTs have the form 
u=F(u', p', q'), (7.50) 
where F might depend on r', s' and t' and even higher derivatives depending on the 
order of partial differential equations considered. We shall demonstrate how this spe- 
cial BT is used, by giving an example. 
Consider the Burgers equation 
uy = 2uu, + u. 
and the heat equation 
Upon differentiating (7.50) with respect to x, it gives 
u,, = p'F-+r'Fp +s'Fq- 
and since r' = q' from (7.52) then 
u, ý = p'F.. + q'Fp + s'Fq . 
Similarly, 
uy = q'F-+s'Fp-+t'Fq". 
(7.51) 
(7.52) 
(7.53) 
(7.54) 
Now using (7.53), u, can be evaluated. Once u, uy and uu are calculated using the 
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BT (7.50), we then substitute these into (7.51) to give 
uy- 2 uu 
-u, R=E(u, P, q, s)='0, (7.55) 
for some function E which may be calculated explicitly in terms of F, its derivatives, 
u', p', q' and s'. In view of (7.51) E must be identically zero with u', p', q' and s' 
regarded as independent variables. 
The analysis is continued by calculating various derivatives of E. Firstly, 
Es"s- 
= Fq"q" = 0. 
Consequently, 
F=A (u', p')q'+ B (u', p'), (7.56) 
for some functions A (u', p') and B (u', p'). Using (7.56) and differentiating (7.55) 
with respect to s', we obtain 
E3 
= 
2(p'A-+q'Ap, +q'A2+AB) = 0. (7.57) 
Coefficients of (q') and (q'°) in (7.57) give two equations in A and B from which one 
can easily deduce the following solutions 
A=1B=p, c" (7.58) 
P, +c(u) p, +c(U')' 
where c is an arbitrary function of u'. Finally, 
E 
(2c+p')p'cu"" 
0, Q __ (c+p') _ 
which implies that 
C= Ä11l"+A2. (7.59) 
where Al and ?2 are arbitrary constants. This final result satisfies the equation E=0. 
Choosing Al 
==0 or Al =1 and 2=0, from (7.56) we obtain the following two 
separate BTs: 
(7.60) u=F= u;, 
ux 
u 
"'+u; u=F (7.61) 
u+U ' 
which relate the equations (7.51) and (7.52). 
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If the function F does not depend on q', then the same analysis will lead to the 
known Hopf-Cole transformation [29,45], namely, u= ux /u'. We note that this 
transformation can also be obtained by eliminating uy from (7.60) and (7.61). A gen- 
eralisation of the Hopf-Cole transformation is given by Sachdev [84]. He uses the BT 
u=k (x, y) u, 
u 
and enquires what nonlinear equations will be transformed to the linear parabolic 
equation 
uy+buz+cu'+f = au; a, 
where a, b, c and f are functions of x and y. 
Two more examples of transformations of the form (7.50) are the Miura 
transformation [66] and the Nakamura transformation [70]. The Miura transformation, 
u= u'2+ 46u', relates the KdV equation uy+ u+ uu,, =0 and the modified KdV 
equation u' + u' + u'2u' = 0. Nakamura has shown that the sine-Gordon equation 
uxy = sin u and the modified sine-Gordon u; = sin u' 1- (au,,, ' )2 are related by 
u=u'-sin- 1(au'). Both of these results will be examined in more details in chapter 9. 
An example of a BT outside the classes of transformations we have seen [(7.4) 
and (7.50)] is given by Kingston and Rogers [50], where the BT given by (7.4) is 
essentially amalgamated with a hodograph-type transformation. This example is 
beyond our scope. 
The analysis which follows in the next two chapters is based on research work 
carried out by Kingston and Sophocleous [51,92,93]. We have looked for BTs for a 
family of partial differential equations instead for a single equation. In chapter 8 we 
explore the range of functions for which the generalised nonlinear Schrödinger Equa- 
tions izy+z, R+f(z, -i)=0, admit BTs of the general class (7.4) [51]. These transforma- 
tions all turn out to be auto-BTs. In chapter 9 we search for BTs of the special class 
(7.50) for equations of the type u,, y=f(u, ux) [92] and uy+u, +f(u, u,, )=0 [93]. 
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CHAPTER EIGHT 
BÄCKLUND TRANSFORMATIONS FOR GENERALISED EQUATIONS 
1. Introduction 
The purpose of the present chapter is to construct BTs of the form (7.4) for a 
class of partial differential equations instead of a single equation. Nimmo and Crigh- 
ton [72] considered the nonlinear parabolic equations of the form 
uy +u +f(x, Y, u, U. ) =0 (8.1) 
and the BTs of the form (7.4). They investigated to see for what functions f(x, y, u, ux) 
equations (8.1) admit BTs. The result was that the only nonlinear equations (8.1) 
which admit BTs are the slight generalisations of the Burgers equation obtained by 
adding a forcing term, 
uy+u,., +2uux+a(x, y) = 0. 
Similarly, the above authors [71] derived auto-BTs for generalised KdV equations of 
the form 
uy + u. +6uux +f (x, y, u)=o. 
McLaughlin and Scott [64] considered the class of equations 
ums, = f(u). (8.2) 
They proved the elegant result that the only equations of the form (8.2) admitting any 
members of a wide class of auto-BTs are those for which the function f(u) satisfies 
the equation 
fl. 
= 
Af" (8.3) 
where A, is a constant. We note that both the sine-Gordon and the Liouville equations 
are of this class of nonlinear partial differential equations 
In the spirit of the above work, we shall explore in the next section in detail the 
range of functions f(z, z) for which 
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izy+zzr + f(z, Z-) =o (8.4) 
admits BTs of a given general class. Here z is complex so that (8.4) may also be 
regarded as two coupled real partial differential equations. The complex equation (8.4) 
is a generalisation of the well-known nonlinear Schrädinger equation (NLSE) 
Z. XX +z2z = 0. 
Lamb [57] derived BTs for the NLSE using the method of Clairin [23,24]. In the pro- 
cess he made certain simplifying assumptions suggesting that it might be advanta- 
geous to look at other cases, although it is seen later that this does not turn out to be 
the case. Indeed the more general equation (8.4) is here exhaustively investigated with 
the conclusion that f must be one of the forms z22, z In z, z In z, (z + z)2 or suitable 
combinations of these functions. The logarithmic nonlinearity z In z occurs in wave 
equations derived from quantum models (see e. g. ref [18]) and Steudl [95] has dis- 
cussed invariant transformations of (8.4) when f(z, z) =z In z. The BTs obtained for 
the case f(z, z) = (z+z)2 lead to auto-BTs for the Boussinesq equation in the form 
u», + u, + (4u 2), a = 0, 
u(x, y) being the real part of z(x, y). Fukushima et al [39] study a non-linear transmis- 
sion line and model the circuit by a modified NLSE equivalent to f(z, 7= (zz)1z in 
(8.4). They observe envelope solitons and obtain good agreement between experiment 
and theory. The results of this chapter show that BTs of a wide class do not exist for 
this equation. 
2. A Class of Bäcklund Transformations for Generalised Nonlinear Schrödinger 
Equations 
We consider BTs of the form 
p= Vf(Z, Z, Z', Z', p', p', q', q'), (8.5) 
q= O(z, 
, 
z', zp, pp, pý, q"qý', (8.6) 
which relate the two equations 
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iq+r+ f(z, z) 
=0 
and 
(8.7) 
iq' +r' +f' (Z', z') = 0, (8.8) 
where, with the usual notation, p=z, 
,q= zy, r=z,,,,, s=z, y 
t= zyy, and similarly 
for p', q', r', s', and t' in terms of z'. The only difference of this form of BTs to the 
one used in chapter 7 (sections 2 and 3) is that yr and 0 also depend on the conjugates 
of their arguments. As long as p and q occur explicitly (8.5) and (8.6) represent the 
most general pair of complex functional relations connecting the dependent variables 
z and z' and their derivatives. This is a very wide class of BTs. 
Equations (8.5) 
- 
(8.8) enable p, q, r, and r' (and their conjugates ) to be 
expressed in terms of z, z', p', q' and their conjugates. We require this system of 
equations to be consistent in the sense that no new relations between these variables 
and s', t' and their conjugates are implied. Since p, q and r are connected by 
_ap 
ap_aq 
r ax ' ay ax 
(8.9) 
these relations must therefore be identities in z, z', p', q', s', t' and their conjugates. It 
is these two identities which enable the BTs to be derived and which ultimately 
impose restrictions on the functional forms of f, f', v, and O. 
Since the main advantage of BTs is that they enable progress to be made in the 
study of non-linear equations we will assume that (8.7) is nonlinear and exclude cases 
in which f(z, z) is linear in both z and Y. 
Note that if (8.5) 
- 
(8.9) can be satisfied for suitable functions f, f', yi and 0 then 
under the linear transformation zl = az+ß, zi = a'z'+ß', where a, ß, a' and ß' are 
constants and a and a' are non-zero, the new transformed equations (8.5) 
- 
(8.9) take 
the same form and may be satisfied for suitable functions fl, f;, yr, and 01. For 
example (8.7) becomes 
iq1+r1+J1(Z1,1) 
= 
0+ 
-d 
x 
where qi = 
äy 
, 
rl = 
a2 
, 
and where the function f2 is defined by fi(zl, zl) _ 
af((zl-ß)/a, (zr-P)/ä). This enables simplifications to be made in the subsequent 
analysis without loss of generality. 
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The two identities implied by (8.9) may be represented by 
Ei 
° 0, E2 = 0, (8.10) 
where 
Ei 
= ýX -T, (8.11) 
ap aq (8.12) E2 
_ ay dx 
the latter being the integrability condition. Using the forms of p, q, r, r' given by 
(8.5) 
- 
(8.8), we can successively calculate that 
E21 
= 4iq ", E27, = V4,9 (8.13 ) 
E2s" 
= ! Vp' Pq' E21 = Yip- 
- 
04- 
, 
(8.14) 
E24, Q, = 2iV, , p,, E24, Q, _ -2iyrp. p,. (8.15) 
All of these expressions must also be identically zero. Equations (8.13) show that yi is 
independent of q' and 4' while (8.15) gives that yi is linear in p' and p'. Together 
with (8.14) these deductions show that yr and 0 are of the form 
i= kp'p'+Ip'+mp'+n, (8.16) 
0= kq'q'+lq'+kq'p'+m4'+ H, (8.17) 
where k, 1, m and n are functions of z, z', z and z' and H is a function of 
z, z', i, z', p' and P. 
Calculation of E1Q" [=2i(kp'+m)] immediately gives k=m=0. It now follows 
that 
E1P"-E 
"= 
My, E2q"P" 
= 
iHp"p,, 
so that 
x= Tp " +%, 
where z and' are functions of z, z', z and V. 
(8.18) 
Now E2 is a polynomial in p', p', q' and q' and E1 is a polynomial in p' and 
p'. All coefficients must vanish and this leads directly to the eleven conditions 
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11ý+ 1ý- 
= 
0, (8.19) 
llz + lz, = 0, (g 20) 
nlZ+nl7 = 
nhl + ni, = 0, (8.22) 
nzl+nz, = 
-i2, (8.23) 
-1z z+ ZZ 1+ Zz. = 0, (8.24) 
-1Zz+ZZI+Zs. = 0, (8.25) 
ix+not+nnZ+f-lf' 
= 
0, (8.26) 
-n. i+, Z, 1+x.. = 0, (8.27) 
- 
IZZ 
- 
l12 
- 
nZ r+ rn+ Z1n +, ZZ 1 +xt. = 0, (8.28) 
-f'Z-nzx-nyX+Xzn+Xzn = 0. (8.29) 
The BT now is of the form 
p= lp' + n, (8.30) 
q= lq'+zp'+x. (8.31) 
The derivatives n2 and ny, given by (8.23) and (8.22) are compatible providing 
[use is also made here of (8.19), its conjugate and (8.25)] 
ilf = 0. (8.32) 
Either r=0 or r*0. If r*0 then li =0 and it is also clear from (8.23) that n*0 
so that (8.19) 
- 
(8.21) give all derivatives of 1 zero, showing that 1 is constant. 
When 1=constant we will only examine here the case where 1 is nonzero. If 1=0 
then it can be seen from (8.30) that p=n (z, z, z', z'). Solving for z', (8.30) gives 
z'=F (z, z, p, p-). But this is the special BT given in chapter 7, section 4. In chapter 9 
we investigate what equations of the form u,, y =f (u, u,, ) admit BTs of this special 
class. In a similar manner to the work carried out in the next chapter we have exam- 
ined equations (8.7) but lead nowhere. 
Note that in the constraints (8.19) 
- 
(8.29), when I is constant, the transforma- 
tions z 
-4 lz, n -4 In, r -* 1Z, x -4 ! X, f -> If, f -- f makes 1 "disappear". 
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That is, the same constraints are obtained as would have been obtained by setting 
1=1. Hence we can take 1=1 without loss of generality in the 1 constant case with 
the proviso that any result may be generalised by reversing the above transformation. 
We may now divide the analysis into 
Case 1. Z=0,1= 1; 
Case 2. Z=0,1 not a constant; 
Case 3. r#0,1=1. 
Casel: r=0, l= 1 
If the variables ý and 77 are introduced: 
ý=Z+Z', 77=Z-Z', 
equations (8.22) and (8.23) show that n is independent of ý and 1, that is n= n(77, ý). 
Also (8.27) and (8.28) give x=z (rj, j). Equation (8.26) now implies that 
f(z, i)- f'(z', z') is independent of both ý and 
. 
Taking partial derivatives with 
respect to ý and I gives, respectively, 
fz-fz- =o, fi-fY =o. 
It follows, in particular, that f(z, z) is linear in both z and i so that it is not 
possible for a nonlinear equation (8.7) to arise in this case. 
Case 2: z=0,1 not a constant. 
From equation (8.26) 
,Z= i(f-lf'+nnz+iint), (8.33) 
and substituting for Z into (8.27) gives 
1fi-1f=- 
= 
0. (8.34) 
Also, (8.28) may be expressed (simplifying xZ and x=-) as 
Izz+IEX 
= 
il(fz-fz. ). (8.35) 
Now define the operator T: 
. 
caz+ä (8.36) 
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Since Ti 
= 
TI 
=0 from (8.20) and the conjugate of (8.19), operating on (8.34) with T 
gives 
Ig=g', (8.37) 
where g(z, z7 = f2£ and g'(z', z') = Further, applying T and its conjugate 
1ä+ 
aa, 
to (8.37) gives, respectively, 
118: 
= 8zý" (8.38) 
P87 
= B" 
" 
(8.39) 
Since fZ and fl', do or do not vanish together [see (8.34)] and the same is true 
for fy and f,, y, [see (8.37)], the analysis may be divided into the three subcases : 
(a) fi # 0, fi"ý ý 0; 
(b) fy 
= 
0, fz"ý" 
= 
0, fr # 0, 
. 
fz" * 0; 
(c) 
. 
fZ = 
. 
f'Z" = 0. 
In what follows it will be seen that only the first and third of these cases lead to 
non-linear forms of f(z, i) and f'(z', z'). 
(a) fZi ý 0, fz-ý- ý 0. In this case g#0 and g' # 0, and if 1 is eliminated between 
(8.37) and (8.39) and the variables separated, it is found that 
g=1 /(äi + h(z)), g' =1 /(äz' + h'(z')), (8.40) 
where a is constant and h, h' are arbitrary functions. Equation (8.38), using (8.37) 
and (8.40), may now be separated to give 
hz(az+h)/(ä+h) = h', (az'+h')/(äz'+h') = constant. (8.41) 
It is now straightforward to deduce that h is linear in z and that h' is linear in z', so 
that 11g is linear in z and i and 1/g' is linear in z' and z'. Neither g nor g' can be 
constant unless both are constants [see (8.38)] and then (8.37) is contradicted since I 
is not constant. The existence of a BT and the form of the differential equations (8.7) 
and (8.8) are unaffected by linear transformations of z and z' (see beginning of the 
section ). Thus without loss of generality we may consider separately g=1/z and 
g= 1/(z+µi+v), µ and v being constants. However, the latter means that fz will 
involve the "in" function and remembering that 1= g'/g it is clear that (8.34) cannot 
be satisfied. Hence g= 1/1 and f must take the form 
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f(z, ä) 
=z In z+ j(z)+k(z)" (8.42) 
A similar argument gives 
z'Ini'+j'(z')+k'(z') (8.43) 
and hence 
1= z/z'. (8.44) 
Equation (8.34) now gives that j, j' are constants, which may be absorbed in k and k' 
(i. e., taken as zero). Also, from (8.21), 
n=0. 
Finally, (8.22) gives 
(8.45) 
k(z) 
= az In z+ßz, k'(z') = az' In z' +ß'z', (8.46) 
where ß and ß' are complex constants, and from (8.26) 
z= i[z In (i/z')+az In (z/z')+z(ß-Q')]. (8.47) 
Equations (8.19) 
- 
(8.29) are now all satisfied. For this case, therefore, the partial 
differential equation (8.7) becomes 
izy+z, Q+zIni+azInz+ßz = 0, (8.48) 
which transforms under the BT 
zx = 
(Z l 
zx (8.49a) 1 
zy = 
(E)z; 
+i[zin()+azIn(4)+z(ß_ß'i] (8.49b) 
to 
iz' + z; a + z' in z' + az' In z' +ß'z' = 0. 
(8.50) 
Equations (8.49) can, in fact, be integrated to give 
z= z'F(y), (8.51) 
where F(y) satisfies the first-order ordinary differential equation 
dF 
= 
i[F1nF+aF1nF+(ß-ß')F]. (8.52) 
dy 
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(b) fa = fz, x, = 0, f2 ý 0, fz, * 0. Here f and f' now take the forms 
f= 
. 
1(z) + k(z), 
fý 
= j'(z') 
and the conjugate of (8.34) becomes 
1k2 
= lki". 
(8.53) 
(8.54) 
(8.55) 
Eliminating 1 it follows that when fi *0 and fr * 0, k,, k', and TI 1 are all constant. 
Equation (8.35) and its conjugate now show that fZ and ja'. are also constant so that 
this case leads only to linear forms of f and f'. 
(c) f7 
= 
fj. 
= 
0. In addition to Ti = TIT =0 equation (8.23) and the conjugate of 
(8.22) also give Tn = Tn = 0. It then follows that Tl2 = (TI)Z 
-1Z =- lz and similarly 
Tl7 
_ 
-1212 , Tn2 =- n212 , Thy n2 i, TZ = -12 n= and Tni = -17n2 
. 
Equation 
(8.26) now gives, using (8.21), TX = il(fz- fz. ) and Tz = 0. Applying T to (8.35) and 
making use of these results shows that 
1 
zz-Jz'z' = 0. (8.56) 
Note that f,, =0 can be excluded since (8.56) again gives both f and f' linear, and 
substituting for I into (8.20) gives 
fzzz fS Z" 
= 
fz"Z"Z' 
Jzz 
2 
Separating the variables, solving for f (z) and f' (z') and making linear transforma- 
tions to z and z', without loss of generality, we find that f(z) = az In z+Qz and 
f'(z') 
= az' In z' +, ß'z', so that (8.56) gives 1=z/ z'. This is essentially a subset of 
the case 2(a) since in (8.48) it is possible to make scale changes in x and y to intro- 
duce a parameter coefficient of the z In! term, without otherwise changing the form of 
the equation. Setting this parameter to be zero gives the present case. The form of 
F (y) in (8.52) may however now be obtained explicitly. Summing up, 
izy+z,, +az In z+ßz =0 (8.57) 
transforms to 
iz'+z, ', ý+az' Inz'+ß'' =0 (8.58) 
under the transformation (c. f. ref [95]) 
z= z' exp [yery_ (ß-ß') / a), (8.59) 
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with y being a constant. 
Case3: z* 0,1= 1 
It is now convenient to introduce new independent variables ý, 77, such that 
z=( +77)/2, z' = (ý-7])/2. (8.60) 
Equations (8.19)-(8.21) are now satisfied. Equations (8.24) and (8.25) reduce to 
z4=zg=0, sothat 
Z= «77, n) 
- 
(8.61) 
Equations (8.22) and (8.23) reduce to 
nZ = 0, n4 =- iZ/2, 
so that n is of the form 
n=- irk/2+ im(ri, 4). (8.62) 
Equations (8.27) and (8.28) give expressions for xf and x4 respectively, which may 
be integrated to give 
x= äi[-iznýJ+2; tºnj7 ý+(-z2+2zm, 7 
-2mz, 7 +2mzý)ý-4A(n, n)], (8.63) 
A(n, n) being an arbitrary function of 77 and n. 
It only remains now to satisfy equations (8.26) and (8.29). That is, suitable 
functions m(77, r/), A(q, n), r(77, n), f(z, 7, f'(z', i') must be found so that these last 
two equations become identities in ý, 1, n, 4. 
The first of these two equations, (8.26), gives 
f(z, 1)-f'(z', z') = 42Pi+4eP2+4P3+eP4+P5 = (8.64) 
where 
Pl 
= ýý, ý , P2 =- 21 zz, 7 , P3 = mzfi - mz, 7, 
P4 
= imJ7, P5 = G(n, i7). (8.65) 
and where 
G(17, r7) 
= mm 
-mm, 7-mr/2-A(n, n). (8.66) 
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The nature of the left hand side of (8,64) imposes conditions on PI, P2, P3, P4 and PS. 
Specifically, F...., 
= 
FF1' 
= 
Frz. 
= 
Fly, 
= 
0, or 
F«-F, 7,7 = Fig-F, = F, 7Z-Fn4 = F4Z-F, 7n = 0. (8.67) 
Hence, 
Pl 
= 
äzz77 
= a, 77+fiiý +Yi, (8.68) 
P2= 
- 
iz17 
=2ß1i+Y2, (8.69) 
P3 
= mzfY 
-mz,, = a377 +0311+y3, (8.70) 
P4 
= fmn = ß37J+ß4 +y4, (8.71) 
P5 
=G= 1ý (f'1772+Y2? 7+e1)+3 a177 3 +Y177 2+05217 +E2, (8.72) 
where al, a3, #1, ß3,04,71,721 73,74, S2,61, E2 are constants. Note that once the 
functional form of F(ý, 
, 
r), i7) has been established, f and f may be obtained directly 
from F, in terms of ý, 
, 
17, and 4, by the substitutions 
f= F((ý+77)/2, (I+n)/2, (4+71)/2,0+ß])l2)+E3-E29 (8.73) 
(8.74) 
where C3[=f(0,0)] is an arbitrary constant and where E2 in (8.73) is the value of 
F(0,0,0,0), obtained from (8.64) and (8.72). 
The remaining equation (8.29) may be written in terms of 4 and 77 as 
E3 
= 
0, (8.75) 
where 
E3 
= -Tf'+n(Z4+x77)+n(if+z, º)-X(nn+n, 7)-2(nf+nn) (8.76) 
and where r, n, x and f are given by (8.61), (8.62), (8.63) and (8.74) respectively. 
Direct calculation gives 
E34« =- zal 
and 
E311 
- -#4(z+T)/2 
(8.77) 
(8.78) 
so that 
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a1=0 
and 
(8.79) 
ß4 
=0 or i=-, r. (8.80) 
With al =0 (8.68) integrates to give 
T2 = 8(ß171r1 +Yi77+P(q)), (8.81) 
where p(n) is an arbitrary function of 17. Hence 
zzn = 4(, 8177+ß ). (8.82) 
Comparison of (8.82) and (8.69) and using I i/z I=1 shows that p must be linear. 
Taking p(n) = 31 77 + S3 
, 
(8.69) and (8.82) give 
Z(ß177+r2/2) = 
-z(ß117+S1), (8.83) 
where 
z2 = 8(#177 q+Yi77+311 +s3)" (8.84) 
Squaring (8.83), substituting for z2 from (8.84) and equating coefficients of dif- 
ferent powers of i and 4 gives that #I must be real. In addition, conditions arise 
which may be conveniently separated into 5 discrete cases. The corresponding forms 
of z(*0) are also given: 
(a) ß1 
= 
0, y2 = 061 = 0, yl = 0, z constant; 
(b) ß1 
= 
0, Y2 = 0, S1 = 01 Y1 * 0, ß4 = 0, 
z2 = 8(YI, 7+S3); 
(c)ß1=0, rl#0, Y2=2Y1,81=Yl" 
S3 
= 
83, 
-Z, = 8(Y117 +71n+a3); 
(d) ß, 
= 
0, rl*O, r2# 271, r2 y2 = 4r1 ?1+ 
-2 283 1, 8I 
Yl 
S3-Wy 
,z 
2'Y2 
z2 = 8(YI17+ZYyn +453); 
(e)ß1 
= lei # 0, y2 = 2y1, S1 = yl, 33 = 53, 
i= 
-r, z2= 8 1T7il+y117+Y1i7+S3)" 
In cases (b) and (d) f*-, r so that, from (8.80), ß4 = 0. 
For each of these five cases (8.71) may be integrated directly to give an expres- 
sion for m (n, t) which will, of course, involve an arbitrary function of 17. Substituting 
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z and m into (8.70) then leads to further constraints on the constants and also 
specifies, in most cases, a more precise form of m. In summary equations (8.68) 
- 
(8.72) imply the following forms of z, m and G corresponding to cases (a) 
- 
(e) above. 
(a) z constant, 
m= ('YIß4442+Y44)/T+V(17), V arbitrary, 
G=i e1+02+E2; 
{b} = 8(Y, 77 + ), Yi $ 0, 
m= 
-Z 1 Z(a3i7+Y3)/y1, 
G= y1172+ S217 +E14 +e2; 
(c) z2 = 8(y, 77 +Yiý +33), 83 real, i= --c, 
m=- IYI(7163+2Yia3)17 +Y1(7163-71a3)n 12Yi Yi 
+ -2ö3(7 a3-Y1a3) +311 741 
G= 27i7lf? +yj772+5277 +Eii +E2; 
(d) T2 = 8(Yi77 +äY2 4/Yi+33), z= -2z?, /Ya, 
m= 
-ir(a311/Yi+2Y4 /72)+£69 
G= Y21 f7+Yi'12+52'lß+eif1+E2; 
where 
16= E6Y2. a3_ a3Yi, Y2Y2=41171" 
72 Yi 
1a3r2 r3r, rýrg * 2- S3 =a Y3 =2 
72 
Y4 = 
-4 
Yyl(2rlr4-r2r3)+ 
rl 0, r2 ý`1+ 
(e) r2 = 8(ß177i7+Y1774 ? ie+53), Z= -r, 
A 
G= ß1124+Y1772+2y117 7+5217+Elf7+f2; 
0. where 61, S3 and c6 are all real and #1 * 
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In each case equation (8.64) enables F to be found in a form which is consistent 
with its representation F= f(z, 7- f'(z', z'). Here f and f may be calculated using 
the substitutions given in (8.73) and (8.74). Of the original equations (8.19) 
- 
(8.29) 
only (8.29), which was expressed earlier [see (8.75) and (8.76)] as E3 = 0, remains to 
be satisfied. 
Using the above results E3 may be expressed in terms of ý, 
, 
77 and i and must 
be identically zero. Of the five cases above, three [(a), (b) and (d)] lead to no non- 
linear forms of f(z, r). For case (b) direct calculation leads to 
(E3fr) 
-[X3, 
giving a3 = 0, and then to 
(ZE3)4,7*º 
_ 
-4v , 
leading to the contradiction yl = 0. 
For case (d), 
(TE3)««77 = 
-8yla3, 
so that, since yl * 0, a3 = 0. Hence 
42 ýZE3ýýnn 
-- 
Yl 
giving, again, the contradiction yl = 0. 
In case (a) 
I, r2V 
-2 2 n, E344 ' 71 
so that V(i) is linear. Then 
E377777777 = 6ß4ß4 /(r2 , 
giving ß4 =0 and hence 
F= Yak+5277+eln+C2, 
which leads only to linear forms for both f(z, z) and f'(z', z')" 
Case (e) leads to the cubic Schrödinger equation. The identities ('rE3)477, = 0, 
('rE3 )4,,, 7 = 0, (rE3 )4,7 =0 and ('E3 ), 717 =0 give in turn 
32 
= 
82, 
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a3 +4Yi Ei=a 
, Qi 
14QiYiö2-4y, Yi +, yl& ýz =a, ýi 
1 
'63 = 16ß2(8ß11152+4ß1a382_81171 
+2Y1ä3+4Y1a3-ä3a3). 
E3 is now identically zero. 
The forms of f(z, z) and f'(z', i') may be calculated from (8.73) and (8.74) and 
these may be simplified by replacing z by z-ä (2Y1 + ä3) /ß1 and z' by 
z' 
- 
ä(-2Y1 + ä3) /ßl 
. 
In addition the constants involved may be simplified by setting 
S2 
= p+7(4Yi71+a303)lßit 
s3 
= 
-11 ßm1+71Y11ß19 
E6 = "2/P19 
where p, '% and A2 are all real constants. With these substitutions 
f(z, z) = 4ß1z21+µz, 
f'(z' i') = 4pi z'2z'+µz' 
and auto-BTs for the equation 
izy+z +4#1z2z+µz =0 (8.85) 
are given by 
p= p' + n, q= q+ zp' +X, (8.86a, b) 
where 
v2 = 4ß1(2(z-z')(Z-z')-A1), 
--ir(z+z')+iA(z-z'), 
,ý= iA Tz+iu(z-z')+iAlßl(z+z')-iA (z-z') 
-ý 21ß1(Z-z')(zi' -z'Z+2z'V). 
This agrees with Lamb [57]. 
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The only remaining case is case (c). Here, the identity (rE3)ý, 7, =0 gives 
a3 
2iyl 
TT 
Considering a3 =+ 
2iyl 
N73- 
the identities (ZE3)4,7 
= 
0, (TE3)4 
= 
0, (TE3)77 77 = 
0, (rE3), 7f! =0 and (TE3), 7 =0 give in turn 
Ei = [ýYi? i -i(2Yi y4+? ? 4)]/(may ), 
62 ý (Yj Yä 
-r1)/(Yi Yi ), ri real, 
S2 
= 
82, 
S2 
=i (y 2, y4 Ya 
- 
Yi Ya) l iýYi Yý ), 
(3 = g[rl(-ý3-+i)+, y Y42(, ý3-+i)-2iF Yä ]/(ýY3 Y2 
E3 is now identically zero. 
Here f(z, i), f'(z', z'), n, and X may now be calculated from (8.73) and (8.74). 
Their forms are considerably simplified by first writing 
74 = Fl ys(43- - i) /Yi " 
ii = -Yi Y1(8Ys? s+3r2), r2 real, 
83 
= Iä[2, r3-(Ys+75)+6i(Y5 -Y5)-r5 1, r. 5 real. 
i. e. replace constants y4, rl, S3 by constants ys, r2, r5 and then applying linear 
transformations to z and z' as follows 
z 
-+ }(--i)(Nr3-z-(y +rs))Pn , 
z' 
--ý -ß[z'(3+i ý+YS(Ya-1ý+ZYSIýýYI" 
The two partial differential equations then simplify to 
izy+zz, +(z+i)2+r2 = 0, (8.87a) 
iz'+Z' +(z'+z')2+r2 =0 (8.87b) 
and the BTs relating them are 
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p=- +n, (8.88a) 
q= 
-ýk1+i')q'+Tp'+X, (8.88b) 
where 
=ä [8-ji(z+z')- (12-i4,3)(z+z')+rs(1-iNF3)], 
n= 36 
[z(2J-18i)-i(2-+6i)+z'(-8ý3+ 12i)-`'4-j3-r5(-j +i)], 
Z= [-1222(1+i3NF3)+24zz(l+i- )-1212(1-i )-122'2(13-i ) 
-96z'z'(2-i-J)-12z'2(7-i3-J)-12zz'(1-i5'3)-12zz'(5+i3-) 
-12zz' (7 + i1) -12zz'(11 +N-3)+r. 5(-4z(6- W-3)-4i-J1 
+ 2z'(9 
- 
i5-) 
- 
21' (3 + ij)) + rs (1 + i-) 
-108r2(1- iý)] / (720). 
r5 is the Bäcklund parameter. 
For the case a3 = 
-2iY1/, J the above may be followed through in exactly 
same way arriving at the same partial differential equations. For the BTs, however i 
should be replaced by 
-i where it occurs explicitly in the expressions for p, q, 'r, n 
and x above. We therefore have two different auto-BTs, each with an arbitrary param- 
eter for the partial differential equation (8.87a). 
These BTs incorporate auto-BTs for the Boussinesq equation since if z= u+iv, 
equation (8.87a) becomes 
iuy-vy+u+iv +4u2+r2 = 0. 
If this is separated into real and imaginary parts and v eliminated, u satisfies 
uyy +u. +(4u2)., = 0, 
which is a form of the well-known Boussinesq equation. 
We do believe that a nonlinear superposition may be obtained for equation 
(8.87a) from the BTs (8.88), but as Lamb [57] points out for the nonlinear 
Schrödinger equation, the result appears to be too complicated to be useful for compu- 
tational purposes. 
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CHAPTER NINE 
ON BÄCKLUND TRANSFORMATIONS OF THE CLASS 
u =F(u', u, ', uy 
1. Introduction 
Chapter 9 is also in the spirit of the previous chapter, where here we use BTs of 
the class 
u =F(u', u', uy ). (9.1) 
We explore in detail the range of functions f(u, ux) and f'(u', u') for which the partial 
differential equations 
u: y = Au, ux), (9.2) 
uX = f'(u', ux) (9.3) 
are related by the BTs (9.1). Such a case is the BT u=u'-sin-1 (au') which relates the 
sine-Gordon equation uXy = sin u and the modified sine-Gordon equation ulý 
_ 
sin u' 1-(au, ') [70]. This result will be generalised here. 
In the present chapter, without presenting the detailed computations, we also 
explore the range of functions f(u, ux) and f'(u', u, ') for which the KdV type equations 
u., +u'. + f(u, u) = 0, (9.4) 
uý+u +f0(u', us) =0 (9.5) 
are connected by BT (9.1), where, in this example, F depends also on the second 
derivatives of u' (u, ý, z4and U)) ). Such an example is the well-known Miura transfor- 
mation as = u'2+ u, ', which relates the KdV equation u,, + um+ 6uux =0 and the 
modified KdV equation uy + ums- 6u'2u, ý =0 [661. 
In section 2 the class of BTs for the first example [equations (9.2) and (9.3)) is 
considered and the analysis partitions naturally into four exclusive cases. At the end 
of this section a list of all the results obtained is given. In section 3 we search for 
BTs of the class u =F(u', u,,, u;, u, L, ums uý) which link equations of the form (9.4). In 
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the final section we explain how to generate BTs of the general class (7.4) for equa- 
tions which are known to admit BTs of the special class (9.1). 
2. A Class of Bäcklund Transformations for Equations of the Type uze = f(u, u=) 
We consider BTs of the form 
u= F(u', P', 9') (9.6) 
which relate the two partial differential equations 
s= f(u, P) (9.7) 
and 
s' = f'(u', p') (9.8) 
where, with the usual notation, p=u,, q=uy, r=uu, s=u. XY, t=uyy, and similarly for 
p', q', r', s', t' in terms of u'. In ref [8] it is shown that a number of partial differen- 
tial equations of the form (9.2) admit auto-BTs of the class (7.4). It is shown here that 
these equations also admit BTs of the class (9.1). In ref [80], all the possible func- 
tions f(u, ux) for which equation (9.2) describes pseudospherical surfaces, are given. 
These functions, excluding those linear in u and u;, are also shown in this example to 
admit transformations of the class (9.1). 
Since p= 
äX 
and s= 
äp, 
using (9.6) 
- 
(9.8) we obtain respectively, 
y 
p=p'F., +r'Fp, + f'Fq,, (9.9) 
f (F, p'F"+r'FP. + f'FQ, ) = p'q'F.,., +p'f'F., p, +p'('F,,, 9. + f'Fjg"+ 
r'q'F,,, p, +r'f'Fp-p" + r't'Fp"q" +P'f . 
Fp. + r' f;. Fp, +q' f'Fu, q, + 
f'2Fp-q +t'f'Fq q-+9'ff, Fq'+f'fp"Fq.. 
(9.10) 
In the following analysis we search for functions F(u', p', q'), f (F, p) and f'(u', p') 
which satisfy identically (9.10). If f and f are identical functions the BT is an auto- 
BT. We will exclude cases in which each of f and f is one of the following three 
forms : 
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(Fa) Linear in both u and p (or linear in both u' and p'). 
(Fb) Form for which equation (9.7) (or equation (9.8)) can be reduced to first order by 
direct integration. 
(Fc) Form which makes equation (9.7) [or (9.8)] a known equation which has well 
known analytic solutions. 
In the work which follows whenever f and f is one of the above forms we will refer 
to it as (Fa), (Fb) and (Fc). We will also exclude point transformations. 
The coefficients of (r't'), (t'), and (t') in (9.10) give respectively 
F= A+B, (9.11) 
p'Bu, q, +f 'Bq, q, = 0, (9.12) 
' P9'A,, "u"+P 9'B4"Y"+P f'A,, "+f'Aý" + f'Bý" + r'4'A. " "+ r' f'AP" "+ f= P" PP 
p'Ap, f, ' 
- 
+r'Ap, f;, + q'., f'B., q, + q'Bq, f., +BQ, f' f;,, (9.13) 
where A is a function of u' and p' and B is a function of u' and q'. From equation 
(9.12) it follows that either f linear in p' or B=blq'+c, bl being a constant and ca 
function of u'. The right hand side of (9.13) is linear in r' and therefore fr"r" =0 
which gives fpPAP, = 0. Hence, either f is linear in p or A,, = 0. We can therefore 
conclude that the analysis may be split into four cases: 
1. f linear in p, f' linear in p' and F=A+B; 
2. f linear in p' and F=B; 
3. f linear in p and F=blq'+A; 
4. F= blq'+c. 
Note in cases 2 and 4 that A, since it is a function of u' only, has been absorbed in B 
and c respectively. 
The above cases may be made exclusive by specifying that, where the forms of 
f and f are not stated, they must not be linear in p and p', respectively. In cases 3 
and 4, where f is not linear p', equation (9.12) is satisfied and one only needs to 
consider equation (9.13). In the cases 1 and 2 both equations (9.12) and (9.13) need to 
be considered. 
- 
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Case 1: f linear in p and f linear in p'. 
In this case we have 
u=F=A+B, 
f 
=Lp+M, 
kp' + 1, 
(9.14) 
(9.15) 
(9.16) 
where L and M are functions of u and k and 1 are functions of u'. Using (9.16) it 
follows from equation (9.12) that either (a) 1=0 and BQ. Q. *O or (b) Bq"4. =0. 
(a) Since 1=0, f takes the excluded form (Fb). Considering the coefficients of (r') 
and (r'°) in equation (9.13) and differentiating twice with respect to q', it can be 
deduced that L and M are given by 
L= eý'"+R3, M=ß. 4e11"+A5, 
where Al ;. 5 are all constants. The constants X1 and #4 must not be zero because 
otherwise f also becomes the excluded form (Fb). Using the forms of L and M equa- 
tion (9.13) becomes a polynomial in r' and q'. Equating coefficients of r' and q' we 
obtain four equations which force f to be of the form f= A4ex1"+A5, which makes 
equation (9.7) the well-known Liouville equation. Therefore f is also of the excluded 
form (Fc). We note that if the analysis is continued a form of F may be obtained 
which relates the equations u,,, = e" and u; 
,=0 and gives the general solution of 
Liouville's equation (see chapter 1). 
(b) Since B,,,, 
= 
0, using (9.12), equation (9.14) becomes 
F= blq'+A, (9.17) 
where bl is a constant. Using (9.15) and (9.16), the coefficients of (r') and (r'0) in 
(9.13) give respectively 
AP, L 
= q'A,,, p. +p'kAp, p"+IAp, p, +kAp", 
(9.18) 
(p'A,,, +blp'k+bll)L+M = p'q'A.,., +p'2kA,,, p. +p'lAM. p. +p'kA,,, +IA"+ 
p'2k"Ap"+p'1-Ap, +bIp'q'k"+bIq'1"+bIp'k2+blkl. (9.19) 
Since the right hand side of (9.18) is linear in q', one must have Ap Lq q=0 and 
hence, bi AP. L.,, = 0. Therefore case 1 may be conveniently separated into three 
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disjoint subcases: 
(i) L linear in u, bl #0, A,, # 0; 
(ii) A,, 0, b1 :#0; 
(iii) b1=0. 
In all three subcases functions L(u), M(u), k(u'), l(u'), and A(u', p') need to be found, 
which satisfy equations (9.18) and (9.19). 
(i) Since L is linear in u, from (9.19) it is easy to deduce that M is also linear in u. 
Hence, 
f= (41u+µ2)P+P3u+µ4, (9.20) 
where µl, P2, µ3 and ßt4 are all constants. Using (9.20) the coefficients of (q') and 
(q'°) in (9.18) give respectively, 
A= Jebu, u'+d, (9.21) 
p'Jp"p, k+Jp, k-/., t, JJp, ebl/`1"'+Jp, P, 1-M, Jp, d-M2Jp" = 0, (9.22) 
where J is a function of p' and d is a function of u'. Since A,, *0 then J,, * 0. 
Identity (9.22) implies that there exists a linear relation between p'Jp, p., JP", JJ,, and 
Jp, p,, unless k=l=µ1 = µ2 = 0. This linear relation may be 
integrated with respect to 
p' to give 
Alp'Jp"+X2j +4J2+; L4J+4 = 0, (9.23) 
where Al. 22, A3, A4, and 2.5 are constants. Taking p*0 and solving (9.23), it is 
seen that J must take one of the following forms: 
J= 4tan [(;. sln (A. 1p'+A2)1 +X3, (9.24) 
J= A4tan (alp'+A)+ 9 (9.25) 
14 
+13- (9.26) In (" IP +11i) 
If µl = 0, then J is given by one of the following forms: 
J=A. 41n(p" +A)+As, (9.27) 
J=1 a4V+-ýi)I'+, 3, (9.28) 
J_ ýO*I'P'+/13, (9.29) 
where the constants A; have been redefined. Using these forms of J, each separately, 
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equations (9.22) and (9.19) will give the forms of k, I and d. The result is that, all six 
forms of J produce both f and f of the excluded forms. For example, substituting 
(9.25) into equation (9.22) gives 
k=0,1= ýý 4eb. µýd=-). 
3e/ 2=0. 
I 
Now using the above results, the coefficient of q' in (9.19) gives'43 = 0. Therefore f 
is of the form (Fc) (Liouville's equation) and f is of the form (Fb). The coefficient of 
(q'°) in (9.19) will give more restrictions on the forms of f and f', but there is no 
point in continuing the analysis, since both f and f' are already of the excluded 
forms. 
A similar conclusion is reached when the other forms of J are used. Care must 
be taken when (9.28) is used, because in order to be able to equate coefficients of 
powers of p' in (9.22) and (9.19), one needs to consider separately (a). %1 = 1, (b) 
. 
11=-l and (c) A. 1*-1,1. Finally if k=l=p1 = µ2=0 the coefficient of q' in (9.19) 
gives µ3 = 0, which implies f= constant and f'=0. 
(ii) Since A., = 0, equation (9.17) becomes 
u=F=blq'+c, (9.30) 
where c is a function of u'. Equation (9.18) vanishes and differentiating (9.19) twice 
with respect to q' and then with respect to p' gives 
(c., +blk)L. = 0. 
Hence, either c" # 
-bIk and L linear in u or cM- = -bIk. 
When L=µ1u+µ2, µl and µ2 are constants, it is easy to deduce from (9.19) that 
M is also linear in u. Using the forms of L and M, (9.19) becomes a polynomial in p' 
and q'. Equating coefficients we obtain four identities which involve k, 1 and c. One 
needs to take ul =0 and ul *0 separately, because these lead to different forms of 
k, 1 and c. In both cases we obtain excluded forms off and f'. 
When c'--blk, equation (9.19) reduces to 
b11L+M = blq'1-. (9.31) 
If the operator D1 = c, 
- 
a, 
-b1 
a 
is applied to (9.31), we obtain 
aq au, 
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1u'u' cu' 
IN, bl ' 
L-- (9.32) 
Note that I., *0 since otherwise from (9.9) p=constant. Applying D1 to (9.32) now 
gives 
blq 
-c, ""- 1=0. (9.33) 
The coefficients of (q') and (q'°) in (9.33) will give the forms of 1 and c, which are 
either both linear in u' or 1=4eA, ", +4 and c= 
. 
%4e-Al"'+, k5. Using the forms of 1 
and c, the functions L and M can be found from equations (9.32) and (9.31) respec- 
tively. When both 1 and c are linear the result is that both f and f are of the form 
(Fa). In the other case we obtain the result that the pair of partial differential equa- 
tions 
uly = b(u-AS)ux-A1A3(u-%5)-A1. %2A4, (9.34a) 
i 
u_ 
ýi 
b) 
11a e-z, u'u, +, ý. ýea, "'+ý3 (9.346 
i 
are related by 
u= blur+ß. 4e-ý'", +.. 5. (9.34c) 
iii) In this subcase we have u=A(u', p') and equations (9.18) and (9.19) become 
linear in q'. Equating coefficients of powers of q' in both of these equations give 
u=A=J+; Llu', (9.35) 
J 
.L= p'Jp, p-k+Jp, P"1+Jp-k, (9.36) 
Alp'L+M 
=). lp'k+All+p"2Jp, k.. +p'lp, 1.,, (9.37) 
where A1 is a constant and J is a function of p'. Note that JP- #0 because otherwise 
we have a point transformation. Differentiating (9.36) with respect to u' and then 
integrating with respect to p' gives 
11L 
= 
k,,, p'J,,, + I,, JF, + g, (9.38) 
g being a function of u'. Using (9.37) and (9.38), L can be eliminated and then apply- 
ing the operator D2 = 4' au, -. 
21 
as 
to the new equation gives 
( lk, i"-gu, )P., jP"+, lijp, lu"-Ä2k+XIg = 0. (9.39) 
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Also eliminating L from (9.36) and (9.38) we obtain 
Alp'Jp-p"k+,. 1Jp, p, 1+XiJp"k-pýJpýk, -JP lu"-J g=0. (9.40) 
Equations (9.39) and (9.40) will give the functions J, k, 1 and g and then from (9.36) 
[or (9.38)] and (9.37) one can find L and M, respectively. If the coefficients of 
(p'J 
. 
), (Jp. ) and the term independent of p' in (9.39) do not all vanish, then from 
(9.39) either J= Qn(p'+A)+, 13 or J=ß. 4P" +I%3, where ."1 ý3, ý4 are constants 
and A4 is non-zero. For the first form of J, equation (9.7) becomes Liouville equation 
and (9.8) can be reduced to first order by direct integration. The second form implies 
that both f and f' are of the form (Fa). 
Now if the coefficients of (p'Jp-), (Jp, ) and the term independent of p' in (9.39) 
all vanish, that is 
. 
tik, 
-gw" = . ill" = A1(Alk-g) = 0, (9.41) 
only equation (9.40) needs to be considered to give J, k, 1 and g. If '% *0 then 1= 
constant and g=A. lk. These results imply that J= constant. When ;. 1 =0 (9.41) gives 
g= µl, µl constant and equation (9.40) becomes 
p'Jp, kk. +Jp-1+ßt1 = 0. (9.42) 
Note that if k,,. = 1. " = µl =0 then from (9.37), M=O and therefore both partial dif- 
ferential equations, (9.7) and (9.8), can be reduced to first order by direct integration. 
Thus, equation (9.42) implies, as before, that J=A41n (p'+: 2)+23 or J=,. 4p'+A2. It 
is straightforward to show that the second form leads to excluded forms of f and f'. 
Finally the first form of J gives k and I linear in u', from (9.42). Then from equations 
(9.36) and (9.37) the forms of L and M can be found. The pair of partial differential 
equations which are obtained are the same as in (9.34a, b), with u and u' interchanged. 
These two equations are related by 
u= )14ln( +u, i)+13. (9.43) 
Note that (9.43) can also be obtained from (9.34c). 
Case 2: f non-linear in p, f linear in p'. 
In this case we have 
u=F= B(u', q'), (9.44) 
f'=kp'+1, (9.45) 
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where k and 1 are functions of u'. Equations (9.12) and (9.13) give respectively, 
p'Bu, q, +kp'Bq, 9, +1Bq, q, = 0, 
f(B, p'Bu. +kp'BQ. +lBq) = p'q'B,,.,,. +kpB,,. +IB,,. +p'q'BQ. k"+ 
q'BQ-1" + p'Bq' k2 +B9. kl. 
(9.46) 
(9.47) 
Since the right hand side of (9.47) is linear in p' then f,, P, =0 and therefore 
(B- + kBq') fpp = 0. The function f is not linear in p and hence, 
B,,, +kB4. = 0. (9.48) 
Since 1*0, [otherwise p=0 from (9.9)], equations (9.48) and (9.46) give B=blq'+c, 
where bl is a non-zero constant and ca function of u'. Therefore (9.48) and (9.47) 
become 
c,,. +blk = 0, 
f (blq'+c, b11) = blq'1,,.. 
Since p=b11(u'), then u' = 1-1(p/bl), where 1-1 is the inverse function of 1, and 
from (9.44) q' 
_I [u-c(1' (p/b 1)) ]. Hence, the pair of partial differential equa- 
i 
tions 
ums, = [u-c (1-1(u: /bi))]l' (1-1(u: /bl)), (9.49a) 
u, p9 =-b c' (u')ux+l (u`) 
are related by the BT 
(9.49b) 
u= bl uy + c(u'), (9.49c) 
where 1 and c are any arbitrary functions and 1' and c' are the derived functions of 
I 
and c, respectively. 
Since u' = 1-1(ux/bl), in case 3 subcases in which F is a function of p' only, 
can be excluded because by interchanging primed and non-primed variables 
in 
(9.49) one gets the same results as in these subcases. One example of (9.49) is that the 
pair of equations u, y = ue -"-+ 1 and u;, = u'+ 
In u' are related by u= uy - u'. 
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Case 3: f linear in p, f' non-linear in p'. 
In this case we have 
F=blq'+A, 
f 
=Lp+M. 
Using (9.50) and (9.51) the coefficients of powers of r' in (9.13) give 
Ap, L = q'A. 
-p"+fApp"+AP, f;,, 
(p'Am"+blf')L+M 
= p'q'A..,,. +p'f'A,,. P. +f'A,,. + 
pSAP"fu, +biq'f +bIf'f;,. 
(9.50) 
(95 1) 
(9.52) 
(9.53) 
As in case 1(b), it can easily be shown that there are three disjoint subcases: 
(a) L=µ1u+µ2, M=µ3u+94, Ap, #0 and bl*0, where 41, µ2, µ3 and µ4 are con- 
SCants, 
(b) Ap, 
=0 and bl # 0, 
(c) b1=0. 
(a) Equating coefficients of powers of q' in (9.52) one obtains 
A=Jeboyh"'+d, (9.54) 
1µ1A2+µ2A+g 
f' 
. 
(9.55) 
Ap" 
where d and g are functions of u' and J is a function of p'. The coefficient of q' in 
(9.53) gives 
Aip'JJ. +A2J,. +A3J+A, 4 = 0, (9.56) 
where 
Al = blpid", )eb', `°",, A2 = -blU3eb. µ. "'ý 
A3 = (biµid"-bipi d-b2 I. P2)eb1µ, +ý', 
A4 
= 
biµiddý,. +biµ2d,,. +bl8. "-biµid2-2biµiµ2d-2bigi8" 
If A1=A2=A3=A4=0 then 
-11I- 
p3 = 0, 
g- ý3eý`µ'` + u1. % 
, 
u2=-mai, (9.57) 
where Al, A2 and A3 are constants. The constant pl must not be zero, because other- 
wise using (9.53) it can be shown that f'=f' (p') and since u3 = 0, both f and f are 
of the excluded form (Fb). Using (9.57) equation (9.53) gives 
9a=0, 
8p1, Z3PoJp'+Jp'Lg1(, I+; [1)2+Ag)p'-2. %p"p"[ul(. %-ý, k1)2+,. 3]2 
= 
Q. (9.58) 
Integrating (9.58) with respect to p' gives 
ip 
"_11 
, 
u1(,,, +Al)2+A2 Z2-ý1ý3Pý2, (9.59) 
where s2 is a constant of integration 
. 
Using (9.57), (9.55) gives 
b,, u, iw'[. 
1 (j+; L, )2 +, k2 ,2 'e 31 lJp', 
and therefore from (9.59) 
f' 
= eb, µ, u' 9 (9.60) 
where z#0 because otherwise f becomes linear in p'. Hence, the transformation 
u= (J+Ai)eb1P, "'+bluy+, ' (9.61a) 
relates the two partial differential equations 
Uxy=(sIu-) u1)ux, (9.61b) 
ums, =eb'µ'". -µ u, ý (9.61c) 
where ! [from (9.59)] is given by 
-11, (9.61d) J=- 
2 3pß 
12 
the constant of integration having been absorbed in A1. 
Now if not all A. vanish in (9.56), then there exists a non-trivial linear relation- 
ship connecting p'Jp,, J,,, J and the term independent of p'. From this relationship it 
can be deduced that J must be one of the following forms 
- 
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J=,. 4eÄ, P, +4 ,# 4*O, IZi # 0, (9.62) 
J=A. 41n(P'+4)+. 3, A. 4 * 0, (9.63) 
J=1.4(P'+4)ß`+%3, %4 * 0, 
'% :#0, (9.64) 
where 'ýl, A, . %3 and l4 are constants. Note that these constants are not the same as in 
(9.57). Using equation (9.53) and each form of J separately, the functions d and g can 
be found. The result is that all three forms of J will give f' linear in p'. Using (9.63), 
coefficients of (In p')4 and (ln p')2 in (9.53) give µ1=0 and µ2 =0 respectively. 
Hence, from (9.55) f is linear in p'. A similar contradiction arises from (9.62). 
Finally using (9.64), equation (9.53) has the form 
14 
(Ajp'+Bj)(p'+X2? '+ Y, (CCp'+Dj)(p'+Xi), Ä' = 0. j=O j=O 
where Aj, BJ, Cj, Dj are determined functions of d, g and u'. Because one needs to 
equate coefficients of powers of p', attention must be paid to when 
. 
11 
=1 or 
-1. In 
fact if Al >0 the leading coefficient, C4, gives Al = -1 which is a contradiction. 
Similarly if A, < 
-1, the coefficient of (p') gives again ;. 1 = -1. Now taking 
Al 
= 
-1, the coefficients of (q'p'2) and (p'5) give respectively 
g= ase2b, A, u'-)3Cb,, U, "'(µ1d+/12)- Id2-µ2d, 
i2 S--ill 3, 
where a5 is another constant. Using the above results, (9.19) gives the contradiction 
that f' is linear in p'. 
(b) In this subcase 
u=blq'+c, (9.65) 
where c is a function of u'. Equation (9.52) vanishes and using (9.53), since f' is not 
linear in p', it can be shown, in the same way as in case 1(b)(ii) that L=µ1u+µ2 and 
M=93u+µ4, where µl, µ2, µ3 and U4 are constants. Taking pl *0 the coefficients of 
(q') and (q'0) in (9.53) give respectively 
f' 
= 
Je b, u. u'_cM, p'lbl_p3/blu1, (9.66) 
p'Jp- c, ý" + b1µ1Jc - b1JJp, eb1ýý M' 
+P3Jp' /µ i+ 
biµ2J+µ4e-bU, M'-µ2µ3e-b, µ1u'/ßi = 0, (9.67) 
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where J is a non-linear function of p'. Note that the coefficients of c"- and c in (9.67) 
do not vanish. Therefore there exists a linear relationship connecting c"-, u, 1, eb, µ'" 
and e -b,, ", "'. From this relationship one can deduce that c must be one of the follow- 
ing forms: 
c=A2eA, b. M'+A3e-µ, b, ß'+, %4e1, Y'+4, Al * 0, pibl, 
-µ1b1, (9.68) 
C=/Z2 8u'b`u' + ". 3e-u, 
b'm' 
+4U'eu, b, u'+; L5,4 * 0, (9.69) 
C= eju'b'", +X3e-P. b. u'+Iý4u'e-ju. b. u'+x5p A4 * 0, (9.70) 
where A1, ýi, A3, A4, and A5 are constants. Using each form of c separately and equa- 
tion (9.67), one can find J. It is easy to check that (9.69) and (9.70) give J=0 and J 
linear in p' respectively. Finally using (9.68), the coefficient of (eb'u'"'eA'"') in (9.67) 
gives either 14 =0 or J= p'If J=p'(-b'µ'«') then from (9.67) bl =0 which 
is a contradiction. Taking A4 = 0, coefficients of (ei'"'), (u'°), and (eb'/`'"') give 
JU3 = 09 P2 = -Pils 94=0,94 =0 and 
µ1A2p'Jp"-JJP-+P14J = 0. (9.71) 
Equation (9.71) can be solved to give 
J= 12p1P, +iP, 
-Z, (9.72) 
where z2 is a non-zero constant of integration. Therefore we have the result that the 
pair of partial differential equations 
uxy = (ftiu-µi. s)uX, (9.73a) 
u' = eb. u, m'ý41 ux2-z2 (9.73b) 
are related by the BT 
u= blue+A2eb. `. "'+A. 5. (9.73c) 
Note that the partial differential equations in (9.73) are the same as in (9.61) but the 
BTs which connect them are different. 
Now let pl = 0. From (9.53) f= J-p'c. -lbl+µ3u' and either c= 
eil", +13u'+14 or c= a2u'2+, u'+, 14. Both of these forms of c lead to f being 
a function of p' only and µ3 =0 which means that both f and f are of the excluded 
form (Fb). 
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(c) Equating coefficients of powers of q' in (9.62) and (9.63) we obtain 
u=A = J+ß. 1u', (9.74) 
Jp, L 
= 
Jp"p, f' +Jp- f;,, (9.75) 
Alp'L+M 
= 
elf'+p'Jp, f,,, (9.76) 
where J is a function of p' and A, is non-zero constant. If 
' 1=0 then A is a function 
of p' only and as was noted in case 2, we are simply led to the partial differential 
equations (9.49a, b) with the primed and non-primed variables interchanged. The BT 
which relates them is given by u= 1-1(uß/bl). 
Now differentiating (9.75) with respect to u' and integrating with respect to p' 
one obtains 
AIL 
= 
Jp"f;,, +g, (9.77) 
where g is a function of u'. Equations (9.76) and (9.77) now yield 
M=A1 f'-p'g. (9.78) 
Eliminating f from (9.77) and (9.78) one obtains 
AIL 
= 
A, Jp, M,, +p'Jp, g,,, +Alg. (9.79). 
Applying the operator D2 = Jp' aä11 -A1 gyp, onto (9.79) now gives 
gImm 
= 
Ig'u"-, ZiP, g. " (9.80) 
where I=p'Jp IJp. p-. Note that it has been assumed that Jp-P- # 
0. The case J. =0 is 
examined later. Finally application of the operator D2 onto (9.80) gives 
ip'Igti"i'r'r %(J' ý'pojp')8r'r'+; lär' = 0. (9.81) 
From (9.81) it may be deduced that there exists a non-trivial linear relation connecting 
g.,, g..., and g.,.,. ". This differential equation for g can be solved to give the fol- 
lowing four possible solutions: 
g=%OA ul+ 5eA4"1+4 ,'* A4, *0, 
A4* 0, (9.82) 
g= 4e; '2"'+i%5u'et2"'+i. 6, A*0, %5*0, (9.83) 
+, %5uß+Ä. 6,4 *0, #%3* 0, A. 5* 0, (9.84) 
g ='. 3 ll'2+4 ll"+4 
. 
(9.85) 
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Note that g *constant because otherwise f' is linear in p' from (9.80) and (9.78). 
Using each form of g separately, the functions J, M, f' and L can be found from 
the equations (9.81), (9.80), (9.78) and (9.77), respectively, and then equation (9.75) 
will give more restrictions on the forms of these four functions. It is straightforward, 
using these equations, to show that the forms of g given by (9.83) to (9.85) lead to no 
results. Substituting the final form of g, given by (9.82), into (9.81) it can be seen, by 
considering the coefficients of (e 3"' ) and (ex"), that this analysis can be split into 
two cases: (i) 
. I4ýO and (ii) A4=0. 
(i) The coefficients of (eý'"') and (eA4"') in (9.81) give 
JP 
- 
L(a2+p, 
zý-}, (9.86) 
Ia4= 
- 29 (9.87) 
where µ2 is a constant of integration. If this constant is zero, equations (9.80) and 
(9.78), imply that f is linear in p'. The constant p2 has been taken as positive but the 
negative case may easily be obtained by replacing 4 by iµ and suitably modifying 
other constants to give real results 
. 
Solving (9.86) gives 
J= sink-' + v, (9.88) 
where v is a constant of integration. Using (9.86) - (9.88), equations (9.80), (9.78) 
and (9.77) imply that 
A5e-ý, (+ý- 
; Ll 
L=ß. 6/R1, 
respectively, where z is a constant of integration. Equation (9.75) now gives 4=0 and 
z=0. Thus, finally, 
U= -1 sink-1 
u 
+;. l u' +v (9.89a) A2 
Ju 
relates the pair of partial differential equations 
- 
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'3 (9.89b) Uxy ý 
_P(A 
u =_ý 1 (lea'" 1, u') p +p'2. (9.89c) 
The Bäcklund transformation (9.89) is a generalisation of Nakamura's result 
[70], where the sine-Gordon and sinh-Gordon equations are related to the modified 
sine-Gordon, u,, y = sin and modified sinh-Gordon, u-Y = 
sinh u 1- (µux) 
, 
respectively. Choosing suitable constants (9.89a) also provides a 
BT relating Liouville's equation to the modified Liouville's equation u, y _ 
7 
e" 1- (µu 
. 
(ii) Since A4=0, g= )3eL- "'+A6, where As has been absorbed in A6. Integrating 
(9.81) twice with respect to p', gives 
pJP, +AI p. Jp e-L, j/ý, + 
i 
e-A2j/; L, = v, (9.90) 
where p and v are constants. From equations (9.80), (9.78) and (9.77) it is found that 
M='k3µeý2u/; L +Z, 
f. 
_ 
ea, 
ýýA, 
ea, ý"+ 
1 (A3eý'" +4)P'+ 
Z, 
V 1, 
respectively, where r is a constant of integration. Using equation (9.75) we obtain 
Z=0 and A6 = 0. Therefore we have the result that the pair of partial differential 
equations 
u_ 
1213vý, M/x, 
xr eu +ý e", "il., (9.91a) x1 
ums, eA111, eA""+ eý'ý`"uX (9.91b) 
are related by the Backlund transformation 
u= J+A. 1 u', (9.91 c) 
where J is given by the ordinary differential equation (9.90). If v=0 and µ= -µ in 
(9.91) and (9.90), then from (9.90), J= sinh-'(Alp'/µ). We note that if p is 
- 
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replaced by µ/, ý1 and let A, 5 =0 in (9.89), then the two BTs, (9.89) and (9.91), 
become identical. 
Case 3 will be concluded by taking J=2p' + A3 
. 
Application of the operator 
D2 = aü, -A ap, onto (9.79) gives g=A. 4u'+4. Applying D2 to (9.78) gives 
, 
ýifI I' 2fü, = Al. 4u'- A4p'+A1ý5. (9.92) 
Equation (9.92) is a first order partial differential equation which can be solved by the 
method of characteristics. Hence, 
I u'+Ap') -4 u'2 _2p, - 
4 
u', (9.93) 
where X is an arbitrary function. From equations (9.78) and (9.77) one can find M and 
L respectively, and from (9.75) A4 = 0. This leads to the result that the BT 
u =bus+I, lu'+4 (9.94a) 
relates the pair of partial differential equations 
Ux, 
_ 
ý-2 0' (U-/ý3)Us+/ý1415 (U-4)- 
X$ 
IU 
-/ýgJ, (9.94b) 
U, = <P(;. lu'+A2ux)- u', (9.94c) 
where 0' is the derived function of 0. Since it is required that equation (9.94c) must 
not be linear in p', the function must not be linear. 
Case 4: f non-linear in p and f non-linear in p' 
In this case F is given by 
u=F=blq'+c, b1*0. (9.95) 
Equation (9.13) reduces to 
f (u, p)=p'4'ci, 'u'+f'c., +bi4'f,, "+bl f'f;,. (9.96) 
The right hand side of (9.96) is linear in q', so that f,,,, =0 and therefore bl f,,,, = 0, 
since p is independent of q' from (9.9). Hence, 
f=uR+S, (9.97) 
where R and S are functions of p. Equating coefficients of powers of q' in (9.96) we 
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obtain 
b1R 
=p c. 
-+bIf.,, 
cR+S = f'cM"+bl f'fp-. 
Equation (9.98) is of the form b1R (p) = p,,, which has solution of the form 
P=Q(u'+f), 
(9.98) 
(9.99) 
(9.100) 
for some function Q, where J is a function of p'. Letting 4= u'+J, equations (9.98) 
and (9.99) may be written 
b1f' 
= 
-p'c'+Q (5), (9.101) 
(Q)=b Q4[-pJp, c, +QJJ, 
-c], (9.102) 
i 
respectively. Note from (9.101) that J must not be a constant because otherwise f is 
linear in p'. Let u'=ý-J and then differentiate (9.102) with respect to p' keeping 
constant. This gives 
c. 
-"p'Jp -CU, p'JP-p+QJ ,, =0. (9.103) 
Now take JP, P- * 0, (the case Jp"p, =0 is examined at the end of this section). If 
equation (9.103) is divided through by Jp.,, " and then differentiated with respect to p', 
keeping ý constant, we obtain 
cm, 
-c,, M-(p'JP. +Ip. )+cm, m, u IJp' = 0, (9.104) 
where I=p'Jp /J,, 
. 
Identity (9.104) is the same as (9.81), with g replaced by c and 
1=1. Therefore, as in case 3(c), c must take one of four different forms. As before, 
only the form c=., 3e4", +A5e; 
L""'+16 will be considered. It is easy to check that the 
other three forms lead nowhere. As in case 3(c) there are two subcases: (i) 
c=A3eA2k'+). 5e-x'"'+1.6 and (ii) c=13e"' +*16 - 
(i) J is given by (9.88), where 
, 
A1 
= 
1. The function Q can be found from (9.103) and 
then the functions f', R and S can be found from (9.101), (9.98) and (9.102) respec- 
tively. Therefore it is seen that the pair of partial differential equations 
ur, =b (u-4) ux -4 31. Sµ2, . (9.105a) 
i 
uz =b (A3eý'""+A5e-A'") uj +µ (9.105b) 
i 
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are related by the BT 
u= bluy+"3ez'" +ß. 5e-'%"'+4. (9.105c) 
A different BT to that obtained earlier in (9.89) for the modified sine-Gordon and 
modified sinh-Gordon equations can be obtained from (9.105). 
(ii) Comparing with case 3(c)(ii) and using the same equations as in case 4(i) it can be 
shown that the two equations 
. 
12 
u, Y uu, +yu 
ms- 6 u= (9.106a) = -, bi 4ubi bi 
e'"'(p'+µe ß) (9.106b) u, r, =- bi 
3ý 
are related by the BT 
is = b1uy+A3eza"'+1.6, (9.106c) 
where J is given by the ordinary differential equation 
, 
gJp, +p'Jp, e -; Llj+e - ý'J/A2 = v, (9.107) 
p and v being constants. It is noted that v=0, µ A2 = b1µ, A6 = is and 
13 
= 
ýZ in (9.106), makes this BT identical to (9.73). 
Finally if J=; Llp' 
-- 
t it can be shown that the transformation 
u= b1uy+ß, 3u'+A4 (9.108a) 
relates the pair of partial differential equations 
i= 
b1UQ"(Q-'(u: ))+b1Q" (Q-'(u: ))[IIUX-)Q-1(4)+11"i4-A41,9.108b) 
u, ý 
_ 
-A3 uc+ 
1 (11u'+u'+ 
bl bl 
(9.108c) 
where A. 1, A2,23 and 14 are constants, AI and ý3 are non-zero, Q is an arbitrary func- 
tion and Q' the derived function of Q. 
Summary: We now list the main results of this section. Note that if (9.6)-(9.8) can 
be satisfied for suitable functions F, f, and f then under linear transformations 
ul = au +, 0, ui = a'u'+, ß', where a, ß, a' and fi' are constants and a and a' are 
non-zero, the new transformed equations (9.6)-(9.8) take the same form and may be 
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satisfied for suitable functions F1, fl and fl'. This enables some constants to be 
removed which clarifies the nature of some of the following transformations. We note 
that these transformations can then easily be generalised by making linear transfor- 
mations. In what follows, ý1, A. 21 41 1ý4,4,. P, v, r and bl are all constants. We also 
note that the BTs (9.34) and (9.73) are special cases of the BT (9.106) and (9.89) is a 
special case of (9.91). 
1. 
are related by the BT 
ums, = uus 
- 
%4 and 
u; ý _ A4e_", uz+e"- 
u= uy+ýqe-". 
2. u.,, y _ [u-c(1-1(uZ))(u,, )) and 
u.;,, y _ -c' (u')ux+l (u') 
are related by the BT u= uy +c (u'), 
(9.34) 
(9.49) 
where 1 and c are arbitrary functions and 1' and c' are the derived functions of 1 and c 
respectively. 
u, n, = uu,, and 
uy = e" 
' Z2-(A3u. )2 (9.61) 
are related by the BT u= !eb, "' +b1 uy , 
_ 
3p, 
where J Z+ 
_ 
A3 p, 2 
4. ums, = uu,, and 
up = X2e"I uII- -Z (9.73) 
are related by the BT u= uy + A2e "'. 
5. uxy = U(;. 3ea2M-;. 5e-; L2") and 
u eý "e -ý'") µ2+ u=2 (9.89) XY = (A3 15 
are related by the BT u= sinh-1 
µ 
+u 
- 
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6" uXy = vel'"ux+ge; L'" and 
uz, = µe"jez'"l +eA-u'uI (9.91) 
are related by the BT u= J+u', 
where J is given by the equation 
)iJLJ +) p'Jp, e -41+e -A'! = v. (9.109) 112 
7. uIy=''(u)u,, +AIO(u)-ß. 5u and 
uxy = 415 (Alu' + U, 
-. 
ýS u' (9.94) 
are related by the BT u= uX+), lu', 
where 0 is an arbitrary function and 0' its derived function. 
8. ur, 
_u ui 
-4A3Asµ and 
u; ry = )i(ý3eý'"+). seýýl") ux2+µ2 (9.105) 
are related by the BT u= uy +,. 3 eA2"' + Ase -A-"'. 
9. uxy = 1ý2 UUx+ uz and 
uy=- A3eý'"ý(us +µeß) (9.106) 
are related by the BT u= uy+A3e4"", 
where J is given by the ordinary differential equation (9.109). 
10. u,,, =Q' (Q -1(u: ))[Alu: - Q-1(u,, )+u+A2X3] and 
ums 
_ -4ux+Q(;, ius+u"+A2) (9.108) 
are related by the BT u= uy +13U% 
where Q is an arbitrary function and Q' is its derived function. 
In ref [8] is shown that the modified Liouville equation, the modified sine- 
Gordon equation and the modified sinh-Gordon equation admit auto-BTs. Here, in 
addition to other results, we have shown that the modified Liouville equation can also 
be related to equation u= uus by two different BTs [(9.61) and (9.73)) and to the 
standard Liouville equation by Bäcklund transformation (9.89), the latter being a 
-122- 
generalisation of Nakamura's result [70]. Also in this paper we have found two dif- 
ferent BTs for each of the modified sine-Gordon and the modified sinh-Gordon equa- 
tions. One of these is the Nakamura transformation and the other is given by the BT 
(9.105). 
3. Bäckiund Transformations for KdV Type Equations 
Let us now consider the KdV type equations 
uy+u, + f(u, ux) =0 (9.110) 
and 
uy+u;. +f'(u', ux) = 0. (9.111) 
We briefly explain how one can explore the range of functions f and f' for which the 
equations (9.110) and (9.111) admit BTs of the class 
u= F(u', p', q', r', s', t'). (9.112) 
As in the previous example we will exclude cases where both f and f' are linear in 
both of their arguments, and also point transformations. The results of this section 
could be seen as a generalisation of Miura transformation (see section 1) [66]. 
Upon differentiation of (9.112) with respect to x and y we obtain respectively 
uX = p'F., +r'F +s'F +a'F +ß'F +y'F: ", (9.113) 
uy q'F 
. 
+s'Fp'+I'Fq'+ß'F,. +y'F+S'F, ", (9.114) 
where a' = u;.,,,, 8' = u;,, y = u; , and 8' = u;,. Remembering that a' = -q'-f', 
from equation (9.111), differentiating (9.113) twice with respect to x, a similar 
expression for u,,. can be obtained. Upon substitution of this expression for u and 
(9.114) into (9.110) results to 
uy, +uw+ f= E(u', p', q', r', s', t', ß', r, E') = 0, (9.115) 
where e' = u,,,, Yy, for some function E. This function may be calculated explicitly 
in 
terms of F, its derivatives, f, its derivatives, u', p', q', r', s', t', ß', y' and e'. In view 
of (9.110) E must be identically zero with u', p', q', r', s', t', ß', y' and e' regarded 
as independent variables. 
-123- 
A sequence of calculations of various derivatives of E, namely, 
Ec,, Er-ý, E,,, Eß. p 
, 
Ep, and E,,, t", imply that F does not depend on t', s' and q'. 
Now E., imply that 
F=,. r' +A(u', p'), 
where A is a constant. Differentiating E with respect to q' twice it gives 
__ 
2 E4ý9 a" f 
= 
0. 
From this last result it is seen that the analysis may be split into two disjoint cases: (1) 
A*0 and f linear in p and (2) %=0. 
Case 1: Calculations of E9", E, 
-,, and E,, lead to the following results 
äý21u ip'2+ a(u)p'+ b(u'), 
1= (p1u+p2)P, 
(9.116) 
(9.117) 
ff 
=- T9 il1 P'3+2 1 pa '2+µibP'+µ2P'+ 
Zýa. 
'Pt2, (9.118) 
where, 
a= v1exp(- . Zyju')+v2, 13 
3v, v V2 3(v2 + v4) b= vsexp( ýýiuý)- 8 ýeXP(- Q %2 iii 
where PI,, u2, VI, v2, v3, v4 and v5 are all constants. The constant p1 has been taken 
as nonzero because otherwise we obtain f and f both of the excluded (linear) forms. 
Finally equating coefficients of powers of p' in E=0, we must either have (a) 
v2 = v3 =0 or (b) v2 * 0, vl = vs = 0. These two subcases give all possible forms of 
F, f and f' (equations (9.116) 
- 
(9.118)). 
We conclude this case by giving an example. Letting µl =6 and µ2 = 
vl = v2 = v3 = v4 = vs=0 we deduce that the pair of partial differential equations 
uy + uu + 6uux = 0, 
uy+u-2 A2uz3 =0 
are related by the BT 
u- AU. 
-)2ux2. 
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Case 2: Upon differentiating E firstly, with respect to q' and secondly, twice with 
respect to r' yield 
F 
=gyp+c(u'), 
f= L(u)p+M(u), 
respectively. Let us now equate coefficients of powers of r' in E=0 to give 
AL 
= 
ýfp, 
- 
3P' c, ,,, , (9.119) 
p'c,, L+M = f'cM'-p'3c, ". ',, "+Ap'f". (9.120) 
These two equations impose restrictions on the functional forms of L, M, f and c and 
that ultimately enable the BTs to be derived. 
Without presenting any more detailed computations, we state the transformations 
which are obtained in this case. If c-" # 0, then equations (9.119) and (9.120) lead 
to the following theorem: 
Theorem 9.1: The pair of partial differential equations 
uy+ u, + TE[mµ(u-µ, r)2- 3r(1-µ2)(u-9)- 
(02+µ92)+v]ux = 0, (9.121a) 
uy+u +iuUX3- 23c,, u,, +TFu,, =0 
(9.121b) 
are related by the BT 
u =Au' + c, (9.121 c) 
where c is a function of u' and is given by the ordinary differential equation 
cm"-+µc = r, Cu'' * 0, (9.121d) 
where 1, v, fit, z, 0,8 are constants, µ=0, -1,1 and 0 and 8 are constants of 
integration obtained by solving (9.121d). Some of these constants may be fixed 
without loss of generality. In particular by appropriate scaling of is and u' and writing 
equations (9.121a) and (9.121b) in a moving frame we may take ;L=1 and v=0. 
Nevertheless we have not fixed these constants, so one can 'easily deduce special cases 
of this theorem. For example, taking I=1, r= 
-2, µ=v=0=0=0 leads to the 
Miura's result. For µ= 
-1,1 we obtain transformations between modified KdV 
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equation and some equations introduced by Calogero and Degasperis [20]. 
Finally, if c= vu+ z, one finds the following two transformations: 
(a) u=duz+vu'+z 
relates the two partial differential equations 
uy+uw+ [, IM' (u)+p]ux+M(u) 
= 
0, 
uy+u +v [M(Au, '+vu'+z)+µu., 3=0, 
where M is an arbitrary function, M' is its derived function and u is a constant. 
(b) u= uz +z 
relates the equations 
Iril 
uy+u,, 
', 
+F(U-r)ux-Pu+ =0 
uy+u 
- 
iu'+J(uz) 
= 
0, 
where J is an arbitrary function, J' is its derived function and p is a constant. 
4. Generation of the General Class of BTs Using the Special Class 
In chapter 7 section 3 we saw the BTs which relate the KdV and the modified 
KdV equations derived by Lamb [57]. We noted that one of the BTs is in fact the 
Miura transformation. Now the following question arises: how does one generate BTs 
of the general class (7.4) using the special class (7.50)? This can be done if F in 
(7.50) does not depend on both p' and q'. Let, say, F is independent of q', then solv- 
ing (7.50) for p' we obtain 
p' 
_ 
W(u, u'), (9.122) 
where `Y is determined function. Also consider 
q' 
_ 
CD(u, u', p)" (9.123) 
Hence, (9.122) and (9.123) are a complete pair of BTs of the general class. The usual 
procedure, which was described in chapter 7 section 2, will also determine the func- 
tion &. 
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Let us proceed by giving a detailed example. Consider the pair of partial dif- 
ferential equations 
uxy = coshu uu +µ2, (9.124a) 
u, ýy = u' ux2-µ2 (9.124b) 
which are related by the BT 
u' = uy+coshu. (9.124c) 
The BT (9.124) is a special case of (9.105), but with primed and unprimed variables 
interchanged. This was done in order to have the same notation as in chapters 7 and 8. 
Solving (9.124c) for uy one finds 
q=u'-coshu. (9.125a) 
Now consider 
p= ! Y(u, u', p', q'), (9.125b) 
which completes the pair of BTs. Since s= 
äyp 
and s= 
ax, 
equations (9.125a, b) and 
equations (9.124a, b) yield the following identities 
(u'-coshu)W. +q'W., +u' pµ Wp"+t'Y'Q" = coshu +µ 
P'- Y'sinhu = coshu Y' +µ 
Consequently, equation (9.127) can be solved for V' to give 
ý' 
_ 
-p'sinhu±coshu p'2-µ2. 
Identity (9.126) is satisfied only if 
Y' 
_ 
-p'sinhu + coshu p' -µ 
. 
(9.126) 
(9.127) 
(9.128) 
We note that the integrability condition (E = 
äp 
- ax 
0) is also satisfied. Hence, 
y 
(9.128) and (9.125a) are the BTs of the equations (9.124a, b). 
Let us now complete this section by generalising Lamb's result [57], by giving 
the corresponding results of the Theorem 9.1 (previous section). 
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Theorem 9.2: The BTs 
[u'-c(u)], 
q=-ýr1+ý2P'Ck-ppa+2-! PC. +-P2c, ý, ý- VP 
relate the pair of partial differential equations 
_3v= 1Cy + U. + "lU s 2/2 2 Cu us + ;. 2 Us0, 
U; +UXXX +p[. 2µ(u'-µz)2-3r(1-µ2)(u'-B)- (02+µB2)+v]uZ = 0, 
where c is a function of u and is given by the equation c,,. +µc =r and ; L, v, µ, r, O 
and 8 as defined in Theorem 9.1. 
For a number of partial differential equation, it is an impossible task to derive 
BTs of the class (7.4) even with use of today's computer algebra systems. A possible 
alternative is to attempt to obtain BTs of the class (7.50). These transformations then, 
if they do not depend on both p' and q', can be used to generate BTs of the general 
class (7.4). Therefore for equations of the type (9.2), BTs of the class (7.4) can be 
generated using the transformations derived in section 2, with the exception of (9.61). 
Thus, for the problem of determining BTs of the class (7.4), which is investigated at 
the moment by the author, cases for which either di or Y' is a function of is and u' 
only must be disregarded. 
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